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ABSTRACT 
 
UNFOLDING VERSE: POETRY AS CORRESPONDENCE IN EARLY MODERN 
ENGLAND 
 
Dianne Marie Mitchell 
Peter Stallybrass  
Zachary Lesser 
 
This project recovers a forgotten history of Renaissance poetry as mail. At a time when 
trends in English print publication and manuscript dissemination were making lyric verse 
more accessible to a reading public than ever before, writers and correspondents created 
poetic objects designed to reach individual postal recipients. Drawing on extensive 
archival research, “Unfolding Verse” examines versions of popular poems by John 
Donne, Ben Jonson, Mary Wroth, and others which look little like “literature.” Rather, 
these verses bear salutations, addresses, folds, wax seals, and other signs of transmission 
through the informal postal networks of early modern England. Neither verse letters nor 
“epistles,” the textual artifacts I call “letter-poems” proclaim their participation in a 
widespread social and material practice of sending verse through the post – a practice 
which has gone almost entirely unexplored, but which has important repercussions for the 
way we understand how poetic communication worked. 
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 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
By the end of the sixteenth century and the first decades of the seventeenth century, 
English poetry was more accessible than ever before. Spurred on by the success of 
Tottel’s Songes and Sonnets (1557), publishers began to market lyric verse to a broad 
purchasing readership. Meanwhile, increasingly interconnected networks of court, 
country, university, and Inns of Court meant that manuscript poems circulated far beyond 
initial audiences of social intimates to reach the hands – and verse miscellanies – of 
unknown compilers. As the audience for English lyric grew, scholars have argued, poetry 
started to lose or even abandon a pretense of “social embededness.”1 Instead, it appealed 
to readers in new contexts as “literature.”  
 But archival evidence suggests that this is not the full story. “Unfolding Verse” 
recovers a history of Renaissance poetry as mail. It argues that some of the most widely 
disseminated poems of the early modern period had a surprising parallel existence as 
postal communications to select readers. Though these epistolary versions have largely 
remained invisible to scholars, often lying unedited and uncatalogued as loose sheets 
among family papers, or hidden within manuscript verse miscellanies in transcribed form, 
these texts had a forceful presence in the poetic culture of their day. Their survival tells 
us that, far from being inherently “literary,” many early modern poems actually 
underwent a series of negotiations between posterity and intimacy. In fact, these 
negotiations helped shape what “literary” meant. 
                                                
1 Arthur Marotti, Manuscript, print, and the English renaissance lyric (Ithaca: Cornell University 
Press, 1995), 166. 
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 The texts under consideration in “Unfolding Verse” strain our existing poetic 
vocabulary. Two terms normally employed in discussions of so-called epistolary poetry, 
“verse letter” and “verse epistle,” refer to poems which rely on epistolarity less as a site 
of formal meaning in its own right than as a pretense of intimate address which disguises 
the more public work of satire or praise.2 As Claudio Guillén points out, such generic 
“contamination” problematizes scholars’ use of “verse letter” and “verse epistle,” an 
issue which he and others have attempted to combat by reading epistolary verse along a 
spectrum of its resemblance to actual letters.3 But while these efforts to define the verse 
letter or verse epistle are useful in recognizing that some poems are more “letterary” than 
others, they tend to treat even the most letter-like elements of verse, such as allusions to 
previous or anticipated correspondence, as skillful devices which create a semblance of 
epistolarity. That a poem might not only borrow from features of correspondence but also 
attempt to reach its intended reader as an actual piece of mail is rarely considered. 
 Yet, evidence from special collections libraries, national archives, local record 
offices, churches, museums, and castles bears out the fact that poetry had a forceful 
material presence within early modern networks of correspondence. As we will see, some 
of these poems also fit Guillén’s definition of “true” verse letters or verse epistles in that 
they self-consciously proclaim themselves to be “writing in the process of 
correspondence.”4 Taken as a whole, however, the verses I discuss – by Philip Sidney 
                                                
2 Claudio Guillén, “Notes toward the Study of the Renaissance Letter,” in Renaissance Genres: 
Essays on Theory, History, Interpretation, ed. Barbara K. Lewalski (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1986), 72; Margaret Maurer, “The Verse Letter,” in The Oxford Handbook of 
John Donne, ed. Jeanne Shami, Dennis Flynn, and M. Thomas Hester (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2011), 207. 
3 Guillén, “Notes,” 87; Bill Overton, The Eighteenth-Century British Verse Epistle (Houndmills, 
Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 6. 
4 Guillén, “Notes,” 80. 
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and Mary Wroth, John Harington and John Donne, Ben Jonson and Francis Beaumont, 
and many others – point less to a single genre or mode than to a widespread textual 
practice. Throughout “Unfolding Verse,” therefore, I refer to verses that bear traces of 
postal transmission as “letter-poems.”5 Awkward and unsatisfactory though this coinage 
may be, “letter-poem” nevertheless serves an important function in its insistence on 
material difference. For however else we might classify the poems I discus – panegyric, 
satire, epitaph, love poem, even verse letter – “letter-poem” functions as a reminder that 
these were, above all, folded papers transported across space from a sender to a recipient. 
As such, letter-poems demanded a mode of interpretation distinct from that of poems 
printed in single-author collections, or displayed on a wall, or copied out of a friend’s 
miscellany.  
 My project is unique in applying to the study of Renaissance lyric poetry recent 
theories about the practices of letter-writing in early modern England. A fundamental 
premise of “Unfolding Verse,” explored in detail in Chapter 1, is that a letter-poem’s 
unusual form and mode of transmission was a crucial part of its meaning. As a 
consequence, a letter-poem “addressed” its postal recipient very differently from the way 
it addressed readers who experienced the same lines in another textual form. This 
difference is, in part, a consequence of the weighty symbolism attached to Renaissance 
mail. Crucially, in an era with no standing post, nor indeed, any certainty of successful 
                                                
5 I have seen the term “letter-poem” used only in discussions of Emily Dickinson’s unusual 
“letters written in the form of poems.” See Alexandra Socarides, Dickinson Unbound: Paper, 
Process, Poetics (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); Daria Donnelly, “The Power to die: 
Emily Dickinson’s letters of consolation,” in Epistolary Selves: letters and letter-writers, ed. 
Rebecca Earle (Ashgate: Aldershot, UK, 1999), 134-151. Importantly, Socarides distinguishes 
Dickinson’s letter-poems from other forms which, in this project, DO fall under the rubric of 
letter-poems, including enclosures, sent poems, and poems incorporated into the body of a letter 
(51). 
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delivery, even the humblest or most newsless mail was prized by correspondents as 
“material evidence of social connectedness.”6   
 Letters’ role as “testimony” is borne out by correspondents themselves.7 When, 
for instance, the First Earl of Huntingdon addresses his wife as “Myne owne good dame 
with all my hoole hart,” he implies that not only his words but his posted paper itself 
signify his “hart” or feelings for his correspondent.8 Three quarters of a century later, 
Thomas Churche affirms the power of the corporeal letter to embody his perceived 
relationship with its sender, writing to one of Huntingdon’s descendants, “My pretie 
swete Lord . . . you pleasured me with yor Lettre a token of yor love.”9 Though letter-
poems do not always express these sentiments in so many words, it was nonetheless 
essential to the creators of letter-poems that their verses be understood both as pleasing 
rhymes and as texts that initiated, sustained, and indeed, metonymically signified the 
links between sender and recipient. These verses’ epistolarity function bled into their 
rhymed lines, affecting or even “infecting” the way they hailed a particular “you.” 
Regardless of a letter-poem’s ostensible occasion and theme, its true “subject” is 
inevitably the relationship between its creator and its reader.  
 But it was not only as symbols of real-world affects and commitments that letters 
appealed to their recipients. Particular visual and corporeal components of letters 
contributed, too, to their overall effect. As Heather Wolfe, Jonathan Gibson, James 
                                                
6 Gary Schneider, The culture of epistolarity: vernacular letters and letter writing in early 
modern England, 1500-1700 (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2005), 27. 
7 Ibid., 54. 
8 Huntington Library MS HA 5274, George Hastings, 3rd Baron Hastings and 1st Earl of 
Huntington “To my wife”, Nov. 28, 1528. 
9 Huntington Library MS HA 1421, Thomas Churche To Lord Hastings (later 5th Earl of 
Huntingdon), Nov 23, 1600. 
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Daybell, and others have demonstrated, an early modern letter “spoke” to its recipient not 
only through its writer’s choice of words but through her choice of paper or color of wax 
seal; her decision to use an amanuensis or write herself; the form of her signature and 
style of her salutation or superscription (postal address); her use or non-use of blank or 
“deferential” space beneath the body of the letter; and even the means by which she 
folded the letter for delivery.10 Remarkably, several of the poems I discuss in this project 
allude expressly to these features, too, hinting that their meaning will emerge most fully 
for readers who encounter the verses in their posted states. A persistent aim of this project 
is thus to challenge what we mean when we talk about “reading” poetry, since in 
sixteenth- or seventeenth-century England, this process was very likely to involve the 
inspection of a seal or, as my title suggests, the act of literally unfolding verse. 
 Given their singularity and their very visible differences from the Renaissance 
poems we may have encountered in books and bound manuscript collections, it is easy to 
fetishize letter-poems as deeply private texts in contrast to poems written for “public” 
circulation. The circumstances of early modern mail challenge this conclusion. Epistolary 
scholars have shown that to interpret letters “as intrinsically ‘personal’, ‘private and 
intimate’, and letter-writing as a straightforward two-way exchange between sender and 
reader” is to willfully ignore the “collective nature” of early modern postal culture.11 Not 
only was Renaissance correspondence often borne by friends and passers-by, it was 
                                                
10 James Daybell, The material letter in early modern England: Manuscript letters and the culture 
and practices of letter-writing, 1512-1635 (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire; New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2012); Alan Stewart and Heather Wolfe, Letterwriting in Renaissance 
England (Washington, DC: Folger Shakespeare Library; Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
2004); Jonathan Gibson, “Significant Space in Manuscript Letters,” The Seventeenth Century 
12.1 (1997): 1-10. 
11 Daybell, Material, 12; Schneider, Culture, 22. 
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frequently read aloud by its recipients, shared among family members or neighbors not 
explicitly mentioned on the letter’s superscription, and, in the households of prominent 
state servants or the well-to-do, received and filed by a secretary.12 Occasionally, it was 
even opened before delivery by suspicious government agents or by intermediaries 
expressly instructed to review its contents. Since a letter might deliberately or 
inadvertently address a range of readers, the idea of “private mail” is particularly vexed. 
 The same holds true for letter-poems, whose modes of transmission and reception 
were just as contingent upon and vulnerable to the presence of non-recipients as their 
prose cousins. As we will see, some poets actually took advantage of the insecurity of the 
postal medium, using the mail as a means to address not only a recipient but other 
potential readers as well. The latter strategy is encapsulated nicely in Ben Jonson’s 
optimistic assertion about his verses in “An epigram to my muse, the Lady Digby, on her 
husband, Sir Kenelme Digby”: “Being sent to one, they will be read to all.”13 Other letter-
poems, meanwhile, are represented as confidential texts by compilers who did not, in 
fact, consider themselves to be these poems’ primary readers. In this instance, “privacy” 
is nothing less than a paradoxical by-product of accessibility! Rather than interpreting 
letter-poems as genuinely restricted verses, therefore, I concentrate on the ways in which 
letter-poems create an aura of privacy by adopting the narrow mode of address which 
distinguished correspondence from other forms of written communication. Even if a 
letter-poem ultimately came into the hands of others, I argue, it also enacted a deeply 
personal form of contact with the individual whose name was superscribed on its outside.  
                                                
12 Daybell, Material, 18; Schneider, Culture, 25, 70. Schneider argues that “‘private’ typically 
designated for whose eyes a letter was meant rather than defining the content itself” (71). 
13 Harold Love, The Culture and Commerce of Texts: Scribal Publication in Seventeenth Century 
England (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1998), 41. 
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 Traditionally, scholars have been reluctant to give credence to this type of 
intimate poetic contact. They assume instead that most Renaissance verse came with an 
implicit or built-in address to a readership writ large. Analyzing Spenser’s address to his 
“Happy . . . leaues” (1) in the opening Sonnet of Amoretti, “leaues” which, Spenser 
declares, “seeke her to please alone / whom if ye please, I care for other none” (13-14), 
Wendy Wall compellingly argues in The Imprint of Gender (1993) that sonneteers’ 
portrayals of private manuscript exchange are largely disingenuous (1, 13-14).14 
Conflating erotic intimacy with restricted textual transactions helped print authors like 
Spenser, Samuel Daniel, and others disguise their “reliance on a ‘common’ audience” of 
purchasing readers, Wall claims.15 Moreover, their publishers were in on the act. By 
framing the reader as a voyeur into a closed textual world, publishers tantalized 
purchasers into thinking that they were being given access to formerly secret exchanges – 
often without their author’s permission. In fact, John Bodenham’s promise in Bel-vedére 
(1600) to disclose “priuat Poems . . . giuen to [Queen Elizabeth’s] Honorable Ladies, and 
vertuous Maids of Honour” was nothing more than a strategic marketing device typical of 
early experiments with printed verse.16  
 Wall’s observations are implicitly supported by Harold Love’s scholarship on the 
handwritten poetry which thrived alongside print well into the Restoration. In The 
Culture and Commerce of Texts (1998), Love makes the radical (and highly influential) 
argument that the circulation of manuscript literature, including poetry, not only should 
                                                
14 Edmund Spenser, Amoretti and Epithalamion (London: Printed for William Ponsonby, 1595); 
Wendy Wall, The Imprint of Gender: Authorship and Publication in the English Renaissance 
(Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1993), 46. 
15 Ibid., 12. 
16 John Bodenham, Bel-vedére, or, The Garden of the Muses (London: F.K. for Hugh Astley, 
1600), A4v. 
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be but was treated as an act of “publication” in its own right.17 Love identifies “scribal 
publication” as the moment at which an author can no longer control “any future social 
use of that text.”18 Since there were few circumstances in which an author could share a 
work with another reader or readers and continue to impose restrictions on its availability 
to further eyes or pens, transmission was, in Love’s view, nearly always equivalent to 
publication. Though scribally published verse did not inevitably reach print volumes, the 
beneficiaries of such publication nonetheless tended to be “groups of like-minded 
individuals” for whom manuscript exchanges could “nourish a shared set of values” and 
“enrich personal allegiances.”19 Crucially, Love’s famous coinage for such a group, the 
“scribal community,” emphasizes the way in which textual disclosure interpellated a set 
of readers sharing a political affiliation, religion, neighborhood, family connection, etc.20 
 My indebtedness to these groundbreaking studies will be obvious. Yet, I would 
argue that neither accounts in any meaningful way for a mode of “publication” whose 
“public” was a single reader. For if Spenser’s transmission of trembling handwritten 
pages was a fantasy, it is also true that “single sheets, small gatherings of related texts, 
and shorter booklets of texts” like those he imagines reached individual postal recipients, 
setting these readers apart as the special beneficiaries of a poet’s words.21 My project 
asks, then, what “publication” looks like when the poem in question expressly appeals to 
its chosen recipient as a text removed from more traditional conduits of dissemination.  
                                                
17 Love, Culture, 4. 
18 Ibid., 39. 
19 Ibid., 177. 
20 Ibid., 179. 
21 Daniel Starza Smith, “Before (and after) the Miscellany: Reconstructing Donne’s Satyres in the 
Conway Papers,” in Manuscript Miscellanies in Early Modern England, ed. Joshua Eckhardt and 
Daniel Starza Smith (Farnham and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2014), 16. 
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Poems in the Post 
 
 The letter-poems discussed in this project were addressed to patrons and friends, 
family members and neighbors, even enemies and lovers. They attempted courtship, 
shored up friendships, pursued patronage, and secured fame. Naturally, the letter-poems 
that receive most attention in this project are those written or believed to have been 
written by some of Renaissance England’s most skilled and well-known poets. But in an 
era in which nearly anyone with some slight education, the tools of writing to hand, and a 
few minutes to spare might dabble in verse composition, letter-poems were created and 
sent, too, by less famous writers eager to make an impression on a particular 
correspondent.  
 Letter-poems are more likely to be penned by men than women – a statistic which 
may be accounted for in part by the higher prevalence of poetic composition in the 
schooling of Renaissance boys. Particularly well-educated women, however, used letter-
poems in a similar fashion to their male peers. For instance, Bathsua Makin sent a poem 
on the death of her former pupil, Lady Elizabeth Langham, to the young woman’s 
mother, Lucy Hastings, Countess of Huntington.22 As the example of Makin’s letter-
poem suggests, moreover, the addressees of letter-poems are as likely to be women as 
men. This should not be surprising given women’s influence in the Renaissance as 
patrons, mediators, or prominent figures in spheres which overlapped with but were not 
identical to those of their husbands or male kin.23 In my project, Lucy Harington Russell, 
                                                
22 Huntington Library MS HA 8799. 
23 Julie Crawford, Mediatrix: Women, Politics, and Literary Production in Early Modern England 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 11-15. 
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Countess of Bedford appears in Chapter 1 as the commissioner of and contributor to a 
group of funeral poems, and in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 as the epistolary addressee or 
recipient of verses. By portraying ladies such as Bedford as authors, circulators, 
“devisers,” and most of all, recipients of letter-poems, my project speaks to recent 
scholarship seeking a more nuanced understanding of women’s involvement in the 
literary world of early modern England.24  
 Issues of class and status emerge, too, throughout this project. Inevitably, much of 
our evidence of the practice of posting poems derives from the papers of gentle and 
aristocratic families, within whose spacious estates such texts might be safely preserved 
in closets, trunks, and cabinets for centuries. But not all creators of letter-poems were of 
high birth. Letter-poems thus offer glimpses both of a range of social positions and of 
poetic transactions which span barriers of “degree.” Occasionally, these barriers are even 
foregrounded. Sir George Rodney’s notorious love poem, supposedly written in his own 
blood and sent from an inn to the newly-married Countess of Hertford, attributes his 
addressee’s choice of an aged Earl over himself as a response to his lower birth: “And I – 
mean in rank I know I am, / Nor can I raise the stock from whence I came / I am no 
baron’s son, nor born so high.”25 Although Rodney’s bid for love was unsuccessful (he 
committed suicide, perhaps in part because of a devastating poetic response from the 
Countess herself), his choice of medium was nonetheless strategic. For a correspondent 
who might never be invited into his recipient’s cabinet could nonetheless “enter” this 
                                                
24 Peter Davidson and Jane Stevenson, “Elizabeth I’s Reception at Bisham (1592),” in The 
Progresses, Pageants, and Entertainments of Queen Elizabeth I, ed. Jayne Archer et. al. (Oxford 
and New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), 208. 
25 Donald W. Foster, “‘Against the perjured falsehood of your tongues’: Frances Howard on the 
Course of Love,” English Literary Renaissance 24 (1994), 89. 
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privileged space via a letter-poem. During a time in which many manuscript verses 
tended to circulate, at least initially, between peers, letter-poems stubbornly insisted on a 
greater type of mobility.   
 The occasions of letter-poems are as varied as those of their prose cousins. Some 
letter-poems facilitated communication across weeks or years. A letter-poem of 
“thankes” sent from Thomas Buckland to “Sir Henrie Bagott Baronett at Feild” seems to 
have been an annual tradition, “Which I will never cease, as yearly rent / To render, till 
my short life’s lamp be spent.”26 Conversely, a copy of a poem beginning “By Euphrates 
flowrie side,” a paraphrase of Psalm 137 by John Donne or Francis Davison, was sent by 
an anonymous correspondent to Dudley, Third Baron North as part of a more frequent 
and presumably two-sided poetic exchange.27 “I . . . tye my self more strictly to the 
Originall, holding those Translations best yt suffer ye least Translation,” the sender 
observes in a prose letter preceding the verse: “But thus; Sings the bolder Poet to the 
137th Psalme.”28 Although the sender is clearly a poet himself, his accompanying note 
reminds us that many letter-poems represented copies of others’ writings which had been 
transformed into mail for the specific purpose of impressing a valued recipient. 
 Domestic events, both celebratory and sad, moved people of all abilities to create 
letter-poems. A funerary letter-poem comforting a new widow bears the self-conscious 
opening lines, “Mistresse / Verses have in them melody, / Which sweetens comforts: 
therefor I / Give myne in verse.”29 A letter-poem copied into a manuscript verse 
                                                
26 Beinecke Library, Yale Poetry Box VI, Item 26. 
27 The case for Donne's authorship is made by Lara Crowley in “Donne, not Davison: 
Reconsidering the Authorship of ‘Psalme 137’,” Modern Philology 105.4 (May 2008): 603-36. 
28 British Library Add. MS 27407, f. 65r. 
29 Beinecke Library, Yale Poetry Box VI, Item 124. 
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miscellany bears the title “On the faire bride An Epithalamion, or ye marriage of Mris 
Dorathy Sanders. Oxon” and concludes with a reference to the verses’ ephemerality: “& 
cause I want an offering to returne; / On ye altar of yr loue; let these lines burne” 
(presumably either its author or possibly its reader made a copy which was not burned). 30 
The Cambridge poet Robert Creswell sent a poem to Viscount Falkland of the “Great 
Tew Circle” in order to thank him for the gift of a Greek book.31 
 Letter-poems were used, too, to sustain links between friends, family members, or 
allies at a remove from one another. A poetic rejection of romantic love by “Mrs 
Christabella Rogers” superscribed “these ffor my much honoured cusen Alce ffennell” 
may represent an attempt to affirm homosocial family bonds after the failure of a 
relationship: Rogers’s adamant-like heart, she proclaims to Cupid, will “draw more harts 
yet not to thee / but that they may strait follow mee / to some enameled spacious feild / to 
fix a battle not to yeeld.”32 On the brink of the Restoration, Robert Bellings sent Sir 
Richard Browne “a two a clocks birth begotten betwixt a fancy and a dreame” beginning 
“Is not distracted England strangely dead? / For who can say she liues that wants hir 
head?”. Bellings appeals to a fellow Royalist in exile, using a letter-poem to “reinforce 
common bonds of allegiance and rekindle a sense of defiance in the face of defeat.”33 
 Letter-poems took a range of material forms. As noted above, many survive as 
copies, where they may be distinguished from their neighbors in manuscript verse 
miscellanies by their inclusion of salutations, subscriptions, signatures, and titles that 
                                                
30 NY Public Library Arents Collection Cat No. S. 288, pp. 38-40. 
31 Bodleian MS Rawl. poet. 246, ff. 26r-27r. A note accompanying the poem reveals that 
Creswell’s roommate was none other than the poet Abraham Cowley. 
32 Folger Shakespeare Library Loseley Collection L.b.707. 
33 British Library Add. MS 78234, ff. 33r-v; Mark R.F. Williams, The King’s Irishmen: The Irish 
in the Exiled Court of Charles II 1649-1660 (Woodbridge, UK: The Boydell Press, 2014), 1. 
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emulate postal superscriptions. But others, more fragile in nature, bear visible traces of 
their transmission and their storage over the course of centuries. Many letter-poems, for 
instance, appear to have simply been posted as letters in their own right. Shakespeare 
imagines such a document in Love’s Labor’s Lost when the Princess of France receives 
from her royal admirer 
    as much love in rhyme 
 As would be cramm'd up in a sheet of paper, 
 Writ o' both sides the leaf, margent and all, 
 That he was fain to seal on Cupid's name (5.2.6-9). 34 
 
The sender’s breach of epistolary decorum – placing the seal over the poetic message 
itself – is, however, unusual. Most creators of such letter-poems typically followed 
epistolary convention by inscribing the poem on the front and, when length necessitated, 
the inner leaves of a half-sheet folded in two. This half-sheet was then folded into a small 
packet, sealed to prevent tampering, superscribed or addressed with the name and 
sometimes location of its recipient, and handed to a bearer for delivery. A friendly verse 
compliment from John Fletcher to the Countess of Huntington survives in this form, 
having been copied out onto the first page of a bifolium which still bears traces of red 
wax, the impression of Fletcher’s seal, and its superscription “to the Excelent and / best 
Lady the Countess / of Huntington” on the back.35 A few decades later, the poet Thomas 
Shadwell took the practice to an extreme by causing even the superscription of his verse 
mail to rhyme: “To / Will Trumbull Esq. at Easthamstead Park / Ride as hard as you can 
                                                
34 William Shakespeare, Love’s Labor’s Lost, ed. Peter Holland (Hardmondsworth, UK: Penguin 
Books, 2000). 
35 Huntington Library MS HA 13333. 
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or youl be in ye dark” (“Your Want of a Rhime on th’outside for direction / To your 
Letter is realy the only Objection,” he writes to his friend as a postscript).36 
 Sometimes poetic correspondents copied verse directly into the body of a prose 
letter. A flattering poem to the Duke of Ormond by “Jo: Binckes” is situated within a 
letter assuring the Duke of his continual loyalty; intriguingly, Binckes’s letter concludes 
with an allusion to “a new deuized weapon ye use of which I shall moore fully declare, 
when I shew it.”37 In this case, there is no obvious connection between letter and poem 
beyond Binckes’s desire to inform and maintain a good relationship with a powerful 
nobleman. In other cases, however, the letter explicitly comments upon the verse itself, 
exhorting its recipient to read within the explicit purview of the relationship between 
sender and reader. Thomas Gorstelow, a young fellow of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, 
opted for this strategy when he sent an Englished Martial epigram about the impossible-
to-please “Mamercus” to a man who had criticized him behind his back.38 To make his 
choice of epigram clear, Gorstelow prefaces his translation with a cutting note in which 
he imagines his judgmental correspondent gleefully inscribing the names of his unwitting 
targets into “blanke Almanackes” – calendars which contained blank pages or “tables” 
specially treated to facilitate erasure and reuse – while remaining oblivious to his own 
faults.39  
 Like the gifts of books, plate, sweets, linen, game, preserves, and hair clippings 
which could and did accompany early modern letters, letter-poems functioned, too, as 
                                                
36 British Library Add. MS 72542, 98r-99v. 
37 Beinecke Library MS Osborn fb228, Item 35. 
38 Leeds Brotherton Collection MS Lt. q. 11, f. 44r. 
39 Peter Stallybrass et. al., “Hamlet’s Tables and the Technologies of Writing in Renaissance 
England,” Shakespeare Quarterly 55.4 (Winter 2004): 379-418. 
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epistolary enclosures.40 The prolific correspondent Dorothy Osborne mentions “Some 
verses of Cowly’s” on the friendship of David and Jonathan which she has included in a 
letter to her lover William Temple, and on another occasion, “a new songe I doe not send 
it to you but to your Sister.”41 Writing to his close friend Sir Henry Goodere, John Donne 
enclosed “another ragge of verses, worthy of that name for the smalnesse, and age, for it 
hath long lyen among my other papers.”42 Constance Aston Fowler anticipated a poetic 
enclosure when she wrote to her brother in Spain to “Send me some verses, for I want 
some good ones to put in my book.”43 John Chalkhill sent his cousin’s houseguest a mock 
love letter in the persona of a washerwoman called “Penelope Truelove” containing a 
“sonnett” confessing “her” feelings.44  
 That there should be a strong relationship between the institution of the mail and 
the production of what I will, for lack of a better term, call “literature” is not, of course, a 
new idea. Susan Whyman has argued persuasively for a connection between the rise of 
the novel and the increasing epistolary literacy she charts throughout the long eighteenth 
century.45 James How sees Richardson’s Clarissa as the culmination of a century of 
reflection on “epistolary spaces” – the locations, seen by few but imagined by many, in 
                                                
40 All of these items were sent to or by Bess of Hardwick. See Bess of Hardwick’s Letters: The 
Complete Correspondence c. 1550-1608, https://www.bessofhardwick.org (accessed September 
23, 2016). 
41 Dorothy Osborne: Letters to Sir William Temple, 1652-1654, ed. Kenneth Parker (Aldershot, 
England and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2002), 202, 209. 
42 John Donne, Letters to severall persons of honour (London: J. Flesher for Richard Marriot, 
1651), 88. 
43 Deborah Aldrich-Watson, The Verse Miscellany of Constance Aston Fowler: A Diplomatic 
Edition. (Tempe, Arizona: ACMRS with RETS, 2000), xxi-xxii. 
44 Morgan Library MS MA 3342; The Works of John Chalkhill, ed. Charles Ryskamp and Scott 
D. Westrem (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), xii, 8. 
45 Susan Whyman, The Pen and the People: English Letter Writers 1660-1800 (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), 17. 
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which England’s post mingled before its delivery.46 In a fascinating study of postal 
practices across the Channel, Joan de Jean traces the composition of Madeleine de 
Scudery’s Chroniques des Samedis, a series of collaboratively produced feigned letters, 
to the opportunities afforded by a short-lived Parisian penny post.47  
 I situate my project in conversation with studies like these. At the same time, I 
would observe that Whyman, How, and de Jean depict the development of certain forms 
of literature as coincidental with postal institutions which only became established in 
England in the mid-seventeenth-century. By focusing on verse composed in the late 
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries in England, I show that correspondence and 
artistic culture were deeply interconnected during the hundred years which preceded the 
1660 foundation of England’s General Post Office. Despite the primitive, slow, and often 
highly informal nature of the pre-Restoration post – a “system” which involved as many 
servants, friends, and passers-by as official post-boys – it functioned successfully enough 
to facilitate a thriving practice of verse exchanges.48 If the long eighteenth century is 
“The Age of Letters,” the English Renaissance, I suggest, is “The Age of Letter-poems.” 
 
Letter and Lyric 
 
 Letter-poems, then, threaten a familiar timeline in which literary innovation 
coincides with the “modern” (or post-Restoration) postal system. In addition, the 
                                                
46 James How, Epistolary Spaces: English Letter Writing from the Foundation of the Post Office 
to Richardson’s Clarissa (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2003), 1. 
47 Joan de Jean, “(Love) Letters: Madeleine de Scudéry and the Epistolary Impulse,” Eighteenth 
Century Fiction, 22.3 (Spring, 2010): 399-414. 
48 Duncan Campbell-Smith, Masters of the Post: The Authorized History of the Royal Mail 
(London: Allen Lane, 2011), 4-5. 
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particularities of letter-poems’ form and their mode of transmission challenge what we 
mean when we talk about both poetic “publication” and, even more startlingly, the act of 
“reading” itself. Yet, one final disruption is worth considering, and that is letter-poems’ 
radical resistance to a model of poetic interpretation so fundamental that it is likely 
practiced in all of our classrooms. I am referring, of course, to the practice Virginia 
Jackson calls “lyric reading.”49 
 At its most basic, lyric reading can be understood as a way of coping with the 
ambiguity of a stated or implied “you” in verse. Jackson’s subject matter is the modern 
reception of the poetry of Emily Dickinson, but the problem is just as visible in the poetry 
of the Renaissance. When Shakespeare writes in Sonnet 23, for instance, “O learne to 
read what silent loue hath writ,” is he addressing a friend, a lover, a patron – or a group of 
readers to whom he anticipates poetic circulation (13)?50 Is this addressee singular or 
plural? Does it include a reader or readers to whom the author anticipates manuscript 
circulation, or even a print audience? It the addressee purely a product of the poet’s 
imagination? 
 A way around this problem, Jackson suggests, is simply to convert a poet’s “‘I’ 
into the universal ‘we’ by bypassing the mediation of any particular ‘you.’.”51 This 
softening of the specificity of poetic address can take several forms. An extreme version 
of lyric reading may be identified in Helen Vendler’s depiction of Renaissance lyric 
                                                
49 Virginia Jackson, Dickinson’s Misery: A Theory of Lyric Reading (Princeton and 
Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2005), 100. 
50 Shake-speares sonnets Neuer before imprinted (London: G. Eld. for Thomas Thorpe, 1609). 
We might note Francis Meres’s allusion to Shakespeare’s circulation of “sugred Sonnets among 
his priuate friends” in Palladis tamia (London: P. Short for Cuthbert Burbie, 1598), ff. 281v-2r. 
51 Jackson, Dickinson’s, 100. See also Bruce R. Smith, “I, You, He, She, and We: On the Sexual 
Politics of Shakespeare’s Sonnets,” in Shakespeare’s Sonnets: Critical Essays, ed. James Schiffer 
(New York and London: Garland, 1999), 411-430. 
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poetry as a “script” to be voiced by its reader – “utterances for us to utter as ours,” 
presumably to any “you” we like.52 More typical, however, is the tendency to simply treat 
“addressees” (according to Jonathan Culler, “whomever or whatever is designated by the 
pronouns of address”) as not only imaginary but completely distinct from a writer’s 
actual “audience” (“the presumed beneficiaries of lyric communication – most often 
listeners or readers”).53 “Poems in the Western tradition addressed to friends invariably 
say things that would be superfluous for friends,” Culler writes, “much as prayer tells 
God things that God already knows, and much as love poems ritualistically rehearse what 
would presumably be well known to an actual lover.”54 Direct address, or the overlapping 
of “addressee” and “audience,” is therefore “surprisingly rare.”55 Culler represents a  
poem’s “you” as a kind of prism which receives a poet’s words only to refract them to 
their ultimate destination: the “audience.”   
 Culler’s model is undeniably useful for theorizing a volume like George Herbert’s 
The Temple (1633), subtitled Sacred Poems and Private Ejaculations. By characterizing 
some of Herbert’s verses as “private ejaculations” – that is, spontaneous heartfelt prayers 
uttered for the ears of God alone – the publishers of The Temple preclude the possibility 
that the volume’s purchasers (and any subsequent readers) will inevitably double as 
Herbert’s immediate addressees.56 In a poem such as “Deniall,” with its concluding 
                                                
52 Helen Vendler, The Art of Shakespeare’s Sonnets (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard 
University Press, 1997), 18. 
53 Jonathan Culler, Theory of the Lyric (Cambridge, MA and London: Harvard University Press, 
2015), 2, 187. 
54 Ibid., 206. 
55 Ibid., 186. 
56 “ejaculation, n.”. OED Online. September 2016. Oxford University Press. 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/60031?redirectedFrom=ejaculation (accessed September 23, 
2016). 
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request to God to “mend my ryme,” these readers may instead be thought of as Herbert’s 
“audience” – perhaps even his “congregation” – in the sense that they are implicitly made 
the beneficiaries of Herbert’s (or his poetic persona’s) past and present addresses to and 
dialogues with the Creator.57 
 To return to our Shakespeare example, however, would the identity of the “you” 
of Sonnet 23 be more pressing to us if, after perusing this poem in Thomas Thorpe’s 
1609 quarto Shake-speare’s sonnets Neuer before imprinted, we encountered it inscribed 
onto a loose sheet bearing traces of sealing wax and instructions in Shakespeare’s hand 
for delivery to the Earl of Pembroke (or, for that matter, William Holme)?58 Though no 
such version of Sonnet 23 has (yet) been discovered, the survival of hundreds of poems in 
precisely the form I have described show that this question is not as absurd as it might 
sound. Indeed, in one memorable instance, the nature of poetic address became a matter 
of life and death. 
 In early 1626, Clavell, a convicted highwayman, authored a witty verse reflecting 
on his unhappy state: 
 I that soe oft haue robdd am now bid stand 
 Death and the Law assault mee, and demand 
 My life and meanes; I neuer v’sd men soe, 
 But haueing tane their mony let them goe, 
 yet I must dye and is there no releife? 
 The King of Kings had mercy on a theife 
 So may our gratious King too, if he please 
 Without his Councell grant mee a release, 
 God is his president all men shall see 
                                                
57 George Herbert, The Temple (Cambridge: Thomas Buck and Roger Daniel, 1633), 72; Heather 
Dubrow, The Challenges of Orpheus: Lyric Poetry and Early Modern England (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2008), 89. 
58 Dalya Alberge, “Has the mystery of Shakespeare’s Sonnets finally been solved?”, The 
Observer, Jan. 31, 2015, https://www.theguardian.com/culture/2015/jan/31/shakespeare-sonnets-
mr-wh-dedication-mystery. 
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 His mercie’s farr beyond’s seueritye.59 
 
The first thing we might note about Clavell’s poem is its lack of a clear addressee. 
Clavell’s poem falls into a long tradition of prison complaint – a type of verse easy to 
interpret, given the solitude inflicted on the (typically aristocratic) authors of some of the 
Renaissance’s best-known prison poems, as being primarily self-directed. Nonetheless, 
the black irony with which Clavell compares his former directions to innocent travelers to 
“stand” and deliver up their goods with his present circumstances – “standing” accused of 
grave crimes – implies a desire for other readers.  
 This outward-facing (or outward-writing) mode is magnified by the persuasive 
tone adopted by Clavell in the poem’s second half. In particular, Clavell’s suggestion that 
God’s pardoning of one of the thieves crucified with Christ can serve as a legal 
“president” (precedent) for a King’s pardon without the approval of his “Councell” 
reminds us that some prison poetry may in fact have been composed in an effort to stay 
the hand of the law.60 Indeed, the poem’s final line, “His mercie’s farr beyond’s 
seueritye,” makes most sense if directed to the monarch himself. Like the “King of 
Kings” himself, the King of England can earn Clavell’s praise by procuring mercy for the 
penitent writer.  
 In February of 1626, Joseph Mead of Christ’s College, Cambridge sent a 
handwritten newsletter to Sir Martin Stuteville, including among his items the news that 
 Mr Clauell a gentleman a knights eldest son a great hiway robber and  
 of Posts was together with a souldier his companion arraigned and  
 condemned on munday last, Ian 30 at the Kings bench barre. He pleaed  
 for himselfe that he neuer had stricken or wounded any man, neuer taken  
 any thing from their bodyes as ringes & neuer cutt their girts of saddles  
                                                
59 London Metropolitan Archives ACC/1360/528, ff. 18v-19r 
60 See, for instance, Steven W. May, “The Poems of Edward DeVere, Seventeenth Earl of Oxford 
and of Robert Devereux, Second Earl of Essex,” Studies in Philology 77.5 (Winter, 1980), 97. 
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 or done them whom he robbed any corporall violence. He was with his  
 companion repriued & sent the following verses to the King for mercy  
 and hath obtained it” (emphasis mine).61 
 
Mead’s newsletter reveals something extraordinary: by presenting his poem as mail, 
Clavell’s apparently rhetorical question, “is there no releife?”, functioned as a genuine 
appeal to the only possible reader with the authority to save its writer’s life. Numerous 
seventeenth-century manuscript verse miscellanies, moreover, testify to this act of 
transmission. Contemporary compilers recorded the poem under such titles as “Mr John 
Clauile being in prison. 1625. to ye King,” “Clavell for his life to King James”, and “Mr 
Clauell a Purser, obtayned his pardon of K. Charles, by this Petition.”62 Though these 
headings display some confusion about which monarch John Clavell hoped to persuade – 
James died in 1625 and was succeeded in that year by his son Charles I – they foreground 
the way in which Clavell’s “addressee” and “audience” aligned. Indeed, distinguishing 
these terms becomes nonsensical in an epistolary context, since the poetic addressee 
might overlap with the postal addressee, making the “audience” the recipient him- or 
herself. 
 As the historical-formalist efforts of Paul Alpers and Heather Dubrow remind us, 
familiar ways of reading “I-you” poems” do not always pertain in the early modern 
period for the simple reason that these verses arose out of specific social situations that 
                                                
61 J.H.P. Pafford, John Clavell 1601-43. Highwayman, Author, Lawyer, Doctor (Oxford: 
Leopard’s Head Press, 1993), 27-8. The letter and poem appear in British Library Harley MS 
390, fol.11b. We might note the irony that Clavell was a robber of Posts! 
62 Bodleian Library MS Eng poet e 14 f. 81v reverse; Harvard MS Eng 686 f. 53r-v; Bodleian 
Library MS Rawl. poet. 26 f. 62v. 
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assumed the presence of individuals invited to read or listen as “you.”63 Renaissance 
poets composed for gift-giving ceremonies, for entertainments that included musical or 
theatrical songs and speeches for a commissioning monarch or aristocrat, or as part of 
games of wit with friends in which one poet sought to answer or even offer a rebuttal to 
another. Such situations leave an uncertain place for that third figure in the triangle of 
address, “the audience.” In fact, the poetic fruits of gifting, performance, or answer-
games lead us to suspect that many, if not most readers of or listeners to such poems had 
a role more like sanctioned eavesdroppers or over-the-shoulder readers. This was 
particularly true of poetry that took the form of correspondence, since, as we will see, a 
number of readers deliberately positioned themselves as “interceptors.”  
 Of course, the existence of so many versions of Clavell’s poem shows that this 
poem did not only function as mail. Perhaps as the result of a non-epistolary act of 
transmission on Clavell’s part, the poem reached a readership much wider (and less 
rarified) than that of his royal recipient. One important consequence of this dissemination 
was that Charles I was not the only reader to “respond” to Clavell: some manuscript 
compilers penned their own poetic answers. One frequently transcribed reply is written 
from the perspective of a victim of Clavell’s misdeeds and is often titled “The Travelers 
answer.”64 But though this verse cleverly employs the same meter and rhyme scheme as 
Clavell’s, its concluding request to King Charles – “Be pleased most gratious souerainte 
                                                
63 William Waters uses the term “I-you poems” in Poetry’s Touch: On Lyric Address (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 2003), 36. See Heather Dubrow, Lyric Forms (2000), in The 
Lyric Theory Reader: A Critical Anthology, ed. Virginia Jackson and Yopie Prins (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2014); Paul Alpers, “Apostrophe and the Rhetoric of 
Renaissance Lyric,” Representations Vol. 122.1 (Spring 2013), 3. 
64 See, for instance, Bodleian Library MS Eng. poet. e. 14, f. 81v. 
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therfore / To let him hange for this he’l steale no more” – appeals not to the monarch but 
rather to other appreciative verse compilers.65  
 In fact, situated with its poetic “answer,” Clavell’s poem looks less like a death-
row appeal and more like the implicitly or explicitly dialogic verse so popular among 
early modern collectors, of which the most famous example is perhaps Marlowe’s 
pastoral invitation now known as “The Passionate Shepherd to his Love” (a poem which 
earned responses from both Sir Walter Ralegh and John Donne). Through 
recontextualization in these miscellany settings, Clavell’s urgently narrow mode of 
address changes, becoming suitable for a very different kind of exchange – one which we 
might call “literary.” 
  
The Plan of the Dissertation 
  
 Chapter 1, “Private Letters,” lays out one of the dissertation’s key methodological 
assumptions: that the features which allow us to identify letter-poems, including their 
instructions for delivery, security folds, and positioning alongside prose messages, not 
only helped package verse but also shaped its message. By explicitly referring their 
readers to non-verbal elements of letter-poems, the creators of these documents 
effectively restricted a layer of meaning to a postal recipient. Their goal, I argue, is to 
distinguish their poetry from other kinds of verse which engage in a more communal 
forms of address or appeal to a mass audience. This chapter concentrates on three letter-
poems written and sent by William Cornwallis, Ben Jonson, and John Donne. Exploring 
                                                
65 Harvard MS Eng 686, f. 53v. 
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these little-studied verses as both literary objects and mobile, tactile posted papers, I 
show how these poets work to create the effect of a private message – even as, ironically, 
some of their poems were made available to further readers in other forms. 
 In Chapter 2, “Astrophil to Stella,” I turn from the creators to the readers of letter-
poems. This chapter begins with the claim that the contemporary literary practice of 
treating Renaissance poems as miniature dramas with “speakers” and an “audience” is 
hardly new: when Sir Philip Sidney’s groundbreaking sonnet sequence Astrophil and 
Stella was published posthumously in 1591, it was presented as a performance whose 
titular “characters” play the role of thwarted lovers. Yet, not all readers so readily 
assumed the role of spectator. Instead, I argue that this “dramatic reading” of Sidney’s 
poems occludes other modes of interpretation present in the Renaissance, including the 
assumption by some that the sonnets were a form of correspondence with a married 
noblewoman, Penelope Devereux Rich, whose name is repeatedly encoded in Sidney’s 
verse. This tension between public poetic performance and intimate correspondence is 
particularly evident in an early copy of Sonnet 1 entitled “Sonnettes of Sir Phillip 
Sydneys uppon to the Lady Ritch.” After exploring its transcriber, John Harington’s own 
practice as an adroit sender of verse, I show how the desire to assign Sidney’s poems a 
recipient emerges again in the poetry of Sidney’s niece, Mary Wroth. Wroth’s decision to 
write quite literally to her lover in her collection Pamphilia to Amphilanthus reveals, I 
suggest, a very specific way of understanding Astrophil and Stella’s unusual number of 
addresses to absent listeners. 
 “John Donne’s Cabinet Poems,” my third chapter, explores John Donne’s two-
decade-long practice of sending poetry as mail to patrons and friends. In Donne’s early 
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letter-poems to male friends associated with the Inns of Court, Donne makes it clear why 
he prefers epistolary transmission to circulation in alternate forms: the letter-poem makes 
him uniquely present to his reader even at a distance. Yet, Donne was also keenly aware 
that other presences – readers who gained access to these verses – might disrupt this 
epistolary-poetic communion of two. In later letter-poems to female patrons, I argue, 
Donne began to exploit the curious publicity of his self-consciously private verses. 
Paradoxically, he uses epistolary transmission as a way to reach a wide range of readers 
beyond his recipient herself. This strategy becomes particularly visible in two letter-
poems set in a woman’s cabinet, an interior household space which was both a room and 
a container in which mail was perused and stored. Donne, I argue, inverts the cabinet’s 
traditional associations of exclusivity, portraying the cabinet instead as a remarkably 
social arena in which verse is more likely to be disclosed than concealed. 
 My final chapter, “Changing Address,” studies the print publication of letter-
poems in early modern England. It argues that the codification of the literary genre of the 
“epistle” – what we would now call the “verse epistle” – was in fact deeply bound up 
with authors’ and publishers’ awareness of the more ephemeral postal forms taken by 
some of these poems. In fact, early efforts to print epistolary verse actually emphasized 
the existence of letter-poems. Isabella Whitney’s verse to the lover who scorned her, for 
instance, is explicitly represented in print as a “Letter,” an unapologetically corporeal 
document which invites the kind of voyeurism described in Chapter 2. As the notion of 
the literary author took shape, however, ambitious poets became increasingly 
embarrassed by the postal forms taken by some of their verse. In Ben Jonson’s collection 
The Forrest in his 1616 Workes, the term “epistle” acquires a specific and rather 
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defensive meaning as a text which is precisely not a fragile and occasional letter-poem. 
This resistance to the presence of posted texts had an important consequence: by the 
beginning of the eighteenth century, when Alexander Pope published his own epistles, 
the letter-poem had completely fallen out of the equation. The scandal instead shifted to 
prose letters, whose survival in the hands of their recipients created various problems – or 
opportunities – for authors.  
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CHAPTER ONE. PRIVATE LETTERS 
 
When is a poem not a poem? This is the question Francis Beaumont asks the reader of his 
wildly popular verse “To the Countess of Rutland.” Beaumont opens with a familiar 
predicament: finding the words adequate to the subject at hand, in this case, his feelings 
of regard for his Leicestershire neighbor, Elizabeth Manners, the talented daughter of Sir 
Philip Sidney. He begins,  
 Madam so may my verses pleasing bee,  
 So may you laugh at them and not at mee, 
 As somthing to you I would gladly saye, 
 but how to doe it cannot finde the way. 
 I would avoyd the common trodden wayes 
 To Ladyes usd’, which bee or love or prayse (1-6). 66 
 
In these lines, Beaumont associates two modes of address – “love” and “prayse” – with a 
set of rhetorical strategies so conventional that they have been emptied of all meaning. 
His ingenious solution for avoiding “prayse” of Rutland is to imagine an utterly 
grotesque woman who will welcome his unexpected panegyric, unlike the oft-praised 
Countess for whom compliments are “naught, but what you knew before” (52).  
 Beaumont’s famous “ugly beauty” interlude has caused “To the Countess of 
Rutland” to be discussed chiefly as an example of the anti-courtly style associated with 
many of John Donne’s elegies (and, more specifically, as a satire on the notorious 
divorceé Frances Howard, a widely-recognized seventeenth-century foil to the “good 
                                                
66 Except where otherwise noted, all quotations from Beaumont’s poem are taken from Duke of 
Norfolk, Arundel Castle, Autograph Letters 1585-1617, f. 190r. 
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wife,” Rutland).67 What gets left out of these readings, however, is Beaumont’s 
remarkable discussion of the problems of “writing love”:  
 Let such as in a hopeles witles rage  
 Cann sigh a quier, & read it to a page, 
 Such as cann make tenn sonnets ere they rest, 
 When each is but a great blot at the best, 
 Such as cann backs of books and windows fill 
 With theyr too furious diamond and quill 
  . . .  
 Write love to you (11-16, 21). 
 
In describing his resistance to authoring “sonnets” – a term which could refer either to 
fourteen-line poems or to short love lyrics more generally – Beaumont elides a set of 
formal choices with an outmoded and therefore inappropriate form of expression. Yet, the 
“sonnets” are rejected not only because they are “a great blot,” or ineffective poetry. 
Crucially, they are eschewed because they represent for Beaumont a form of 
communication that is both too public and too indirect.  
 The lover’s poem, we might note, reaches all the wrong listeners or readers: a 
“page” rather than a beloved, or anyone who passes by the “window” into which the 
poet’s verses have been permanently engraved with a “diamond.” On the other hand, 
there is a high risk that the adored lady will never understand these words of love as 
directed toward her at all, since the “quier” of poems “sighed” by the lover represents a 
specific material form which was easily circulated and therefore notoriously difficult to 
control.68 Likewise, lines inscribed in “backs of books” or flyleaves by their owners, a 
relatively common occurrence in both printed collections and manuscript miscellanies, 
                                                
67 Heather Dubrow, Echoes of Desire: English Petrarchism and its Counterdiscourses (Ithaca and 
London: Cornell University Press, 1995), 163; Joshua Eckhardt, Manuscript Verse Collectors and 
the Politics of Anti-Courtly Love Poetry (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 76-9. 
68 Daniel Starza Smith, “Before (and after),” 16. See also Marotti, Manuscript, 135; Love, 
Culture, 39 and passim. 
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may be noticed by a visitor to the writer’s household but are unlikely to be seen by the 
lady herself.69  
 Beaumont suggests that these various forms of publication actually forestall the 
possibility of a genuine poetic exchange between lover and beloved. What he argues for 
in “To the Countess of Rutland,” then, is not only a new mode of address, but an alternate 
form of poetic transmission. But what is this form of transmission? Fortunately, a couplet 
included in approximately half of the surviving copies of Beaumont’s verse offers the 
answer: “To what a length is this strang letter growne / In seeking of a subject, yet findes 
none” (emphasis mine). Beaumont’s verse, these manuscript witnesses suggest, is no 
ordinary poem but a letter-poem: a unique and mobile poetic object designed to reach the 
hand of one particular reader in the form of mail. For Beaumont, then, avoiding the 
“common trodden ways” means more than the refusal to enact certain timeworn poetic 
conventions. Rather, it means the appropriation for verse of a different set of conventions 
altogether; namely, those of the early modern postal system.  
 This chapter looks closely at three letter-poems posted by their authors during the 
fifteen-year period between 1597 and 1612. I argue that these letter-poems take their 
meaning as much from being letters as from being poems. Crucially, these letter-poems 
did not preclude poetic circulation in other forms. Indeed, two of the verses I discuss 
were, like Beaumont’s poem to Rutland, actually disseminated quite widely in their day. 
Nonetheless, the form of the letter-poem offered writers a way to restrict a particular 
layer of meaning to the poem’s quite literal addressee in exactly the way Beaumont’s 
rejected “sonnets” could not.  
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 The poems under consideration, now held at the Bodleian and Houghton libraries, 
are a “covering letter” which doubled as a poem from the essayist William Cornwallis to 
his friend John Donne, a verse epitaph mailed by Ben Jonson at the request of fellow 
“Mermaid Club” member George Garrard, and a poetic compliment sent to the Lady 
Lettice Carey from Donne himself. Although these verses vary widely in content, I will 
show that their authors’ decisions to transform them into mail causes them to exceed 
traditional generic bounds in surprising ways. In particular, the form of the letter-poem 
becomes a way to counter the risk of a more communal mode of address as dictated by 
the particular generic conventions in which they participate. Donne’s letter-poem even 
acknowledges this problem directly, threatening at one point to transform into a 
panegyric for two readers while simultaneously gesturing towards its communicative 
function as mail to one reader as a way to hold this threat at bay.  
 The central claim of this chapter, then, is that the creators of letter-poems 
appealed to their recipients not only as skilled readers but as correspondents intimately 
acquainted with the significance of the visual and tactile components of mail. By creating 
an artifact whose poetic language could only partially depict the writer’s complex 
feelings toward his or her subject, the writer required his or her recipient to become a 
partner in the creation of meaning, recognizing, as it were, the “tenor” represented 
through the imperfect “vehicle” handed to them by a bearer or carrier. As a result, these 
letter-poems enact the fantasy so central to early modern lyric: that the addressee alone 
can “‘finish’ the . . . deficient text by granting it a complete meaning.”70  
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My love, not lines 
 
 At the turn of the seventeenth century, the essayist and courtier Sir William 
Cornwallis sent a letter-poem to one of the most remarkable correspondents in 
Renaissance England: his friend John Donne.71 We know about this epistolary transaction 
because, unlike most bifolia and single sheets transmitted in Renaissance England, 
Cornwallis’s letter-poem has survived in its original form of a “tucked-and-sealed” 
packet delivered to Donne himself.  
 As Jana Dambrogio and Daniel Smith have shown, the technique of tucking the 
ends of a folded letter into one another and sealing them together with hot wax was one 
of the most popular “letterlocking” or security strategies in a pre-envelope age, perhaps 
because it allowed for numerous small variations on the part of the sender while ensuring 
that its contents remained hidden from all but the recipient.72 Indeed, the only writing 
accessible to an outside reader on the small folded object Cornwallis sent would have 
been its superscription or instructions to the bearer: “To my ever to be respeckted freand 
Mr John Done Secretory to my Lorde Keeper giue these.”73 Before its contents were ever 
read, then, Cornwallis’s letter-poem proclaimed its exclusive status. These words are for 
his “freand” Donne alone. 
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 In order to access his message, Donne was required to break the red wax seal 
(traces of which are still visible on the manuscript) and unfold the packet. Once he had 
done so, Donne would have found Cornwallis’s rhyming “message” inscribed on the first 
page of a prefolded bifolium of four pages in its author’s childish, sloping hand. It reads 
in full, 
 As in tymes past the rusticke sheapheards sceant 
 thir tideast lames or kids for sacrefize 
 vnto thir gods, sincear beinge thir intent 
 thowghe base thir gift, if that shoulde moralize 
 thir loues, yet noe direackt discerninge eye 
 will iudge thir ackt, but full of piety 
 
 Soe offir I, my beast affection 
 apparaled in these harsh totterd ryems 
 think not they wante loue, thowghe perfection 
 or that my loues no triwer then my lyens 
 Smuthe is my loue, thowghe rugged be my vears 
 yet well they mean, thowghe well they ill rehears 
 
 What tyme thou meanst to offir Idillnes 
 Come to my den, for heer she allwayes stayes 
 If then for change, of howers, you seem careles 
 Agree with me to loose them at the playes. 
 farewell deer freand, my loue, not lyens respeact 
 so shall you shewe, my freandship you affeckt 
 
 
    yours 
    William Cornwaleys74 
 
 Steven May has discovered that Cornwallis’s chief “sacrefize” to Donne took the form of 
four “himnes” (hymns) inscribed on two further bifolia which were once enclosed within 
the letter-poem itself, giving “As in tymes past” the status of a “covering letter.”75 May 
argues that the hymns, now bound into the composite volume that includes “As in tymes 
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past,” were “crafted specifically to allude to Donne's service” with the Lord Keeper, 
Thomas Egerton. This is especially true of “The Contrition of a Convertite,” a poem 
which gives voice to the convertites (Jewish converts to Christianity) who inhabited the 
house of Donne’s employer.76   
 Yet, it is the “covering letter” itself that interests me most. As a statement about 
the inevitable disjunction between authorial “intent” and execution, Cornwallis’s poem 
re-hashes a poetic dilemma familiar from love poems like Sonnets 1 and 50 of Sir Philip 
Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella.77 Less frequently observed, however, is the fact that this 
disjunction was also a central preoccupation of letter writers. In an age that continued to 
associate face-to-face speech with “epistemological certainty,” letters “did not and could 
not supply the authenticity and authority of immediate oral performance.”78 Surviving 
correspondence reveals that letter writers were perpetually aware of the challenge of 
creating an emissary capable of embodying their relationship with their chosen addressee 
given the limitations of the postal medium. Cornwallis thus begins his poem from two 
positions of failure.  
 The rituals of Cornwallis’s pagan forbears offer an apt metaphor for his 
predicament. Like the “base” or humble “sacrefize” of lambs and kids which could only 
gesture at the “rusticke” shepherds’ desire to honor their ancient gods, Cornwallis’s verse 
cannot fully represent his “beast affection” – perhaps not only his “best” love but also, in 
keeping with the animal sacrifices of the shepherds, his “bestial” love (the “ruggedness” 
of his spelling being particularly accommodating to multiple readings). Yet, Cornwallis 
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offers a solution by pointing to something he calls the viewer’s “direackt discerninge 
eye.” It is this feature which enables the hypothetical observer of the sacrifice to 
recognize the “intent” behind the shepherd’s gesture, giving the lambs and kids meaning 
far beyond their ostensible value.  
 If the combination of the adjectives “direackt” and “discerninge” implies an 
ability to see both what can and what cannot be performed or stated, then Cornwallis 
implicitly empowers Donne not only as a reader of verse but as a reader of the object that 
mediates his “beast affections”: the mail itself. Donne must use his own “direackt 
discerninge eye” to make up for the “ruggedness” of Cornwallis’s verse by treating it as 
part of an object which has been “sceant” just like the “tideast” lambs and kids – albeit as 
a packet of posted papers. 
 Early modern correspondents were continually enjoined to recognize their mail as 
possessing an emotional potency which belied its senders’ apparent lack of skill. By skill, 
I mean not only a writer’s rhetorical ability but, at an even more basic level, the 
handwriting which was one of a letter’s most noticeable features. In a letter written to Sir 
Thomas Lucy approximately a decade and a half later during John Donne’s tenure as 
Dean of St Paul’s, Donne comments explicitly on the significance of his own writing, 
noting, “You have been so long used to my hand that I stand not to excuse the hasty 
raggednesse of this Letter. The very ilnesse of the writing, is a good argument that I 
forced a time, in the fulnesse of businesse, to . . . present my thanks as for all your 
favours.”79 Making a virtue of his sloppy or “ragged” writing and his lack of a secretary, 
Donne suggests that Lucy interpret his hand as evidence of his correspondent’s extreme 
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devotion.80 Yet, even writers less self-conscious than Donne apologized for the 
inadequacy of their letters, using terms like “Scribled in hast” or “rude lines” to describe 
their work.81 Paradoxically, these disclaimers had the effect of drawing attention to the 
person behind the paper.82 In a disarmingly powerful way, they suggested that these 
humble packets could actually stand in for aspects of their senders because of their 
imperfections, the visible evidence of their sender’s labor standing in for this sender’s 
“love, duty, alliance, and affection.”83  
 It is in this context that I read Cornwallis’s unusual phrase “harsh totterd ryems.” 
On one level, “harsh totterd ryems” aligns Cornwallis’s work with Donne’s own 
notoriously “rough lines,” suggesting an affinity between the two men. On another level, 
the phrase modestly suggests their author’s lack of poetic expertise, playing down the 
effectiveness of the “himnes” he has sent his friend. In fact, this second interpretation 
may actually serve to valorize the “ryems.” In his illustration of the “tropes of personal 
promotion” employed in Renaissance courtesy literature, Frank Whigham notes that such 
dismissals of skill were carefully calculated to produce the opposite effect. “As 
Goldesmiths sometime cover their ware and jewels with a Glasse, to make them shewe 
the better, so a mayde under the vayle of modesty, ought to incloase all her other 
perfections, to increase the brightnesse of them,” Stefano Guazzo notes in his Civile 
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Conversation (1574).84 The same principle applied to literary verse. By suggesting that 
“well they ill rehears,” Cornwallis arguably heightens their appeal. 
 Yet, I would argue that Cornwallis points to the literal ruggedness of his own 
handwriting, too, as a way of distinguishing this letter-poem from other kinds of texts – 
in particular, the scribally published poems described by Harold Love. Love notes,  
 A finely written manuscript in large format using good paper invites and may  
 be said to expect readers just as the semi-legible private scrawl (written in  
 dishabille) indicates an indifference to them. An intention (if no more) to  
 publish might also be suspected when the text in question has adopted a  
 polished public style or employs a recognizably public form of discourse,  
 such as the political satire, the pedagogical treatise or the formal epistle.85  
 
Both rhetorical polish and an impressive appearance are signals, Love proposes, of a 
desire for a wide readership. But by drawing attention to his messy handwriting, 
Cornwallis directs his reader both to the intimacy which inhered in a correspondent’s use 
of his own hand and to the way in which sloppiness could function as a form of overt 
resistance to a more public form of poetic address.86 In fact, Cornwallis’s self-deprecating 
term “harsh totterd ryems” may be applied not simply to the enclosed hymns but to the 
very “covering letter” that protected them, since Cornwallis’s lines “totter” across the 
page on a noticeable downward slant. 
 As the surviving artifact itself attests, furthermore, it would have been nearly 
impossible for the recipient to detach the letter-poem’s seal without leaving the verse 
itself somewhat “tottered,” or in early modern parlance, tattered.87 “Harsh totterd ryems” 
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would therefore have reminded Donne to look to the fragile material artifact as a source 
of the “intent” which its author is ultimately unable to convey in verse alone. The 
material letter itself becomes foregrounded as a way to help its reader perform the 
necessary work of imagining the “love” Cornwallis alludes to at the end of the poem 
when he writes, “farewell deer freand, my loue, not lyens respeact.” To read in this 
fashion, Cornwallis suggests, is ultimately to reveal one’s desire to strive for this love in 
return: “so shall you shewe, my freandship you affeckt.”88  
 Though it was far from impossible that Cornwallis’s poem to his friend John 
Donne was accessed by other contemporary readers, Cornwallis represents his “intent” as 
emerging most fully for its named recipient, the reader interpellated as a “freand” even 
before the packet was opened. To successfully “unfold” or disclose poetic meaning, 
Donne is required to unfold his verse as mail. It is therefore not only Cornwallis’s 
references to shared pastimes such as wasting “howers” in Cornwallis’s “den” or going to 
“playes” that make “As in tymes past” the kind of confidential communication imagined 
by Beaumont (if not, as I will show, fully enacted) in his address “To the Countess of 
Rutland.” Rather, this intimate address depends on its reader’s unique ability to 
simultaneously see and see beyond the posted medium. By treating his sender’s “harsh 
totterd ryems” as part of a larger occasion of postal transmission that must necessarily 
point toward the love it can never fully contain, Donne uses his “direackt discerning eye” 
to make poetic interpretation and the sustaining of friendship one and the same act. 
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Stay, view this poem 
 
 In 1609, George Garrard wrote a letter to Ben Jonson informing him of the death 
of the noblewoman Cecilia Bulstrode, now best known as the kinswoman and friend of 
the powerful Jacobean courtier-patroness Lucy Russell, Countess of Bedford.89 The chief 
purpose of Garrard’s letter, however, was to request a verse. As Michelle O’Callaghan 
has shown, Garrard had been tasked with assisting in a “coterie publication event” 
orchestrated by Bedford, the aim of which was to memorialize Bulstrode through a series 
of loosely intertextual manuscript poems.90 Aware that John Donne, Edward Herbert, and 
Bedford herself had all contributed verse to this “project,” Jonson responded right away 
with a poem he simply titled “Epitaph.”91  
 Yet, Jonson’s participation in this publication event presented a problem. This 
was not, in fact, the first poem he had composed about Bulstrode. Though Jonson had not 
mentioned her by name, Bulstrode was known to have been the target of Jonson’s 
satirical “An Epigram on The Court Pucell” – a poem, William Drummond reports, 
which was unfortunately “stollen out of his pocket . . . & given Mistress Bouldstraid, 
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which brought him great displeasure.”92 “Pucell,” in early modern slang, was a harlot. As 
several critics have noted, however, this poem mocks not only Bulstrode’s loose sexual 
morals but also her desire to take part in “masculine” pastimes like the composition of 
politically and religiously charged “news reports,” popular in the circle around Bedford.93 
An aggressive, unremittingly misogynist verse, Jonson’s “Epigram” takes aim, too, at the 
Pucell’s vanity (she rides to church “to view, and to be view’d”), the shallowness of her 
religion (she “practice[s]” or pretends “for a Miracle”), and even her desire to compose 
verse, which is explicitly likened to a lesbian rape or “force” of a “Muse” (17, 41, 7).  
 In the context of this composition, I would like to suggest, Jonson’s decision to 
reply to Garrard’s request through the vehicle of a letter-poem signifies more than a 
desire for convenience (he wrote the verse, he told Garrard, while Garrard’s messenger 
waited). Rather, the material form of this verse actually serves to register Jonson’s protest 
against the compulsion to honor Bulstrode even as he willingly participates in the scribal 
enterprise. Jonson perversely transforms a type of poem defined by its public mode of 
address, an epitaph, into a verse which, by virtue of its epistolarity, takes on a much 
narrower mode of address – one epitomized by its postal superscription “To my right 
worthy Freind Mr. Geo: Garrard.”94 In the process, Jonson calls into question not only 
Bedford’s larger project of coordinated manuscript circulation but the function of 
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epitaphic poetry, suggesting that the public work of mourning actually conceals a set of 
deeply personal concerns which cannot be expressed in a communal fashion. 
 In the latest edition of Jonson’s works, Colin Burrow urges readers to remember 
that Jonson’s autograph verse is (like Cornwallis’s letter-poem to Donne) no formal 
presentation copy, but rather “an epistolary manuscript directed to a particular addressee 
and deriving from a specific occasion.”95 Burrow’s point is that the poem’s epistolarity is 
a marker of its instability: editors would be naive to treat this hastily created artifact as a 
site of Jonson’s final intentions for the poem. But in prioritizing Jonson’s textual 
intentions over what we might call Jonson’s “epistolary intentions,” Burrow depicts the 
poem’s posted state as depriving the text of authority. This is a limiting approach, since, 
in fact, Jonson’s epitaph and letter were carefully designed to form a coherent reading 
experience in which the epitaph’s conventional function as an address to strangers is 
subsumed within Jonson’s requirement that Garrard read as a confidant. 
 The first thing one immediately notices when confronted with Jonson’s letter-
poem is that the poem’s fourteen lines (plus title) precisely fill the top half of the front 
page of the letter. This is important, because it suggests that when Jonson composed the 
poem, he was already thinking of it as a response not only to the news of Cecilia 
Bulstrode’s death, but, more materially, to the (now lost) letter from Garrard itself. In 
addition to selecting as the vehicle for his epitaph a pre-folded bifolium, Jonson reserved 
the bottom half of the front page for a prose message to Garrard. This prevented Jonson 
from having to write on the inner leaves of the bifolium. More importantly, the resulting 
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symmetry gives the impression that composing the poem and writing the message to 
Garrard are actually two parts of the same epistolary task. 
 Although consolatory elegies addressed to friends, relatives, or patrons were 
frequently posted to these grieving addressees in early modern England, Jonson’s 
epitaphic letter-poem represents something unusual.96 This is because one of the 
epitaph’s most fundamental premises is its interpellation not of any particular “you” but 
of an unknown reader. In The arte of English poesie (1589), George Puttenham explains 
this mode of address by situating the epitaph within the larger category of epigram, or  
 writting made as it were vpon a table, or in a windowe, or vpon the wall or  
 mantell of a chimney in some place of common resort, where it was allowed  
 euery man might come, or be sitting to chat and prate, as now in our tauernes  
 and common tabling houses, where many merry heades meete, and scrible  
 with ynke with chalke, or with a cole such matters as they would euery man  
 should know, & descant vpon.97  
 
Gesturing back to the epigram’s origins as a short engraved verse, Puttenham notes that 
the epigram’s very fixedness in windows, walls, or tables lends itself to a general rather 
than an exclusive form of poetic address: the epigram cannot choose its audience. Indeed, 
Puttenham’s comparison of the Classical epigram to Renaissance graffiti scribbled in 
taverns – Juliet Fleming even cites the practice of “writing” on tavern ceilings with 
candle-smoke – paradoxically links the epigram’s pointedness with its accessibility, in all 
senses, to “euery man.”98  
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 Although Puttenham admits that these poems soon began to be written “in paper 
and in bookes” as well as on walls – Jonson’s “Epigram on the Court Pucell” being a 
prime example – the changing material conditions of the epigram have not, he suggests, 
wholly altered the nature of its address. Harkening back to their former status as public 
inscriptions, epigrams continue to function, Puttenham claims, as “messages of mirth” for 
a broad readership.99 For Puttenham, the epitaph is therefore 
but a kind of Epigram only applied to the report of the dead persons estate  
and degree, or of his other good or bad partes, to his commendation  
or reproch: and is an inscription such as a man may commodiously write or  
engraue vpon a tombe in few verses, pithie, quicke and sententious for the  
passer by to peruse, and iudge vpon without any long tariaunce.100 
 
Crucially, Puttenham explains the epitaph’s characteristic brevity not only by recalling 
the limitations of its stone medium, but by suggesting that it must accommodate an 
ambulatory reader with limited time to “peruse, and iudge.” As a type of epigram, the 
epitaph is still shaped by its need to accommodate the literal “surface reading” of any 
unknown “passer by.” 
  That Jonson was highly conscious of this history is obvious from his poignantly 
brief epitaphs “On my First Daughter” and “Epitaph on Elizabeth, L.H.,” both of which 
have been read as challenges to the lengthy memorial inscriptions which had become 
fashionable in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century England.101 Jonson’s “Epitaph” on 
Cecelia Bulstrode resembles these two miniature masterpieces in many respects, 
including its conventional assumption of the “voice” of the stone itself, which urges the 
reader to stop and reflect on the person it commemorates.102 I quote the poem in full: 
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Epitaph. 
 
 Stay, view this stone: And, if thou beest not such, 
 Read here a little, that thou mayst know much. 
 It couers, first, a Virgin; and then, one 
 That durst be that in Court: a vertu’ alone 
 To fill an Epitaph. But she had more 
 She might haue claym’d t’haue made the Graces foure, 
 Taught Pallas language; Cynthia modesty; 
 As fit to haue encreas’d the harmony 
 Of Spheares, as light of starres; she was earthes Eye: 
 The sole Religious house, and Votary, 
With Rites not bound, but conscience. Wouldst thou All? 
 She was ‘Sell Boulstred. In wch name, I call 
it Vp so much truth as could I here pursue  
 Might make the Fable of Good Women true.103  
 
Instructing the imagined bystander to “Read” rather than to emulate a stone himself, the 
speaking tomb informs the reader (with typical Jonsonian irony) that it commemorates a 
paradox: a court virgin. In spite of the panegyric which follows this assertion, however, 
Jonson’s “Epitaph” concludes by suggesting that the “truth” about the deceased may be 
contained in just two words: “‘Sell Boulstred.” In fulfilling its most important task – 
naming the dead – the “stone” tells the reader everything he or she needs to know about 
the woman below.104 
 Jonson’s “Epitaph” on Bulstrode would seem to epitomize this poetic form. Yet, 
an immediate tension emerges in the letter-poem between epitaphic succinctness and 
epistolary elaboration, causing the posted artifact to work against the very conventions in 
which Jonson participates. For while the “Epitaph” instructs its viewer to “Read here a 
little, that thou mayst know much,” Jonson immediately supplements this “little” with a 
longer autograph letter to Garrard. He writes, 
See what the obedience of freindship is, and the hazard it names. This I  
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haue done, streightned wth time (as yor Man knowes) to let you know  
yor power in mee. If it be well, as I thinke it is, for my invention hath not  
cooled so much to iudge, show it, though the greater witts haue gone before.  
It hath somwhat in it moris antiqui, and suggesting the sodaynesse of it may  
passe. for till your letter came, I was not so much as acquainted with the sad  
argument, wch both strooke me and keepes me a heauy man, would God, I  
had seene her before that some yt liue might haue corrected some preiudices  
they haue had iniuriously of mee. By your next commodity, write me yor  
liking of it, and some newes; I will answere it wth yor other request if I can  
for my businesse, wch is now very waighty to mee, by reason of ^some  
embarquings.  
       Yor true louer 
        Ben: Jonson 
 
 The addition of this prose letter with its signature complicates the prosopopoeia 
already at work on his paper. The epitaphic tradition alluded to in Jonson’s phrase “moris 
antiqui” (in the antique manner) requires that the poem “speak” for the muted 
noblewoman. However, Jonson introduces another voice into the conversation as his 
letter appears to “speak” for the epitaph itself. Indeed, Jonson’s epistolary verboseness 
undermines the poem’s assertion that its act of naming is “All.” It suggests that for 
Jonson’s postal recipient, naming is only “part,” and that as a consequence, Garrard’s 
interpretation of the verse must necessarily be different from that of the casual “stranger” 
the “Epitaph” addresses – and, by extension, that of the manuscript compiler anticipated 
by Jonson as a future reader. 
 The conventions of epitaph are further undermined by Jonson’s playful suggestion 
that his “Epitaph” symbolizes one thing for its viewer and quite another for its recipient. 
Jonson’s imagined engraving has a metaphoric relation to the person it memorializes, 
claiming that its few words can stand in for an entire life (especially one, as in this case, 
cut short at age twenty-five). Yet, in the letter to Garrard, Jonson makes it clear that the 
“Epitaph” signifies something else altogether: Jonson’s sense of obligation to his friend. 
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This is emphasized by the “Epitaph”’s and the letter’s competing imperatives, in their 
opening lines, to look: “Stay, view this stone,” “See what the obedience of friendship is.” 
Both letter and “Epitaph,” with the latter’s subsequent injunction to “Read,” draw 
attention to the materiality of inscription. But while the imagined viewer of the “stone” is 
required to peruse the “engraved” words as a way of recovering a life, Garrard is directed 
to the penned “Epitaph” as evidence of “yor power in mee.” In a moment of meaningful 
symmetry, Garrard’s act of epistolary interpretation actually requires him to look upward 
to the verse at the top of the page even as the eyes of the imagined viewer of the epitaph 
are directed downw toward the woman buried below.  
 Jonson’s quite literal reversal of the type of viewing necessary to understand the 
epitaph places emphasis on the perspective of a select reader, implying that such a reader 
may be trusted to recognize motivations which do not necessarily cohere with the 
panegyric labor of group  mourning. For instance, when Jonson observes “would God, I 
had seene her before that some yt liue might haue corrected some preiudices they haue 
had iniuriously of mee,” he implies that it is a desire for reconciliation with Bedford 
rather than deep respect for Bulstrode which underlies his hasty composition. Moreover, 
the implication that Jonson’s earlier “Epigram” is the source of this prejudice invites 
Garrard to seek out equally subversive undertones within the poem itself. For instance, 
Garrard may have been particularly attuned to the potential insult in Jonson’s assertion 
that Bulstrode “might haue claym’d t’haue made the Graces foure, / Taught Pallas 
language; Cynthia modesty” (emphasis mine). In the context of Jonson’s former verse on 
Bulstrode, Jonson’s sly resistance to outright praise is particularly damning. His claim 
that Bulstrode’s name can “call / Vp so much truth as could I here it pursue / Might make 
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the Fable of Good Women true” is equally contingent. Here, Jonson’s “truth” is 
undermined by another “Might,” by its juxtaposition with the word “Fable,” and by the 
obvious problem that if Jonson were to “pursue” this “truth,” he would need to write 
something other than a brief epitaph. 
 By using a mobile paper to reinvent a genre originally fixed in stone, trading as he 
does so the communal, undiscriminating address of epitaph for the private and highly 
directed address of mail, Jonson signals his resistance to a form of memorializing whose 
enforced collectivity necessitates self-censorship. If the work of elegy, as O’Callaghan 
has suggested, is to unite communities fractured by death, then Jonson’s epitaphic letter-
poem becomes a way to expose pre-existing fractures within such a community.105 
Indeed, Jonson goes so far as to suggest that the epitaph’s requirement that the poet adopt 
a “stony” persona is ultimately hypocritical. For in its flattening of individual mourner’s 
voices in the service of what Puttenham calls a “report” to imagined passers-by, epitaphic 
address actually disguises the inherent inequality of these voices – an inequality Jonson 
implicitly protests in his “Epigram on the Court Pucell” through allusions to elite news 
games in which he was not invited to participate.106 
 The twenty-odd seventeenth-century manuscript witnesses of Jonson’s epitaph 
bear out the success of Bedford’s cooperative enterprise to memorialize Cecelia 
Bulstrode in verse.107 But while copies of Jonson’s “Epitaph” would go on to circulate 
widely alongside the memorial verses of the poets whom Jonson refers to, with false 
                                                
105 O’Callaghan, “‘Coterie’ Compositions.” 
106 Crawford cites Bulstrode, Donne, Benjamin Rudyerd and Sir Thomas Roe as participants. See 
Mediatrix, 147-8. 
107 Peter Beal, “Ben Jonson (1572-1637),” Catalogue of English Literary Manuscripts (CELM), 
https://celm2.dighum.kcl.ac.uk/authors/jonsonben.html (accessed April 25, 2016). 
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modesty, as “the greater witts,” I would argue that the “Epitaph” Jonson posted to 
Garrard represents a fundamentally different type of poem from these non-epistolary 
versions. Its unique material form invites one particular reader, Garrard, not only to share 
in a veiled critique of Bulstrode but to recall Jonson’s sometimes fraught or marginal 
status within the wider community he is asked to address. These interpretive tasks depend 
on the poem’s interpellation not of a succession of strangers who merely glance at its 
lines, but of a trusted friend who is ascribed the power to read not only closely but 
differently. In this respect, Jonson’s posted “Epitaph” proves to be no epitaph at all.  
 
Short Galleryes 
 
 Though apparently distinct in subject matter, both “As in tymes past” and 
“Epitaph” ultimately prove to be “about” the shared personal histories of sender and 
recipient. By asking that they read poetry as correspondents, Jonson and Cornwallis call 
upon Garrard and Donne to interpret their verse as pointing to a pre-existing relationship 
in the world beyond the page.  
 John Donne’s letter-poem to the Lady Lettice Carey beginning “Madam, / Here 
where by all, all saints invoked are” challenges this model.108 Far from being a friend, 
Lady Carey was completely unknown to Donne, a fact which he makes clear in the verse 
itself. The poem seems to have been a commission. Donne likely wrote at the suggestion 
of Carey’s brother, his friend Sir Robert Rich, who visited Donne in Amiens in the winter 
                                                
108 All quotations taken from “To the Honorable lady the lady Carew,” DigitalDonne: The Online 
Variorum, http://donnevariorum.tamu.edu/html/resources/letter/letterthumb/target0.html 
(accessed April 25, 2016). 
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of 1612.109 The overarching conceit of the verse is that Donne, a visitor to the Catholic 
country of France, defies local religious pressure in order to claim knowledge of his 
distant addressee “by fayth alone” (12). Needless to say, Donne’s subsequent praise of 
this distant stranger has been described as unconvincing flattery.110  
 A more pressing problem emerges, however, from the poem’s widespread 
interpretation as a poem addressed not to one noblewoman but to two. Notably, in both 
the 1633 and 1635 posthumous editions of Donne’s Poems, the verse is entitled “A Letter 
to the Lady Carey, and Mrs Essex Rich, from Amyens” ( “Essex Rich” was Lettice 
Carey’s then-unmarried sister).111 Though this poem is unique among those now referred 
to as Donne’s “verse letters” in its designation for two addressees, this unusual title in 
1633 and 1635 actually draws on an earlier manuscript tradition. Copies of the poem may 
be found transcribed under such headings as “A Letter to the La: Carew, her Sister” or 
“To the Lady Cary and her sister Essex Rich, from Amiens” in seventeenth-century verse 
miscellanies.112 One compiler has even recorded Donne’s opening salutation, “Madam,” 
as “Madams.”113  
 Naturally, the few modern critics who have discussed this poem have tended to 
emphasize its strange, apparently multiple address. Arthur Marotti describes the poem as 
                                                
109 Helen Gardner, John Donne’s holograph of ‘A Letter to the Lady Carey and Mrs Essex Riche’ 
(London: Scolar Mansell, 1972), 2. Donne’s purpose for being in Amiens with the Drury family 
has yet to be satisfactorily explained. Daniel Starza Smith speculates that he may have been 
involved in either formal or informal state espionage. Smith, “Donne and the Drurys, Revisited” 
(Renaissance Society of America Annual Convention, Boston, MA, April 1, 2016). 
110 Marotti, Coterie, 230. 
111 John Donne, Poems, by J.D. With elegies on the authors death (London: M.F. for John 
Marriott, 1633), 112; Poems, by J.D. With elegies on the authors death (London: M.F. for John 
Marriott, 1635), 198. Lettice and Essex were the daughters of Sir Robert and Penelope Devereux 
Rich, discussed in Chapter 2. 
112 Folger Shakespeare Library MS V.a. 170, p. 210; Harvard MS Eng 966.5, p. 209. 
113 St. Paul’s Cathedral Library MS 49. B. 43, p. 102. 
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being “written to women,” claiming that Donne “approached them” – that is, the Rich 
sisters – “by faith alone” (emphasis mine).114 Helen Gardner refers to the verse as “the 
letter sent to the Rich ladies.”115 This latter example is particularly puzzling, however, 
because it appears in Gardner’s discussion of the version of “Madam / Here where by all” 
which was copied onto both sides of a single sheet and posted from Amiens by Donne 
himself. This remarkably surviving letter-poem bears a superscription, “To the Honorable 
lady the lady Carew,” which proves that Donne’s verse is in fact addressed only to one 
lady.116 
 I want to suggest that the discovery, in 1970, of this unique posted verse has had 
surprisingly little impact on our understanding of “Madam / Here where by all.” This is 
largely because its chief interest for scholars has resided in its status as the only known 
poem by Donne in his own hand. I will show, however, that this focus on handwriting has 
detracted attention from other aspects of the letter-poem, including Donne’s choice of 
stationery and his method of letterlocking the poem for secure delivery. Shifting attention 
to these epistolary features reveals Donne’s efforts to effect an intimately personal 
transaction with a single reader. This narrowing of address deliberately counters his 
notorious claim, near the end of the poem, that the poem’s praises of Carey are equally 
applicable to either sister.  
 It is a strange irony of the letter-poem’s modern reception that what is arguably 
the most visually striking aspect of this verse – its clear history as a mail – is often treated 
as secondary to the fact that it preserves Donne’s writing. In 2015, the manuscript was 
                                                
114 Marotti, Coterie, 230. 
115 Gardner, Holograph, 3. 
116 Bodleian Library MS Eng. poet. d. 197. 
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displayed in Marks of Genius, a bibliographic exhibition that celebrated the opening of 
the Bodleian Libraries’ new center for special collections. Presented in a section entitled 
“Written in their own hands” alongside autograph manuscripts by Kafka and 
Mendelssohn, the letter-poem was accompanied by a placard which explained, 
Of his English poems, this is the only manuscript to have survived  
in the poet’s own hand. It is a flattering verse epistle to two well-born  
ladies who were personally unknown to him. The manuscript may be  
Donne’s original and only version of the poem or it may be a fair copy  
of a rougher early draft; either way, it is gracefully written on thin,  
gilt-edged paper, which was then folded into a thin strip and sent by  
hand to Lady Carey.117 
 
In keeping with the theme of this portion of the exhibition, the placard emphasized the 
extreme scarcity of Donne’s autograph verse, employing terms like “original,” “only,” 
and “fair copy” which fetishize the author’s hand.118 This placard (and, indeed, the whole 
“Marks of Genius” exhibition) accords with Roger Chartier’s argument that the 
autograph literary manuscript has, since the mid-eighteenth century, become privileged as 
“the outward and visible sign of the inward and invisible genius of writer for all who 
were not able to visit or to meet him.”119 Consequently, although “Madame, / Here where 
by all” has not been particularly prized for its poetic content, the holograph version has 
nonetheless been made to stand in for all the poems in Donne’s hand which we desire in 
our endlessly deferred quest for contact with the author’s mind.  
                                                
117 Bodleian Libraries, Marks of Genius: Masterpieces from the Collections of the Bodleian 
Libraries, Oxford, UK, March 21-September 15, 2015. 
118 Roger Chartier, “The Author’s Hand,” in The Author’s Hand and the Printer’s Mind trans. 
Lydia G. Cochrane (Cambridge, UK and Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2014), 79. 
119 Chartier, “Author’s Hand,” 81. See also Roger Chartier and Peter Stallybrass, “What is a 
Book,” in The Cambridge Companion to Textual Scholarship ed. Neil Fraistat and Julia Flanders 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), 190-2. 
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 In fact, the so-called “Lady Carey Holograph” was not Donne’s “original and 
only version.” In spite of Helen Gardner’s (rather subjective) claim that “the writing has 
an ease and fluency” suggestive of the act of composition, the poem bears evidence of 
eye-skip, a copying rather than a composing error.120 Though he later crossed them out, 
Donne initially added to the line “Of whom, if what in thys my extasye” the rhyming 
words “I see” – words which actually conclude the line below. Moreover, the design of 
the entire artifact is much too contrived to offer a glimpse of Donne in the act of 
composition. The fact that the poem concludes exactly halfway down the verso of the 
posted leaf suggests that Donne actually wrote “Madam, / Here, where by all” with a 
particular piece of stationery in mind, shaping his poem to suit the requirement that he 
reserve enough blank space to serve as the outside of the folded packet. This outer layer 
necessarily includes the panel on which Donne superscribed Lady Carey’s name. What 
looks like sprezzatura is, then, as with Jonson’s letter-poem to Garrard, really evidence of 
Donne’s effort to customize his verse for an act of postal transmission to a single reader. 
 Nonetheless, for the exhibition to call the version posted to Lady Carey a “fair 
copy” of a “rougher early draft” is equally to misrepresent the case. What distinguishes 
the letter-poem is not its “fairness,” for the survival of approximately twenty copies of 
this poem in contemporary manuscript verse miscellanies shows that Donne must have 
circulated another “fair copy” of this poem to at least one other reader, likely his friend 
Sir Henry Goodere, whence it snowballed in the form of further copies – a phenomenon I 
                                                
120 Gardner, Holograph, 2. 
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discuss in Chapter 3.121 Rather, it is the epistolarity of this holograph version which 
makes it so meaningful. 
 Evidence that the poem was originally “folded into a thin strip,” for instance, 
mentioned but left unexplained by the exhibition placard, points to Donne’s use of an 
unusual technique of securing correspondence for delivery which his contemporaries 
termed “plighting” (i.e. pleating).122 Seams still visible on the manuscript reveal that after 
copying his poem, Donne folded his paper into eight equal horizontal sections, creating a 
narrow band which was then folded in half vertically to produce a packet small enough to 
conceal in a hand or sleeve. As Heather Wolfe has convincingly demonstrated, early 
modern plighted letters are quite rare and tend to carry resonances of “an intimate gift, 
more private and meaningful than a letter folded and sealed in a more typical manner.”123 
Surviving letters sent by Donne show that although Donne had several methods of 
folding his mail, some apparently unique to him, he almost never employed this 
particular form.124 
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 The implication of closeness which inhered in this tiny, delicate packet gives 
credence to Donne’s claim to familiarity with this unknown woman through his pious 
“Apostleship.” It counters, too, the impulse to treat his compliments as “familiar 
formulae of praise” – formulae arguably compounded by the poem’s ending, “He that 
beleevs himselfe, doth never lye” (11, 63).125 These “formulae” are most evident when, 
after flirting briefly with saint-worship of Carey, Donne rejects Catholicism in favor of 
the Protestant ability to “speak things wch by fayth alone I see: / That ys, of yow.” 
Empowered by this “fayth,” Donne tells his correspondent that 
 . . . vertue, thinkinge to giue Dignitee 
 To yor Soule, found there no infirmitee; 
 for yor Soule was as good vertu as shee. 
 Shee therfore wrought upon that part of yow, 
 Wch ys scarse but litle lesse then Soule, as shee could doe, 
 And soe hath made yor Beauty vertue too (37-42). 
 
Given Donne’s failure to have actually seen the sister of his friend Sir Robert Rich, 
Donne’s suggestion that Carey’s beauty operates as a site of virtue can’t help but smack 
of “the comon trodden wayes.” Yet, Wolfe’s work on plighted letters helps us see that 
Donne’s professed knowledge of Lady Carey would have already been made evident as 
his recipient painstakingly opened the tight folds of her letter – a process which 
symbolized the familiarity of sender and recipient. Donne’s tiny packet effectively 
rewrites its own contents, hailing Lady Carey not as a stranger, but as someone intimately 
known to him.  
 Donne was, in fact, deeply concerned by the idea of applying the same 
compliments to more than one woman in verse. In a letter to Goodere, Donne initially 
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declines his friend’s suggestion that he write a verse to an unnamed noblewoman, 
probably Elizabeth Hastings, Countess of Huntingdon. He cites  
my integrity to the other Countesse [Lucy, Countess of Bedford],  
of whose worthinesse though I swallowed your opinion at first  
upon your words, yet I have had since an explicit faith, and now a  
knowledge: and for her delight (since she descends to them) I had  
reserved not only all the verses, which I should make, but all the  
thoughts of womens worthinesse (emphasis mine). 126 
 
In language which anticipates Donne’s confession to Carey that he knows her “by fayth 
alone,” Donne suggests that to praise a woman other than his primary patroness, the 
Countess of Bedford, would be a form of plagiarism. Donne has already addressed a 
number of letter-poems to Bedford, and to write to another Countess must inevitably 
require him to recycle language used to describe the woman for whom alone he has 
“reserved . . . all thoughts of womens worthinesse.”    
 Ultimately, Donne is able to get around this self-imposed restriction by treating 
Huntingdon as an image of Bedford: “I hope [Bedford] will not disdain, that I should 
write well of her picture,” he tells Goodere.127 But Donne would break his promise to 
Bedford in a more serious fashion with the print publication of his Anniversaries on the 
death of Elizabeth Drury, the teenaged daughter of his patron Sir Robert Drury. As Smith 
notes, Donne’s poem to Lady Carey was written shortly after the publication of his 
Second Anniversary (1612) and shortly before Donne began to receive “censures” for 
“addressing extravagant, quasi-religious praise to a young girl whom Donne had never 
met.”128 Donne alludes to these censures in “To the Countesse of Bedford, Begun in 
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France but never perfected,” a verse written during the same visit to Amiens as his 
surviving letter-poem to Lady Carey: 
    I have to others lent 
 Your stock, and over prodigally spent 
 Your treasure, for since I had never knowne 
 Vertue or beautie, but as they are growne 
 In you, I should not thinke or say they shine 
 (So as I have) in any other Mine. (11-16) 129 
 
Because “Vertue or beautie” cannot reside other than in Bedford, Donne’s application of 
these terms to another woman (“I have to others lent / your stock”) requires him to 
“confesse” his fault (11). 
 One can imagine Donne’s bemusement, then, when confronted with the task of 
writing in verse to both the sisters of Robert Rich. Even setting aside Bedford’s claims on 
his reserves of compliments, Donne had to negotiate the problem of addressing two 
women with a limited “stock” of praise, something his letter to Goodere suggests he is 
deeply uncomfortable with. Indeed, we can almost sense this discomfort in Donne’s 
profession to Carey, 
 What must I thinke that Influence must doe,  
 Where yt finds Simpathy, and Matter too,  
 Vertu, and Beauty, of the same stuffe, as yow:  
 Wch ys, yor noble worthy Sister (49-51). 
 
Lady Essex Rich, Donne suggests in cringeworthy fashion, is actually made “of the same 
stuffe” as her praiseworthy sister, Lady Carey. Consequently, it is of Rich’s virtues, too, 
 I should write here, as in short Galleryes 
 The Master at the end large glasses tyes, 
 So to present the roome twice to or eyes, 
 So I should give this letter length, and say 
 That wch I sayd of yow; There ys no way 
 from eyther, but by th’other, not to stray (55-60). 
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Donne describes his authorial predicament as similar to that of a gentleman who must use 
deceit to disguise the inadequate size of a room. Like this cunning lord, he should repeat 
the previous contents of the letter-poem, reflecting Lady Carey’s praises back on her 
sister and thus artificially doubling the length of his poem. Crucially, however, Donne 
does not write of Essex Rich. Moreover, Donne’s patent inability to give his lines a 
double address is a joke that only obtains when one sees how diminutive Donne’s sheet is 
in comparison to the folio-sized pages typical of prose correspondence in this period.130 
Donne can’t “give this letter length” because his paper is much too small. The 
impossibility of complimenting Essex Rich on his same chosen sheet thus repositions 
Lady Carey at the center of his address in a manner she alone would have recognized 
when she handled the posted paper. 
 The Lady Carey letter-poem was not the only occasion on which Donne used the 
size of his writing materials to facilitate private meaning. A letter to Robert Harley, 
“plighted” like his mail to Lady Carey, was inscribed a single sheet only about a 
centimeter and a half longer and wider than the compact letter-poem. In it, Donne 
manages to turn his little page into a joke about his addressee’s profession: “But, Sr, as I 
was wyllinge to make thys paper a little bigger then a physicians Receit, lest yt 
representation should take yor stomake from yt, so I wyll auoyd to make yt very longe, or 
busy, least ye physician chide mee as much as yr patient would haue donne.”131 Donne 
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expresses his wish for Harley’s improved health by observing that his smaller-than-
average letter is at least larger than one of Harley’s “Receits” (“recipes” or prescriptions), 
and thus unlikely to remind him of further illness. In fact, by saving him from having to 
read a “longe, or busy” sheet, Donne highlights his apparent consideration for his 
correspondent. Donne thus constructs a letter whose meaning is almost entirely bound up 
in its form. Reading this missive in a printed collection of Donne’s letters, one loses the 
material textual playfulness so crucial to Donne’s strategy for cheering up his friend. 
 Donne’s letter-poem to Lady Carey operates in a similar fashion. Readers who 
accessed this verse in friends’ manuscript miscellanies or in handwritten, easily circulated 
booklets of Donne’s poems lacked the epistolary cues of the posted object. As a result, 
they were not privy to Donne’s paradoxical assertion that Lady Carey, far from being a 
stranger, is known to him after all. It is yet another irony of the poem’s reception, 
however, that the readers of these more conventional versions of “Madam, / Here, where 
by all” nonetheless left records of their engagement with Donne’s verse by transcribing 
the poem. Lady Carey, by contrast, offers the modern scholar no evidence of how she 
interpreted her mail, or even whether she received it. We will never know if Donne was 
justified in his “fayth,” not so much in his addressee’s virtuous soul, but in Lady Carey’s 
willingness to read the folds and miniature form of her letter-poem as well as its words. 
  
Conclusion: Make my subject you 
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In 1614, Bess of Hardwick’s son Charles Cavendish wrote a letter to his sister 
Mary Talbot, superscribing it for delivery on its outer leaf “To the R: Honorable the 
Countess of Shrewsbury.” Cavendish’s letter is brief but to the point: 
 Madam I vnderstande yow haue bin latly ill, and therfor 
 I will not troble yow with longe letters, but mak some notes 
 that may lye by yow and at your pleasure yow may peruse 
 them, and fynde them redily. Health is aboue all wordly 
 thinges and your health more then all the worlde to me. 
 Therfor I pray yow look to it. Welbeck this 17 of Aprill 
 1614 
     At your ladishipps comandiment, 
 
       Cha Cavvendyshe132 
Cavendish’s letter would hardly be worthy of notice were it not for his mention of the 
“notes” he has included in the letter. For not only does this enclosure survive – a 
remarkable fact in and of itself – but the “notes” prove to be none other than a poem 
beginning “Madam, so may my verses pleasing be.” What Cavendish sent his sister, in 
other words, was Beaumont’s letter-poem to the Countess of Rutland. 
 Untitled and unattributed, the poem was inscribed onto both sides of a smaller 
single sheet, likely by Cavendish’s secretary, and tucked into the bifolium letter for 
posting.133 In the absence of a version of this poem posted from Beaumont himself to his 
noble addressee, this copy mailed to a different Countess altogether thus represents the 
only surviving version of Beaumont’s poem in the form Beaumont professes to have 
adopted so as to “avoyd the common trodden wayes”: a letter. 
 By 1614, Beaumont’s “few, ill scattered lines” were becoming widely “scattered” 
among manuscript compilers. Indeed, the poem’s survival in twenty-five verse 
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miscellanies suggest that it was on its way to becoming a seventeenth-century hit.134 Only 
a few years later, the poem would be published in print as “An Elegie by F.B.”, the first 
item in a 1618 printed collection entitled Certain Elegies, Done by Sundrie Excellent Wits 
(1618). Particularly noteworthy about this version, however, is the way in which the 
salutation is subsumed into the opening line to become “So Madam may my verses 
pleasing be.”135 By inverting the first two words, the editor, Henry Fitzgeffrey, 
regularizes the first line into iambs but also lessens the impression of an act of epistolary 
address, which would have opened with the salutation conventional to women 
correspondents (“Madam”). Instead, the new first word, “So,” suggests that the reader has 
stepped into a conversation between a poet and a lady. The governing fiction is of 
intimate speech overheard rather than intimate lines intercepted. 
 This fiction was broken, however, when the poem was republished in the racy 
royalist miscellany The Harmony of the Muses (1654). There, we find no mention at all 
of either Beaumont or the Countess of Rutland. The poem is simply titled “To his Lady,” 
with “his” distancing the poem from a particular writer and occasion by signifying a 
generic Cavalier lover whose pursuits can be traced throughout the volume in poems such 
as “To one that was like his mistress” or “When she told him she loved as well as he.”136 
Furthermore, “His Lady” need not even be a noble lady. The word “Madam,” 
remarkably, no longer appears in the opening line at all. In an ironic twist, Beaumont’s 
efforts to distinguish his poem from the more communal and consequently less effective 
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verses of his peers ultimately became subsumed within the register of conventional 
amorous lyric at which Beaumont’s persona sneers. 
 It would seem, then, that the very “emptiness” of Beaumont’s poem made it 
suitable for a number of poetic modes, including that of the elite conversation overheard 
and the generic poem of heterosexual seduction. Yet, Cavendish’s appropriation of this 
verse shows that it continued to lend itself, too, to a much more narrow mode of address 
– that of correspondence. Precisely because the poem’s meaning was accommodating to a 
change in material form, the verse could be repurposed for another elite woman within an 
entirely new context of compliment.  
 Indeed, so flexible does Beaumont’s verse prove that at no point does Cavendish 
suggest that the “Madam” which operates as the salutation of his letter and the “Madam” 
which serves as the salutation of Beaumont’s poem might refer to or hail two different 
addressees. Instead, Cavendish simply encourages Mary Talbot to take “pleasure” in the 
poem by receiving the verse’s compliments herself. Shrewsbury, not Rutland, thus 
becomes the Countess the poem depicts as being as beyond praise. The poem’s service as 
part of a “get-well” letter from one loving sibling to another shapes its message, allowing 
Cavendish to enact in surprising fashion the desire with which Beaumont’s poem 
concludes: to “make my subject you” (68). 
 When Cavendish instructs his sister, “I pray yow look to it,” he is referring to her 
health, which he claims is “more then all the worlde to me.” I have shown, however, that 
the early modern creators of letter-poems also directed their readers to “look to” the 
mediating posted page itself as a source of private meaning. Even as non-epistolary 
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versions of Jonson’s and Donne’s poems reached a wider audience, these poets insist that 
their verses are only really addressed to, and capable of being understood by, one.  
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CHAPTER TWO. ASTROPHIL TO STELLA 
 
In a letter to Edmond Molyneux, secretary to his father, Sir Henry Sidney, Philip Sidney 
made it clear how he felt about people reading his private mail: 
 Mr Mollineax 
 Few woordes are best. My lettres to my Father have come to the eys of  
 some. Neither can I condemne any but yow for it. If it be so yow have plaide  
 the very knave with me; and so I will make yow know if I have good proofe of it  
 . . . I assure yow before God that if ever I know yow do so muche as reede any  
 lettre I wryte to my father, without his commaundement, or my consents, I will  
 thruste my dagger into yow. And truste to it, for I speake it in earnest.137 
 
In this notorious letter, Sidney suggests not only that Molyneux may have read personal 
correspondence between Sidney and his father without either man’s permission, but that 
his indiscretion has led to Sidney’s sensitive letters from court being shown or passed 
around to other readers. Enraged by this breach of decorum, Sidney threatens to “thrust 
my dagger into yow” if it happens again. 
 I begin with this letter not in order to argue, as James Daybell has done, for a 
growing sense of epistolary privacy in early modern England, nor to undermine the 
heroic image of Sidney perpetuated after his untimely death in the battle of Zutphen at 
the age of thirty-two.138 Rather, I would point to a fundamental irony of the reception of 
Sidney’s writings; namely, that Astrophil and Stella, the collection of sonnets and songs 
whose posthumous 1591 publication was single-handedly responsible for launching the 
English Renaissance “sonnet craze,” was in fact interpreted by some early modern 
readers as “leaked” or intercepted mail between Sidney and the married noblewoman 
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who inspired “Stella,” Lady Penelope Devereux Rich. In short, this most read and most 
imitated of works was assigned a surreptitious textual history as “lettres” which “have 
come to the eys” of readers never intended to see such private and intimate texts.139   
 A discussion of Astrophil and Stella’s representation as clandestine 
correspondence cannot fully avoid touching on the nature of the poet’s relationship to 
Penelope Rich, wife of Sir Robert Rich and one-time prospect for marriage to Sidney 
himself.140 This is partly because Sidney’s poems, with their repeated puns on Penelope’s 
married name, allusion to her coat of arms, and numerological significance – 108 sonnets 
for the 108 suitors of the mythical Penelope – explicitly invite readers to do so.141 It was 
an invitation, moreover, which early modern readers were clearly eager to accept. As 
Hoyt Hudson exhaustively demonstrated in his 1935 essay “Penelope Devereux as 
Sidney’s Stella,” Renaissance writers continually aligned Sidney with Astrophil and Rich 
with Stella in the decades following Sidney’s death, treating the poems as evidence of an 
affair between the two courtiers.142 Dedications to Penelope Rich in particular are thick 
with allusions to either Sidney or Astrophil to the point of tactlessness. To give one 
stunning example, Book Two of John Florio’s translation of Montaigne’s Essayes (1603) 
was not only dedicated, unsubtly, to both Rich and Elizabeth Sidney (the daughter of Sir 
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Philip Sidney and his wife Frances Walsingham), but also featured a poem to Rich which 
describes 
  . . . HE, who admirably did endite, 
 Entiteling you Perfections heire, Ioyes light, 
 Loves life, Lifes gemme, Vertues court, Heav’ns delight, 
 Natures chiefe worke, Fair’st booke, his Muses spright (3-6)143  
 
The poem’s author, Matthew Gwynn, either quotes outright from or paraphrases Sidney’s 
Astrophil and Stella.144 Even without Florio’s epistle connecting Rich with the Sidneys, 
no reader but an “imbecile” would have failed to recognize which “HE” was meant.145 
 Sidney’s “flattering and seductive show of secrecy” and his readers’ fervent 
response to this “show” are noteworthy in and of themselves, and perhaps jarring to those 
of us who repeatedly remind our undergraduate students not to treat Renaissance poetry 
as autobiography.146 This chapter, however, is not about whether or not Sidney’s 
contemporaries thought he was in love with a married woman. Instead, its focus is the 
rather more surprising evidence of a Renaissance belief in Sidney and Rich as poetic 
correspondents.  
 In the first part of this chapter, I will suggest that the contemporary tendency to 
read Astrophil and Stella – and indeed, nearly all lyric poetry – as a kind of stage 
performance complete with protagonists and minor characters has made it difficult for us 
to recognize the viability of alternate modes of interpretation. I will show, however, that 
this “dramatic” approach to Sidney’s poems may be found as early as the prefatory 
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material to the first quarto of Astrophil and Stella, where it is not presented as a “given.” 
Rather, it aggressively justifies the printing of a text its publishers actually took to be a 
deeply private document for a female reader.  
 I then turn my attention to two important interpreters of Astrophil and Stella, the 
writers Sir John Harington (1560-1612) and Lady Mary Sidney Wroth (c.1587-c.1652). I 
propose that these privileged members of the extended Sidney circle – both of whom, we 
might note, had access to Philip Sidney’s verse in handwritten copies – saw Penelope 
Rich as the recipient of a collection which looked less like a “sonnet sequence” and more 
like the letter-poems or posted packets that I described in Chapter 1.147 Crucially, for 
Harington and Wroth, the diversity of Sidney’s “yous” which has given rise to Astrophil 
and Stella’s reputation as a particularly dramatic collection was in fact compatible with 
an overarching act of postal address to a single reader. By studying Harington and Wroth 
in their capacities both as compilers and as poets negotiating multiple forms of address in 
their own letter-poems, we may see how Astrophil and Stella made more sense to 
Renaissance readers as Astrophil TO Stella.   
 
The Reader and the Lady 
 
 Astrophil and Stella, Gary Waller writes in The Sidney Family Romance, is “a 
theatre of desire in which the man has all the active roles and in which the woman is 
                                                
147 Since the term “sonnet sequence” was not employed in its current sense until the late 19th 
century, I deliberately avoid it in this chapter, preferring “collection” as a more neutral term 
reflecting something closer to what early modern readers might have experienced. 
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silent or merely iconic, most present when she refuses him or is absent.”148 Though more 
recent attention to Stella’s capacity to feel and express “carnal impulses” in her own right 
has challenged this assessment, it is easy to see whence it emerges.149 For of Sidney’s 
108 sonnets, fewer than a quarter employ “you,” “thou,” “thy,” or “thee” to refer to 
Stella. Meanwhile, well over half of the sonnets are addressed in the second person to 
imagined entities and persons such as envious wits (Sonnet 104), desire (Sonnet 71), the 
Moon (Sonnet 31), a bed (Sonnet 98), the Thames (Sonnet 103), and even “Grammer 
rules” (Sonnet 63).150 And although a higher proportion of Sidney’s eleven songs appear 
to address Stella directly, at times even in dialogic form, other songs address a kiss (Song 
2) or, in one memorable case, a flock of sheep (Song 9).  
 Astrophil and Stella’s reputation as one of the most apostrophic sonnet sequences 
in all of English literature has, unsurprisingly, provoked a number of explanations.151 
Roland Greene interprets the poem’s appeals to a diverse range of interlocutors as a sign 
of Astrophil’s efforts to “affirm and define himself” – an interpretation that aligns nicely 
with Jonathan Culler’s famous claim that apostrophe actually confirms its speaker’s 
identity, since an object “treated as a subject . . . implies a certain type of you in 
return.”152 Building on this reading, Gavin Alexander identifies apostrophic addressees 
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like sighs (Sonnet 95) or Grief (Sonnet 94) as “sympathetic” presences who facilitate 
Astrophil’s expressions of frustrated desire by serving as imagined witnesses to his 
project.153 Rather than conversing with the “absent Stella,” Alexander writes, Astrophil 
“resorts to dialogue with other, imagined presences.”154  
 That three prominent critics of Sidney’s verse should all describe Astrophil’s 
frequent interpellations of absent and unreal figures as a “dialogue” or series of addresses 
to a theatrical supporting cast is far from coincidental. For despite their varying critical 
investments, all three scholars ultimately draw on a single modernist axiom: that what the 
reader experiences when he or she engages with a lyric poem is a “voice” that is only 
pretending to address a listener. This interpretive model may be traced to John Stuart 
Mill’s famous observation that “eloquence is heard, poetry is overheard,” a somewhat 
enigmatic statement which he clarifies by comparing the poet to an actor who, while 
conscious of an audience, nonetheless “acts ill” if he betrays his awareness of it.155 For 
Mill, the metaphor of the actor is useful because it implies a readership (“audience”) 
which witnesses but does not participate in a poetic utterance. Good poetry, in other 
words, may be defined by its lack of a real-world object of address.  
 Mill described poetic language chiefly in terms of theatrical “soliloquy.”156 But by 
the 1950s, critics like Northrop Frye and Ruben Brower had influentially claimed that the 
“I” of a poem might speak to a range of listeners appearing on the same stage. “The lyric 
poet normally pretends to be talking to himself or to someone else: a spirit of nature, a 
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Muse . . . a personal friend, a lover, a god, a personified abstraction, or a natural object,” 
Frye observes in Theory of Genres (1957).157 Claiming that “there is no such thing as 
direct address in literature,” Frye, we might note, treats even words directed to what 
could be called a plausible addressee – “a personal friend” or “a lover” as opposed to “a 
spirit of nature” – as a mere pretense.158  
 This performativeness is still more overt in Brower’s formula. “[A] poem is a 
dramatic fiction no less than a play,” he argues in The Speaking Voice (1951). “[I]ts 
speaker, like a character in a play, is no less a creation of the words on the printed page. 
The ‘person spoken to’ is also a fictional personage and never the actual audience of ‘you 
and me,’ and only in a special abstract sense is it the literary audience of a particular time 
and place in history.”159 Brower’s intervention, Virginia Jackson and Yopie Prins remind 
us, was to explicitly fictionalize not only the poetic addressee but also its speaker, 
ushering in a way of reading that “has become so fundamental to our teaching of poetry 
that it has become virtually invisible as a norm.”160 Such a pronouncement naturally 
produces difficulties in a case like that of Sidney, whose allusions to biographical 
episodes in poems supposedly written from the viewpoint of Astrophil complicate the 
distinction between poet and speaker that Brower and subsequent critics have sought to 
maintain.161 More immediate to our purpose, however, is the way in which the “actual 
audience” is cast, once again, as a spectator or overhearer of words addressed to another 
“character.” 
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 It should come as no surprise, therefore, that in his landmark 1962 critical edition 
of Sidney’s poems, William Ringler calls Astrophil and Stella “a series of conversations 
or monologues which the reader overhears. The reader and not the lady is the audience, 
while Astrophil and those he addresses are the actors . . . The mode of presentation is 
essentially dramatic.”162 By distinguishing the “reader” from the “lady,” Ringler 
dismisses outright the possibility that, in Ilona Bell’s words, “the female lyric audience is 
the primary, though by no means the only, audience.”163 For Ringler, to treat Sidney’s 
verse as an attempt to communicate with a real Elizabethan woman would be naive: 
Sidney’s poems are fundamentally directed elsewhere. 
 Remarkably, seismic critical shifts in Renaissance studies since the publication of 
Ringler’s edition have left Ringler’s distinction between “lady” and “reader” largely 
unchallenged. For instance, in “Love is Not Love,” a reading of Astrophil and Stella 
which epitomizes the methodological realignments of the New Historicism, Arthur 
Marotti assigns Sidney’s “I” to an ironic persona whose addressees are not the actual 
audience of his verse. Importantly, Marotti relocates this poetic “theater” to the historical 
court of Elizabeth I, a site of both political and social disappointment for Sidney.164 He 
also replaces the abstract “reader” with an elite group of historical readers, Sidney’s 
learned male friends such as Fulke Greville and Edward Dyer. Essential to this approach, 
however, is the exclusion of “the lady” – Stella’s real-life counterpart, Penelope Rich – 
from Sidney’s knowing audience. For Marotti and several other New Historicist readers 
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of Astrophel and Stella, Rich is no addressee but rather an apt symbol for Sidney’s 
“unattained and unattainable social and political goals.”165  
 Marotti’s influential argument is epitomized by his reading of Sidney’s Sonnet 
30: 
  Whether the Turkish new-moone minded be  
  To fill his homes this yeare on Christian coast; 
  How Poles’ right king meanes, without leave of hoast, 
  To warme with ill-made fire cold Moscovy; 
  If French can yet three parts in one agree; 
   What now the Dutch in their full diets boast; 
   How Holland hearts, now so good townes be lost, 
  Trust in the shade of pleasing Orange tree; 
   How Ulster likes of that same golden bit, 
  Wherewith my father once made it halfe tame; 
  If in the Scottishe Court be weltring yet; 
  These questions busie wits to me do frame; 
   I, cumbred with good maners, answer do, 
   But know not how, for still I thinke of you. (1-14) 
 
This sonnet has a special place within Sidney’s collection: it is the first sonnet in which 
the word “you” is used to refer to “Stella.” Yet, for Marotti, this direct address to Stella in 
the poem’s final line is deliberately undermined by the fact that it “takes place in the most 
historically allusive of the poems” – one which includes references to “Sidney’s own 
political experiments and interests” in Scotland, Ireland, France, and Holland.166 Indeed, 
Sidney’s poem actually “repudiates” the act of courtship, winking instead at “coterie 
readers” who were “all too aware” of Sidney’s far more serious political investments.167 
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 Yet, Marotti’s reading of Sonnet 30 as an ironic performance – an address to 
“Stella” which is actually for the benefit of male friends – also highlights a weakness in 
the dramatic interpretation of Sidney’s verse. Namely, by treating every “you” of 
Sidney’s poems as equally fictional, this approach suppresses potential distinctions 
between particular acts of address – distinctions which might allow for the presence of a 
“you” who doubles as a historical reader. Marotti’s analysis, for instance, ascribes little 
importance to Sonnet 30’s unusual format as a series of questions. Crucially, however, 
this format models in miniature the diversions of address to various “yous” and “thous” 
(“Vertue,” “Reason,” “Love”) that have featured in Sidney’s collection up to this point. 
In other words, Astrophil’s imagined “answer” to each of the inquiries framed by the 
“busie wits” performs his repeated turns, in each of the previous twenty-nine sonnets, 
from a more significant “you.” Astrophil’s rhetorical return to the “you” he still “thinks 
of” in Sonnet 30 acknowledges this addressee’s special status as the primary reader of all 
of these variously addressed verses.  
 If such a reading sounds fantastical, it would not necessarily have seemed so to 
some of Sidney’s earliest readership. Conditioned as we are to understanding Sidney’s 
poems as a stageplay, it is easy for us to forget that when Sidney’s poems first saw print 
in Thomas Newman’s unauthorized 1591 quarto, Syr P.S. His Astrophel and Stella (Q1), 
its purchasers, too, were explicitly encouraged to think of themselves as the audience of a 
dramatic performance. Yet, Q1 labors to present Astrophel and Stella as a play precisely 
because its publisher could not take it for granted that purchasers would read Sidney’s 
poems in this fashion. In fact, the prefatory material to Q1 exposes just how contrived 
this dramatic interpretation is. For in 1591, the incitement to treat verse as drama, while 
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undoubtedly offering a way to understand what was an unusual printed text, also covered 
up a viable mode of reading which treated “the lady” herself as “the reader.” 
 In his dedicatory remarks to the MP Francis Flower, Newman describes his 
discovery of a document he calls “the famous deuice of Astrophel and Stella.”168 In its 
loose sense, a “deuice” was something fancifully or ingeniously conceived, a work 
characterized by artifice (we might think of Richard Edwards’s 1576 miscellany The 
paradyse of daynty deuices).169 But in early modern England, “deuice” also had a more 
narrow meaning as a theatrical performance. The phrase “deuice of Astrophel and Stella” 
thus implies that readers should understand Astrophel and Stella as the title characters in 
a play. Despite the fact that the name “Astrophel” does not appear in any of Sidney’s 
poems in Q1 until the Eighth and Ninth Songs – songs whose relationship to the fourteen-
line sonnets is arguably complicated in Q1 by their positioning after these poems under 
the title “Other sonnets of variable verse” – Sidney’s readers are encouraged to treat the 
words of the collection as Astrophel’s “speech.”170 Newman reinforces this theatrical 
metaphor by suggesting that Sidney’s “worthines” will offset an “Argument perhaps . . . 
too light” for his dedicatee’s “graue viewe,” since an “argument,” the subject of a text or 
story, was also a paper handed out at the theater which summarized the action of the 
play.171  
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 In 1591, a collection featuring over one hundred fourteen-line English sonnets and 
several songs by a single author was something radically new. Newman’s language may 
therefore represent an attempt to orient Sidney’s readers by referring them to a more 
familiar genre. The goal of generic famliarization may also explain why the playwright 
and poet Thomas Nashe declares, in an address to “them that list” which follows 
Newman’s dedication, that the “argument” of Astrophel and Stella is “cruell chastitie, the 
Prologue hope, the Epilogue dispaire.”172 Nashe deliberately mimics the language of 
stage directions – “so endes the Sceane of Idiots, and enter Astrophel in pompe” – and 
even likens his readers to an audience weary of the unsophisticated “puppetplay” which 
has preceded the publication of Sidney’s verse. Readers “surfeted” with poor-quality 
verse, he urges, should not “think scorne to turn aside into this Theater of pleasure,” since 
Sidney’s poems as nothing less than a “paper stage streud with pearle” in which “the 
tragicommody of loue is performed by starlight.”173  
 Nashe’s use of the phrase “tragicommody of love” is intriguing, for in An 
apologie for poetrie, not published in print until 1595, Sidney employs the term 
“Tragicomicall” to describe an example of the generically hybrid “Poesies” (in this case, 
plays) disliked by some.174 Could Nashe have had access to a manuscript not only of 
Sidney’s poems but of the little-circulated Apologie as well? Nashe’s employment of the 
expression “tragicommody of love” may have signaled, to the few purchasers who had 
been members of Sidney’s readership during his lifetime, Nashe’s privileged status as a 
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viewer of guarded manuscripts.175 For most readers, however, the term “tragicommody” 
would have provided a way to interpret the swings of tone which characterize this large 
collection. In spite of potential hints at the existence of less public texts, Nashe 
encourages “them that list” to treat Sidney’s poems as an emotionally varied performance 
of thwarted desire bookended by a hopeful “Prologue” (its opening sonnets, describing 
the onset of love) and a despairing “Epilogue” (the final sonnets which lament Stella’s 
“absent presence”) (1) (Sonnet 106).176 
 Newman’s and Nashe’s depiction of Sidney’s poems as a “deuice” or 
“tragicommody” arguably offered sixteenth-century readers some kind of interpretive 
purchase on the innovative English sonnet collection – a type of text publishers 
themselves were working out, as evidenced by the experimental presence of 
miscellaneous “rare sonnets of diuers noble men and gentlemen” at the end of Q1 (an 
assortment by Daniel, Oxford and others which was omitted from Q2).177 I would argue, 
however, that the metaphor of the “Theater of pleasure” also allows Newman and Nashe 
to bypass difficult questions about Sidney’s intended readership. Crucially, such 
questions could undermine their goal of portraying Sidney’s poems as having been 
fundamentally designed for the enjoyment of all comers. 
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 Evidence of this unease may be seen in Newman’s claim that he has been 
“correcting and restoring . . . to his first dignitie” a group of poems which has “gathered 
much corruption by ill Writers.”178 Like his stationer predecessor, Richard Tottel, who 
referred to the elite owners of manuscript verse as “vngentle,” Newman denigrates the 
privileged compilers who have eschewed the more practiced pens of their professional 
secretaries and ruined Sidney’s poetry by “spred[ding]” it “abroad” in increasingly 
nonsensical “written Coppies.”179 Weirdly, however, Newman’s colleague Nashe 
immediately undermines this claim by suggesting that manuscripts of Sidney’s poems 
have not, in fact, not circulated widely at all. On the contrary, he laments, they have been 
“imprisoned in Ladyes casks” (my emphasis).180 
 Nashe’s gendering of the poems’ readers, Wall argues, is part of a larger 
publication strategy. “Casket” and “case” were Renaissance slang terms for women’s 
genitals, and by describing Sidney’s verse as breaking “foorth in spight of his keepers, 
and [using] some priuate penne (in steed of a picklock) to procure his violent 
enlargement,” Nashe borrows from the language of sex and rape set as a way to articulate 
the “transgressive violence” then associated with the publication (“enlargement”) of 
coterie verse.181 Yet, underneath Nashe’s self-congratulatory (and deeply troubling) boast 
that Sidney’s poems have been violently liberated from “Ladyes casks” for public 
pleasure lie two intriguing suggestions. First, Nashe hints that aristocratic women were 
Sidney’s primary readership. Second, he suggests that something about these poems 
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merited safeguarding. What Newman and Nashe have gone to such pains to hide, I 
believe, is a contemporary perception that Sidney’s poems were no public performance at 
all, but rather an intimate social transaction with a lady or ladies of quality. 
 Within a decade of Q1’s publication, one such lady of quality, Sidney’s powerful 
and talented sister, Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke, used her own 
manuscript of Sidney’s poems to produce an authorized edition, Astrophel and Stella, 
Written by the Noble Knight Sir Philip Sidney.182 The format of this version, notably, was 
no discreet quarto but an ostentatious folio. The poems appeared, along with Sidney’s 
Apologie for poesie and The Lady of May, in an augmented edition of Sidney’s romance 
The Covntesse of Pembrokes Arcadia (the latter first published under Pembroke’s 
supervision in 1593). But the folio version of Sidney’s poems (1598), favored by modern 
editors, can be distinguished from Q1 in ways that extend beyond its format. It restores 
stanzas (in the Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Songs) and entire poems (the Eleventh Song, 
Sonnet 37) which had not appeared in Q1. It intersperses Sidney’s songs – often written 
in the third person or in the form of a dialogue between Astrophil and Stella – among the 
sonnets, thus enhancing the narrative, theatrical quality of the poems to which Newman 
and Nashe had so insistently testified.183 On a more obvious level, each sonnet is 
numbered, and efforts have been made to avoid splitting individual sonnets at page 
breaks.   
 Unsurprisingly, Pembroke’s version of Astrophel and Stella has been read as an 
attempt to “[strengthen] the autonomy of the book artifact” in a fashion which suppresses 
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what Newman’s phrase “Ladyes casks” implies: “the poems’ status as extraliterary 
occasional verse.”184 Yet, to read the 1598 Astrophel and Stella as a celebration of 
artifice, literariness, and, like its unauthorized precursor, theatricality, is to ignore the 
way in which The Covntesse of Pembrokes Arcadia advertises its investment in the very 
“occasional” status the poems are said to have lost. This can be seen most clearly in the 
letter from Sidney to his sister Pembroke which must once have accompanied the 
manuscript of the romance and with which the volume opens.  
 In the letter, Sidney modestly describes his Arcadia as a “trifle” written (as, 
indeed, its title suggests) for Pembroke herself: “it is done onely for you, only to you.”185 
But it is not only the romance’s explicit familial designation which makes the Arcadia 
such an intensely “coterie” document. The materiality of the original manuscript itself 
supports such a reading. “Your deare selfe can best witnes,” Sidney reminds Pembroke, 
how it was “done in loose sheetes of paper, most of it in your presence, the rest, by 
sheetes, sent vnto you, as fast as they were done.”186 What Sidney depicts somewhat 
dismissively as evidence of the Arcadia’s hasty, “trifling” composition actually shores up 
the intimate, social nature of this text in its suggestion that contact with Pembroke has 
been essential to Sidney’s textual production. Sidney implies that the romance has been 
shaped by his sister’s presence during the act of composition and, during Sidney’s 
absences from Wilton, by her role as the recipient of posted “sheetes.”  
 Both the Arcadia’s status as a text composed for a narrow female readership and 
its material origins as a set of sheets not only written for but sent to Pembroke would 
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have offered early moderns a potential model for Astrophel and Stella. For if Pembroke 
does not provide a similar history for her brother’s sonnets in 1598, her inclusion of the 
poems within the Arcadia volume nonetheless raises for the folio’s reader the possibility, 
hinted at by Nashe and, to a lesser extent, Newman, that Astrophel and Stella, too, was 
designed for the enjoyment of a woman reader who functioned as the recipient of 
handwritten sheets. That this recipient was not, however, the Countess of Pembroke is 
confirmed by an unusual copy of Sidney’s Sonnet 1.  
  
“That it may properly belonge to you” 
 
In the late 1580s or in 1590, the epigrammist, translator of Ariosto, and courtier 
Sir John Harington transcribed a little-known poem into his family’s great Tudor verse 
miscellany: 
 Loving in trewth, and fayn my love in verse to show 
 that the deer shee myght take some pleasure of my payn 
 Pleasure myght cawse her reed reading myght make her know 
 knowledge myght pitty win and pitty grace obtayn. 
  I sowght fyt words to paynt the blackest fase of woe 
 studying inventions fyne her witts to entertayne 
 oft turning others leavs to see yf thens would flow 
 som freshe and frutefull showr vppon my sunnburnd brayn.  
  But words come halting owt wanting inventions stay 
 Invention natures chylde fled stepdame studyes blowes 
 And others feete still seemd, but straungers in my way 
 thus great with chyld to speak and helplesse in my throws 
  Byting my towng and pen beating my selfe for spyght 
  Foole sayd my muse to mee looke in thy hart and wryght. (1-14)187  
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With the publication of Q1, these lines would soon become one of the most recognizable 
English verses ever written.188 Crucially, however, the title Harington assigned Sidney’s 
Sonnet 1 (and presumably, further verses for which space was reserved in the miscellany 
but never filled) makes no mention of the two “characters” so prominent on Newman’s 
title page, “Astrophel and Stella.” Instead, it reads “Sonnettes of Sr Phillip Sydneys 
vppon to ye Lady Ritch.”  
Harington was a close friend of the Sidney family, and his title has sometimes 
been taken to indicate insider knowledge of a former love affair between Sidney and 
Penelope Rich.189 Yet, Harington’s emphatic substitution of one preposition, “to,” for 
another, “vppon,” points less obviously to a clandestine relationship than it does to his 
interpretation of Sidney’s poems as a particular kind of document: a poetic 
communication from Sidney to Rich that took the form of mail. With a few short 
penstrokes, Harington not only names “the lady” but transforms her from veiled poetic 
subject to overt poetic recipient, the literal addressee of an entire verse collection. 
 Why did Harington, who was anything but a “naive” reader, chose to represent 
Sidney’s verse in this fashion? The simplest explanation is that Harington’s now-lost 
copy-text bore such a title. Harington’s ability to access highly restricted manuscripts – 
particularly Sidney manuscripts – is beyond doubt: he transcribed Sidney’s Arcadia from 
one of the precious manuscripts of the romance in circulation, made two copies of Philip 
Sidney and Mary Sidney Herbert’s Psalm paraphrases, and added to his father’s 
collection of manuscript verse (now known as the Arundel Harington Manuscript) early 
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versions of hard-to-acquire poetry by Henry Constable, Edmund Campion, and even 
Queen Elizabeth.190 Moreover, as Henry Woudhuysen has demonstrated, the manuscript 
of Sidney’s sonnets and songs available to Harington would have borne a close 
relationship to a very early scribal copy from which the Countess of Pembroke’s own 
version of the poems was made. This grants Harington’s copy of Sonnet 1 editorial 
authority as an early “witness.”191   
 But this thesis is ultimately unsatisfying. For one thing, we lack Harington’s 
copy-text and are unlikely ever to recover it. For another, early moderns had a 
notoriously relaxed attitude toward the titles of the poems they compiled in manuscript, 
often adding or altering headings as they saw fit.192 Instead of seeking a bibliographical 
explanation, then, I would like to argue that the title “Sonnettes of Sr Phillip Sydneys 
vppon to ye Lady Ritch” reflects Harington’s familiarity with the way in which even a 
poetic text that hails multiple addressees (real or imagined) may ultimately communicate 
with a single primary reader who doubles as a recipient. For evidence, we have only to 
turn to Harington’s practice as an astute gifter and sender of poetry – particularly to elite 
female readers. 
 Before looking closely at a few of Harington’s textual gifts, it is worth pausing to 
note Harington’s unusual interest in women not only as idealized dedicatees but as 
literary participants.193 Harington’s famous translation of Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso 
(1591) – a massive undertaking – was reputed to have been commissioned as a “penance” 
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by Queen Elizabeth after she caught him circulating an Englished version of one of the 
romance’s lewder episodes.194 A similar interaction is suggested in Harington’s epigram 
entitled “To the great Ladies of the Courte”: 
I haue bene told most noble courtly Dames  
that ye commend some of mine Epigrames,  
but yet I heare againe which makes me pensiue  
some are of them to some of you offensiue,  
Those that you like Ile giue and aske no guerdon,  
So that you graunt those that mislike you pardon,  
Both are the fruictles fruits of ydle howres,  
 theis for my pleasure reade, and those for yours. (1-8)195  
 
Harington’s references to “giuing” epigrams and to the mixed reception by court ladies of 
his formerly circulated poems makes it clear that Harington sought “active” female 
readers as the recipients of his verse. This preference is vividly borne out by two 
manuscript miscellanies attributing to Lady Cheke, a Lady of Elizabeth’s Privy Chamber, 
a witty poem which replies directly to Harington’s epigram on an ignorant preacher. 
Harington’s editor calls his poem a “mild[ly] anti-feminist provocation,” implying that 
Harington purposefully wrote this poem in order to elicit an answer from a feminine 
viewpoint.196  
We cannot be certain about the manner in which Harington shared “To the great 
Ladies of the Courte,” and other epigrams, with the ladies surrounding Queen Elizabeth 
(including the good-humored Lady Cheke). A surviving manuscript presentation copy of 
fifty-two of Harington’s epigrams, transcribed onto fifteen leaves and bound with a 
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personalized copy of Harington’s printed translation of Orlando Furioso, offers more 
concrete evidence both of Harington’s practice and of the kind of text Harington may 
have had in mind when he copied out Sidney’s poem.197 On a blank page “where book 
meets manuscript,” Harington dedicates the collection “To the right vertuous and his 
kynde Mother in law, the Ladie Jane Rogers.” “Madam,” he writes below, “I haue sent 
you my long promisd Orlando, and that it maie properly belonge to you and your heire 
femall, I haue added to it as manie of the toyes I haue formerly written to you and your 
daughter, as I could collect out of my scatterd papers.”198  
The full meaning of this sentence proves surprisingly difficult to parse. In early 
modern England, “properly” could mean both “thoroughly” and “intrinsically.”199 
Initially, then, this formula suggests that the hybrid volume’s designation for Rogers 
(and, secondarily, for Harington’s wife, Mary, in her capacity of Rogers’s “heire”) 
emerges not only from its status as a posted gift explicitly dedicated to Rogers, whose 
name is tooled in gold on the front of its calf cover (Mary Harington’s is tooled on the 
back) but from its contents’ witty addresses “to you and your daughter” in poems such as 
“To his wife at the birth of his sixt child” or “Of Garlick. To my Lady Rogers.”200  
Yet, we might observe that not all of these epigrams interpellate Harington’s 
female family members in the second person. Harington’s poem “Of a fair Shrew. To his 
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wife,” for example, would be deeply insulting if read as a poem rhetorically “To” Mary 
Harington: 
Faire rich and young how rare is thy perfection 
Were it not mard with one most fowle infection. 
 I mean so proud a hart, so curst a tonge 
  as makes thee seeme nor fayr, nor rich, nor young (1-4). 
 
Though Harington singles out his wife as the poem’s intended reader here, it is addressed 
to a satirical “type” rather than a real woman. Perhaps, then, the phrase “written to you 
and your daughter” points less to Harington’s particular modes of poetic address than to 
the epigrams’ former transmission to Roger and Mary Harington, likely in the form of 
single sheets, at the time of “the kynde, and sometime the vnkynde occasions, on which 
some of them were written.”201 
This interpretation is supported by Harington’s apologetic note that “because 
there was spare roome, I haue added a few others that were showd to our Soueragine 
Lady” (emphasis mine). These poems initially circulated to the Queen, Harington 
suggests, supplement but do not detract from the gift’s function as both a record of past 
domestic exchanges and as an intimate communication in its own right. Indeed, 
Harington concludes his dedication with a wish for Rogers to “locke me vp as safe in 
your loue, as I know you will lay vp this booke safe in your Chest.”202 We might note that 
Harington’s solicitation of his mother-in-law’s affection simultaneously positions Rogers 
as the protector of his private poems in a manner eerily reminiscent of Nashe’s allusion to 
Sidney’s poems “imprisoned in Ladyes caskes.” Rather than demanding the release of 
these papers, however, Harington actively seeks their enclosure. 
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On the same day that Harington sent his epigrams to his mother-in-law (19 
December 1600), he posted a smaller but no less exclusive collection of poems to another 
aristocratic female reader, his distant kinswoman Lucy Harington Russell, Countess of 
Bedford. A transcription of this letter-poem now at the Inner Temple Library reveals that 
it originally contained three metrical psalm paraphrases by Bedford’s famous relation the 
Countess of Pembroke, whose connection to Bedford he emphasizes, along with at least 
ten of Harington’s own epigrams. A copy of Pembroke’s translation of Petrarch’s Trionfo 
della Morte (another unprinted text) is transcribed alongside these shorter verses and may 
also have been included.203  
In the letter which accompanied the poems, Harington informs Bedford, “I haue 
sent yow heere the . . . trulie deuine translation of three of Dauids psalmes donne by that 
Excellent Countesse [of Pembroke].” Recalling, perhaps, the “spare roome” of his paper 
gift to Rogers, he adds, “I haue presumed to fill up the emptie paper with som shallowe 
meditations of myne owne . . . as foyle to a dyamond; but as it were to attend them.”204 
The “emptie paper” Harington refers to was probably the last pages of a small pamphlet 
which was either enclosed in his letter to Bedford or onto the front of which his letter was 
copied before the whole was superscribed, sealed, and handed to a private bearer as a 
packet for delivery.  
Harington denigrates his original contribution to the compilation he sends, 
referring to it as “foyle” – a thin leaf of metal which set off the brightness of a gem – to 
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Pembroke’s “dyamond.”205 It is clear, however, that these poems were carefully 
conceived as a unit. While Julie Crawford argues that the gift of Sidney/Harington verses 
was intended to acknowledge “Bedford’s role in promoting the concerns and values 
associated with the Sidney alliance,” a more overt theme across all of the selections, and 
one which was particularly appropriate to a woman of Bedford’s Calvinist persuasions, is 
the testing (and often failure) of faith.206 Equally essential to the success of Harington’s 
gift, however, is the fact that many of the poems explore this concern in a form that is 
explicitly dialogic. The Triumph of Death represents a discussion between Petrarch and 
his (deceased) beloved, Laura.207 The three Psalms (51, 104, 137) call upon God in the 
second person; 137 incorporates, too, the words of the psalmist’s Babylonian captors and 
the psalmist’s defiant response.208 Finally, several of Harington’s epigrams directly 
address named figures, including Queen Elizabeth, his own wife, and, appropriately 
given their context, the biblical King David.209  
These internal structures of address model the way in which Harington’s act of 
epistolary-poetic transmission was intended to function as one side of a potentially 
ongoing conversation with his powerful relation. Far from excluding Bedford as an 
addressee, she is asked, as the recipient of a collection superscribed with her name and 
title (“To the trule Noble and right vertuous Ladie. Lucie Countess of Bedford”), to 
emulate the various listeners or readers hailed within these poems. When possible, 
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however, Harington seeks to suppress evidence of former transmission to other readers. 
The epigram “Of an Elephant” (The pleasant learn’d Italian Poete Dant), a poem 
implying that England is full of atheists, seems to have been initially sent or given “To 
the learned bishop of Bath and Wells.” Another, “Of reading Scripture,” is elsewhere 
headed “to his wiues mother.”210  
By removing the names of these original recipients, Harington heightens 
Bedford’s status as the sole object of his communication. It is a move he promises, at the 
end of his letter, to repeat more overtly in a future gift: “But as your cleare-sighted 
iudgement shall accept or praise them I shall hereafter be embouldned to present more of 
them, and to entytle som of them to your Honorable name.”211 In other words, Harington 
will create another set of letter-poems which include epigrams written for and titled “To 
Lucy Countess of Bedford.” Notably, however, these will be “som,” not all of the poems. 
This is almost certainly because, as we have seen, a poem may “properly belonge” to a 
particular reader through her role as the active recipient of privately transmitted texts – 
including those (to quote the self-conscious formula he employs in his notes to both 
Roger and Bedford) “I haue sent you.” 
When Sidney’s poems are situated within a textual landscape occupied not by 
“sonnet sequences” but by verses superscribed to, handled by, dedicated to, answered by, 
and stored in the “Chests” of women recipients, they invite surprising readings. 
Harington’s copy of Sonnet 1, for instance, with its opening depiction of a poet “Loving 
in trewth, and fayn my love in verse to show / that the deer shee myght take some 
pleasure of my payn” (1-2) seems less about an attempt to “fayn” or perform desire 
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(Catherine Bates’s reading of Sidney’s punning first line) than about a literal effort “my 
love in verse to show.”212 In other words, we catch a glimpse of a poet’s effort not only to 
show loving feelings in verse but to show verse to his love in a form that will please her 
even before she views its contents. For it is in the showing, Sidney suggests, that “the 
deer shee” is first presented as able to take “pleasure of my payn.” Critics rarely remark 
upon the oddness of the fact that the beloved’s experience of pleasure not only precedes 
but actually instigates the act of reading: “Pleasure myght cawse her reed” (emphasis 
mine). Yet, this seemingly backward state of affairs – pleasure coming before reading – 
implies that the beloved’s pleasure first derives from some other source than the poet’s 
words.  
For Harington, I have sought to suggest, the most obvious source of this pleasure 
would have been a letter-poem. Perhaps Harington imagined such a text as being secured 
with good-quality wax and impressed with Sidney’s seal matrix depicting the “pheon” or 
arrowhead Sidney alludes to in Sonnet 65 (“Thou bear’st the arrow, I the arrow head” 
(14).213 But Harington’s designation of his copy of Sonnet 1 as “to ye Lady Ritch” 
suggests another important aspect of such an epistolary gift. This may be illustrated by 
turning to Sidney’s Sonnet 50, a poem which finds the lover in the midst of a process of 
textual creation that is at the point of breakdown: 
 Stella, the fulnesse of my thoughts of thee 
Cannot be staid within my panting breast, 
But they do swell and struggle forth of me, 
Till that in words thy figure be exprest. 
  And yet as soone as they so formed be, 
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According to my Lord Love’s owne behest: 
With sad eyes I their weake proportion see, 
To portrait that which in the world is best. 
  So that I cannot chuse but write my mind, 
And cannot chuse but put out what I write, 
While those poore babes their death in birth do find: 
And now my pen these lines had dashed quite, 
  But that they stopt his furie from the same, 
  Because their forefront bare sweet Stella’s name (1-14). 
 
Any attempt to “portrait” Stella, Sidney suggests, is doomed to failure: because no verbal 
figure is adequate to the task of conveying Stella’s own “figure,” the poet is tempted to 
“put out what I write” (10) in a gesture he likens to infanticide. Only one thing prevents 
the destruction of the very poem we have been reading (“And now my pen these lines had 
dashed quite”): the fact that “their forefront bare sweet Stella’s name” (14). At one level, 
to raze out a verbal representation of his beloved would be tantamount to iconoclasm. By 
causing his reader to return to the “forefront” or first word of the poem – “Stella” – 
Astrophil shows that he is incapable of destroying any line dedicated to his beloved.  
 But an earlier appearance of Sidney’s curiously redundant phrase “Stella’s name” 
suggests that Sidney’s self-conscious depiction of textual creation and exchange in 
Sonnet 50 does more than allegorize the poems’ continually threatened “economy of 
desire.”214 In Sonnet 35, a poem which begins by asking “What may words say, or what 
may words not say,” the poet slyly observes that “long needy Fame / Doth even grow 
rich, naming my Stella’s name” (1, 10-11). What words may both say and not say is, of 
course, “rich”: the married name of Penelope Devereux, teasingly half-disclosed by 
Harington himself when, in his annotations to Book 16 of Orlando Furioso, he observes 
that Sidney’s (then unpublished) “sonets of Stella” are centered around a beloved Sidney 
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calls “inestimably rich.”215 Moreover, by juxtaposing “rich” with “my Stella’s name,” 
Sidney blurs the “diegetic” world of the sonnet with the “non-diegetic” circumstances of 
its production and circulation, insisting that “rich” is not only Penelope’s name but also 
“Stella’s.”216 Consequently, when Harington encountered a poem whose “forefront bare 
sweet Stella’s name” fifteen sonnets later, he would have been invited to imagine not 
only a poem opening with “Stella” but a collection of verse more literally addressed – 
that is, superscribed – for delivery as mail “to ye Lady Ritch.”217  
 Such a reading is inevitably speculative. Yet, contemporaries such as Harington, a 
reader intimately familiar with the intricacies and social politics of manuscript verse 
exchange, would have been alert to the nuances of a term like “Stella’s name.” And with 
his remarkable heading for Sidney’s poem, “Sonnettes of Sr Phillip Sydneys vppon to ye 
Lady Ritch,” Harington arguably recreates this implicit occasion of posting, suggesting 
that Sidney’s dizzying shifts of address and occasional forays into dialogue are no barrier 
to these poems’ status as a collection crafted for and “properly belonging to” an 
intelligent and powerful female courtier.  
 It is a poem for a Sidney reader, however, with which I would like to conclude my 
discussion of Harington’s interpretive practice and its resistance to a theatrical reading of 
lyric. In the same month that Harington posted his poetic gifts for Rogers and Bedford, 
Philip Sidney’s younger brother Robert wrote to Harington asking him to “send me 
verses when you can.”218 A letter-poem recorded in the same verse miscellany as 
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Harington’s copy of “Loving in trewth” reveals that Harington “obliged” with a new 
composition. But the poem’s last line, “The woorke as yet I wishe not seene of other / 
But of your self and of your Noble Brother,” suggests that Harington’s addressee was not, 
in fact, Robert Sidney, but rather the Countess of Pembroke.219  
Harington wrote to Pembroke,   
 
 To please your tast, I did it first prepare:  
with higher witts, and woorkes, I not compare,  
Only the Love, I beare your Noble Lyne;  
that vnto me this woorke did first assigne 
. . .  
 what others say, or thinck, I litle care (12-15, 17).220  
 
Like Sidney, who, in Sonnet 107 depicts his “wit” as having been tirelessly “imploy[ed]” 
in Stella’s service, Harington portrays himself as one dedicated solely to the pleasure of 
this privileged female reader (10).221 “Loe here I showe, this slender woorke and bare,” 
he promises, gesturing toward his (now-lost) epistolary enclosure in a line reminiscent of 
Sidney’s famous wish, in Sonnet 1, “my love in verse to show” (5). 
 Crucially, however, Harington claims that his muse has also been inspired by his 
regard for Pembroke’s “Noble Lyne” – that is to say, the Sidney family line. Could 
Harington have been aware, in 1600, of the remarkable poetic skill possessed by 
Pembroke’s young niece and Robert Sidney’s daughter Mary? For nowhere, I will argue, 
do we find clearer evidence of a willingness to read Sidney’s poems as private mail to 
Rich than in Mary Sidney Wroth’s remarkable poetic response to Astrophil and Stella: 
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus. 
                                                
219 Ibid. 
220 Hughey, Arundel Harington ,Vol. 1, 258. 
221 Duncan-Jones, Sir Philip Sidney, 246. Sonnet 107, she notes, “begs Stella to release him form 
the servitude of writing verses for her.” 
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Absent presences 
 
The first song in Wroth’s collection of sonnets and songs invokes a pastoral 
landscape whose greenery contrasts cruelly with the “winter” lingering in the heart of the 
lover, Pamphilia (7).222 “Noe sign of spring I know,” she sings mournfully (8). Seeking, 
perhaps, a companion in her sadness, she recalls the story of a “sheapherdess” who was, 
like her, “with griefe oprest / for truest loue beetraid” (17-19). Rather than simply tell the 
shepherdess’s tale, however, Pamphilia begins to repeat the complaint of this sad “she” in 
her own voice:  
And weeping thus sayd she  
my end aprocheth neere 
now willow must I weare 
 my fortune soe will bee. (21-4) 
 
Still in the persona of the shepherdess, Pamphilia sings of how “With branches of this 
tree” – the willow, a symbol of sorrow – “Ile dress my hapless head” and “imbroder” my 
clothes (25-6, 29). She concludes, 
 The barcke my booke shall bee 
 wher dayly I will wright 
 this tale of haples mee 
 true slaue to fortunes spight; 
 The roote shall be my bed 
 wher nightly I will lye, 
 wayling inconstancy 
 since all true loue is dead 
 
 And thes lines I will leaue 
 if some such louer come 
 who may them right conseaue, 
 and place them on my tombe 
                                                
222 All quotations taken from Mary Wroth’s Poetry: An Electronic Edition, ed. Paul Salzman, 
http://wroth.latrobe.edu.au/all-poems.html (accessed September 18, 2016). Except where noted, I 
quote from the “Folger Transcription” column, taken from Folger Shakespeare Library MS V.a. 
104. 
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 She who still constant lou’d 
 now dead with cruell care 
 kild with vnkind displaire, 
 And change, her end heere prou’d (33-48). 
 
Voice and text intermingle in this song as Wroth represents a singing lover who performs 
the dying words of a shepherdess who in turn reads an epitaph of her own composition: 
“thes lines,” which become the song’s final quatrain. Perhaps we may even imagine that 
Pamphilia is the imagined “louer” who has found the shepherdess’s epitaph.223  
 Part of the song’s poignancy undoubtedly derives from the fact that the 
shepherdess’s speech has no hearer. Lacking an audience, this pastoral figure can only 
hope that by leaving a text for “some such louer,” the nature of her death may someday 
be understood. But Wroth’s emphasis on the literary production which results from the 
experience of romantic betrayal undermines the convincingness of that fiction in the same 
way that the concluding line of Sidney’s “Eighth Song,” “That therewith my song is 
broken” (104), appears to “unmask” Astrophil. In particular, Wroth’s reference to the 
composition of a “tale of haples mee” recalls the song’s situation within a larger 
collection of poems about the obstacles faced by the constant (if adulterous) lover. When 
Wroth writes, then, that “thes lines I will leaue / if some such louer come / who may them 
right conseaue,” she hints that she, too, is the poem’s “I,” and that “thes lines” represent 
not only a shepherdess’s hopeful gesture toward an imagined reader but a real occasion of 
textual transmission to a recipient – one who is challenged to recognize the constant 
shepherdess as a stand-in for the poet herself. 
 A few years ago, such an interpretation would have seemed implausible in the 
extreme. Yet, new scholarship on Wroth’s miraculously surviving autograph manuscript 
                                                
223 Dubrow, too, is alert to these complications. See Challenges, 141. 
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of her poetry, now held at the Folger, has shown that Wroth’s love poems were, in fact, 
created for a highly literate but inconstant beloved who is represented in her collection as 
Amphilanthus. This is, of course, Wroth’s lover and fellow member of her own “noble 
Lyne”: her cousin William Herbert, Third Earl of Pembroke, with whom she would have 
two children after the death of her husband, Robert Wroth.224 Nor did this literary 
exchange go only one way. In the unpublished second book of Wroth’s The Countess of 
Montgomeries Urania, her romance inspired by her uncle Philip Sidney’s The Countess 
of Pembroke’s Arcadia, Wroth’s alter ego sings a song, “Had I loved butt att that rate,” 
which was written by Herbert.225   
 Though the exact means by which Wroth shared her verse with Herbert may 
never be fully reconstructed, an unusual feature of the autograph manuscript of 
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus (henceforth “the Folger manuscript”) is suggestive. Bell has 
recently argued that Wroth “self-bowdlerized” or removed many of her poems when she 
re-arranged them for print to be appended to the end of Book One of the Urania in 
1621.226 Confronted with the published version of the poems, the reader is invited to read 
them through a fictional lens as the creations of the romance’s protagonist (also called 
Pamphilia), who appears throughout the narrative as an avid sonneteer.227 But in the 
                                                
224 Ilona Bell, “The Circulation of Writings by Lady Mary Wroth,” in The Ashgate Research 
Companion to the Sidneys, 1500-1700 Vol. 2, ed. Margaret P. Hannay et al. (Farnham, Surrey, 
England and Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2015), 78. 
225 Mary Ellen Lamb, “‘Can you suspect a change in me?’ Poems by Mary Wroth and William 
Herbert, Third Earl of Pembroke,” in Re-Reading Mary Wroth, ed. Katherine R. Larson and 
Naomi J. Miller (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 61-2. See also Garth Bond, 
“Amphilanthus to Pamphilia: William Herbert, Mary Wroth, and Penshurst Mount,” Sidney 
Journal 31.1 (2013): 53-4. 
226 Ilona Bell, “The Autograph Manuscript of Mary Wroth’s Pamphilia to Amphilanthus,” Re-
Reading, 174. 
227 “I seldome make any but Sonnets,” Pamphilia observes. Lady Mary Wroth, The Countesse of 
Mountgomeries Urania (London: Augustine Mathewes? for John Marriott and John Grismand, 
1621), 392. 
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earlier Folger manuscript, which emphasizes the consummation of Pamphilia and 
Amphilanthus’s (implicitly, Wroth’s and Herbert’s) love affair, the name “Pamphilia” 
can be found at the end of two groups of poems surrounded by a pattern of four slashed 
s’s or “S fermés.”228 Crucially, this symbol was employed by Wroth’s aunt (Herbert’s 
mother) the Countess of Pembroke in her letters. It was used, too, by “the French 
monarchy and aristocracy at the beginnings and ends of secret communications,” 
particularly in “intimate letters to wives, mistresses, and close family members” as “an 
emblem of faithful love.”229 What these two occurrences of the ascription “Pamphilia” 
resemble more than anything else, then, are signatures. Could Wroth have composed 
groups of sonnets and songs in order to address them as uncensored mail to the cousin 
she faithfully loved? By calling her collection Pamphilia TO Amphilanthus, Wroth seems 
to hide this epistolary transaction with Herbert in plain sight.  
 For Gavin Alexander, Wroth’s title represents an important departure from 
Astrophil and Stella, on which Wroth’s verses are strongly modeled. There is “a world of 
difference,” he claims, “in [Wroth’s] crucial change of ‘and’ and ‘to’.”230 But this 
“difference” may be smaller than Alexander suggests. In fact, as I observed at the 
beginning of this chapter, Wroth seems to have understood her uncle’s collection not as 
Astrophil and Stella but as Astrophil TO Stella, a set of poems primarily composed for an 
absent reader – Stella’s counterpart, Lady Penelope Rich. We can discern this, I propose, 
in Wroth’s imitation of one of the most striking features of Sidney’s sequence: 
apostrophes which threaten to transform into addresses to Stella herself. Adapting this 
                                                
228 Folger Shakespeare Library MS V.a. 104 f. 29r; f. 54r. 
229 Bell, “Circulation,” 79. 
230 Alexander, Writing, 287. 
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rhetorical form for an explicitly epistolary context, Wroth draws out the ambiguities of 
these second-person addressees, suggesting that words to an imagined or unreal auditor 
have the potential to double as words not only to a beloved who resides within the world 
of the poems but to a reader outside of it. Under Wroth’s pen, apostrophe both disguises 
and discloses the fact that a sonnet’s “you” or “thou” may be a real textual recipient 
whose feelings and behavior can be influenced by the poet herself.231  
 As I have shown, Wroth’s Song 1 provides a powerful example of the way in 
which an apostrophic address – the shepherdess’s words to “some such louer” – may 
ultimately be directed to Herbert. And it is no coincidence that this song occurs within the 
first set of verses signed “Pamphilia,” a fifty-five-poem collection which is both Wroth’s 
most unified series of sonnets and songs and her clearest tribute to Sidney’s Astrophil and 
Stella. Turning to a few of the poems in what I take to be this obvious epistolary grouping 
will illuminate how Wroth emulates and subtly reworks unstable forms of address in her 
uncle’s poems in order to emphasize their communicative potential. 
 Wroth’s Sonnet 3 begins with a reprimand to one of her uncle Philip Sidney’s 
most frequent interlocutors, Love:  
     3 
 
 Yett is ther hope: then Loue but play thy part 
  remember well thy self, and think on mee; 
  shine in those eyes which conquer’d haue my hart 
  and see if mine bee slack to answere thee. 
 
 Lodg in that brest, and pitty moue for thee 
  for flames which in mine burne in truest smart 
  exiling thoughts that touch inconstancie, 
                                                
231 Bell notes that “Pamphilia’s habit of addressing her poems to allegorized abstractions is a way 
of concealing the fact that she is speaking and writing directly and intimately to Amphilanthus.” 
See Bell, “‘Joy’s Sports’: The Unexpurgated Text of Mary Wroth’s Pamphilia to Amphilanthus,” 
Modern Philology 111.2 (November 2013), 245. 
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  or those which waste nott in the constant art, 
 
 Watch butt my sleepe; if I take any rest 
  for thought of you, my spiritt soe distrest  
  as pale, and famish’d, I, for mercy cry; 
 
 Will you your seruant leave? think butt on this: 
  who weares loues crowne, must nott doe soe amiss, 
  but seeke theyre good, who on thy force rely. (PA, 1-14) 
 
In his invaluable electronic edition of Mary Wroth’s poems, Paul Salzman notes a 
parallel to Sidney’s Sonnet 12, in which Astrophil chastises a Cupid who “shin’st in 
Stella’s eyes” (1). Rhetorically, however, Wroth may also have been thinking of another 
poem to the impish love god, Astrophil and Stella 46. I will quote it in full for 
comparison: 
46 
 
 I Curst thee oft, I pitie now thy case, 
  Blind-hitting boy, since she that thee and me 
  Rules with a becke, so tyrannizeth thee, 
 That thou must want or food, or dwelling place. 
 For she protests to banish thee her face, 
  Her face? O Love, a Rogue thou then shouldst be, 
  If Love learne not alone to love and see, 
 Without desire to feed of further grace. 
  Alas poore wag, that now a scholler art 
 To such a schoole-mistresse, whose lessons new 
 Thou needs must misse, and so thou needs must smart. 
 Yet Deare, let me this pardon get of you, 
  So long (though he from booke myche to desire) 
  Till without fewell you can make hot fire. (AS 1-14) 
 
In Wroth’s Sonnet 3, Pamphilia pleads with the love god to enter Amphilanthus’s eyes 
and breast and move him to take pity on her. In Sidney’s poem, Astrophil takes pity on 
Love himself, who, in the form of the boy Cupid, has been beaten (“thou needs must 
smart”) and banished from the presence of “school-mistresse” Stella for his inability to 
control his lust (11, 10). Reading these sonnets together, however, one notices that the 
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second-person address with which both poems begin might equally be directed to the 
beloved him- or herself.  
 The first lines of Wroth’s poem, “Yett is ther hope: then Loue but play thy part / 
remember well thy self, and think on mee” (1-2) resemble nothing so much as a 
discussion with Amphilanthus, addressed as “Loue” and urged to “play his part” in their 
relationship. Pointing to the apparent counterargument with which this poem begins, 
Salzman claims that Wroth is seeking here to emulate the “miniature drama[s]” visible in 
several poems by Sidney in which “the speaker wittily meditates on the different 
possibilities” available to one in love.232 But Wroth, I would argue, is more invested in 
the conversational aspect of her uncle’s verse and in the potential instability of its “yous.” 
Her Sonnet 3, crucially, draws out the way in which the most obvious antecedent for 
“thee” in the opening of Sidney’s Sonnet 46, “I Curst thee oft, I pitie now thy case” (1) is, 
in fact, Stella.233 Not until line two does it becomes clear that Astrophil is addressing the 
love god or “Blind-hitting boy” (2). Indeed, part of the sonnet’s enjoyment lies in the 
ease with which, like Cupid, the reader necessarily hits blindly at Sidney’s meaning in 
her first encounter with this poem. 
 But in line 12 of Sonnet 46, Sidney suggests that the reader has not been wrong at 
all. Astrophil turns abruptly to Stella, addressing her as “Deare” and “you” as though she 
has been there all along. Moreover, by asking her to pardon Love until “without fewell 
you can make hot fire” (14) – that is, “Until you cease to be the fuel that causes his 
flames of love” – the poet implies that Love and Stella are inextricable from one 
                                                
232 Paul Salzman, “Lady Mary Wroth’s Poetry,” Ashgate Research Companion, 256. 
233 This is particularly misleading since Sonnet 45 ends with a direct address to Stella. 
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another.234 To address the one has entailed an address to the other – an ambiguity Wroth 
builds on in the second half of her Sonnet 3. In particular, the lines “Watch butt my 
sleepe; if I take any rest / for thought of you” (9-10) threaten to transform from an 
address to the love god into a solicitation of her lover. Pamphilia (Wroth) invites 
Amphilanthus (Herbert) to assure himself of his lover’s constancy by observing her in the 
intimate setting of her bed.235  
 Ultimately, to suspend the potential doubleness of Wroth’s “you” is to interpret 
Pamphilia’s concluding plea to Love to protect his follower – “Will you your seruant 
leave? think butt on this: / who weares loues crowne, must nott doe soe amiss, / but seeke 
theyre good, who on thy force rely” (12-14) – as a deeply self-abasing request to 
Astrophil (or rather, Herbert) to stay by her side. Yet, as in Sidney’s Sonnet 46, in which 
Astrophil boastfully depicts himself as “tyrannize[d]” and ruled “with a becke” (3) (a 
mute gesture) by Stella, Wroth’s sonnets repeatedly suggest a lover who willfully seeks 
out the most hurtful aspects of love.236 And Wroth’s shuttling of address between 
abstractions and real readers, I would argue, is part of this masochistic tendency. This 
becomes particularly clear in her Sonnet 27, a poem which responds to the ambiguity of 
address in Sidney’s Sonnet 106 by calling attention to the distance between lover and 
beloved which necessitates communication in paper form.  
 Again, I have found it useful to juxtapose the two sonnets: 
    27 
 
                                                
234 Ringler, Poems, 188. 
235 The Pamphilia of the Folger manuscript “actively woos Amphilanthus . . . [taking] the 
initiative, [and] urging him to act on their mutual ‘desire’.” Bell, “Autograph Manuscript,” 174. 
236 “beck, n.2”. OED Online. September 2016. Oxford University Press. 
http://proxy.library.upenn.edu:2440/view/Entry/16757?rskey=V31aiq&result=2 (accessed 
September 14, 2016). See, for instance, Sonnet 48, with its image of self-immolation. 
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Fy treacherous Hope, why doe you still rebell? 
 is itt not yett enough you flatterd mee? 
 butt cuningly you seeke to vse a spell 
  how to beetray, must thes your trophies bee? 
 
 I look’d from you farr sweeter fruite to see 
  but blasted were your blossoms when they fell, 
  and those delights expected late from thee 
  wither’d, and dead, and what seem’d bliss proues Hell. 
 
 Noe towne was wunn by a more plotted slight 
  then I by you, who may my fortune write 
  in embers of that fire which ruined mee, 
  
 Thus Hope, your faulshood calls you to bee tride 
  you’re loth I see the triall to abide 
  proue true att last, and I will sett thee free. (PA, 1-14) 
 
     106 
 
 O absent presence Stella is not here; 
  False flattering hope, that with so faire a face, 
  Bare me in hand, that in this Orphane place, 
 Stella, I say my Stella, should appeare. 
 What saist thou now, where is that dainty cheere 
  Thou toldst mine eyes should helpe their famisht case? 
  But thou art gone, now that selfe felt disgrace 
 Doth make me most to wish thy comfort neere. (AS 1-8) 
 
Instead of addressing “Love,” both sonnets are now directed to Hope. If Sidney slightly 
misdirects the reader by opening with what looks like an address to “absent presence” 
(1), his accusation “What saist thou now” (5) is clearly directed toward the emotion 
which caused him, falsely, to expect his beloved. At the same time, however, the very 
failure of Stella to “appeare” (4) in Sidney’s Sonnet 106 causes Astrophil’s devastating 
acknowledgement in line seven, “thou art gone,” to read less like a reprimand to his 
ostensible addressee, Hope, than like a painful address to Stella herself.  
 This slippage is particularly evident when Sonnet 106 is paired with Wroth’s 
poem. For in Wroth’s Sonnet 27, it is obvious that it is not only “Hope” but 
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Amphilanthus (Herbert) who has “beetray[ed]” Pamphilia, “flatterd” her, denied her 
expectations of “delights,” and “wunn” her only to cause her “ruin” (4, 2, 7, 9, 11) – a 
truth he does not care to admit (“you’re loth I see the triall to abide”) (12). This 
underlying address to Amphilanthus or Herbert is particularly forceful, Bell suggests, in 
the final line, where Wroth’s lover is urged to “prove true at last” (14) to her “despite the 
obloquy they now face” as a result of what she calls a “clandestine lovers’ contract” 
between Herbert and Wroth.237  
  What Bell fails to note in her detailed discussion of Wroth’s Sonnet 27, however, 
is that an implicit replacement of Hope with Amphilanthus himself will actually entail 
Pamphilia’s absence from her lover, and perhaps even an end to their relationship. 
Wroth’s poem concludes with the promise “and I will sett thee free” (14), with “will” 
functioning as a pun on her lover’s name (in 1621, this last clause is replaced with “gaine 
your liberty” in what may be an effort to suppress this reading). What the poet is 
effectively saying, then, is “I, Will, sett thee free,” an admission that intimacy can only 
result in the lovers’ separation. Furthermore, this paradox suggests that Wroth is deeply 
attuned to a fundamental irony of Astrophil’s simultaneous address to Hope and to his 
lover, Stella. Astrophil, we realize, cannot direct his words to Stella in any immediate 
sense, because to make her his “thou” is necessarily to acknowledge that she is, in fact, 
“gone,” an “absent presence.” As a result, any exchange between Astrophil and Stella 
must necessarily take place at a distance.  
Reading Wroth’s verse alongside Sidney’s, it is difficult not to imagine Sidney’s 
poems, too, as a pamphlet concluding in the epistolary signature “Astrophil” (or even 
                                                
237 Bell, “Joy’s Sports,” 245. 
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“Philip Sidney”). Like Harington, Wroth emphasizes the communicative function of 
sonnets, which have been typically perceived, ironically, as some of the most “literary” 
and least “social” verses of the Renaissance. But if Harington largely prioritized acts of 
transmission over the specifics of poetic address as a means of interpellating his chosen 
readers, Wroth offers a more playful approach. In Pamphilia to Amphilanthus, she treats 
each addressee as a placeholder for an individual whose reading presence – albeit at a 
distance – may be taken for granted, radically suggesting as she does so that the same is 
true of her model, her uncle’s famous Astrophil and Stella. 
 
Conclusion 
 
“There can be little doubt that Mary Wroth and William Herbert, third Earl of 
Pembroke, read and responded to each other’s poems,” writes Mary Ellen Lamb.238 
Unfortunately for Sidney scholarship, it is not possible to make such a confident 
statement about Philip Sidney and Penelope Rich. We have no correspondence from 
Sidney to Rich and no equivalent of the Folger manuscript. Indeed, Sidney’s only 
autograph verse is inscribed in a printed book.239 Nonetheless, Wroth’s manuscript of 
Pamphilia to Amphilanthus suggests strongly that Wroth identified her uncle’s poems as 
a communication with a female reader who is trusted to “right conseaue” “thes lines” 
from a distance. Seeking an acceptable way to express a love forbidden on numerous 
                                                
238 Lamb, “Can you,” 53. 
239 Peter Beal, “Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1586), CELM, 
https://celm2.dighum.kcl.ac.uk/authors/sidneysirphilip.html (accessed September 19, 2016). 
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counts, Wroth found inspiration in the possibility that her relation had hidden addresses 
to Rich within poems to a range of fictional auditors. 
 Yet, the powerful poetic response of this elite female reader of Sidney’s poems 
cannot help but raise the question: was Rich, too, believed to have responded to Sidney in 
an even more direct fashion – as the author of verses posted to Sidney in return? In other 
words, did contemporaries believe that “Stella” ever wrote back?  
 It is certainly true that Rich was understood by elite contemporaries to be a skilled 
letter-writer. Around the time Harington obtained a copy of Sidney’s Astrophil and 
Stella, an informant of William Cecil, Lord Burghley intercepted correspondence, 
masterminded by Penelope Rich, intended to “ingratiate” the Devereux circle with James 
VI of Scotland “in anticipation of his becoming Elizabeth’s successor.” In a touch 
reminiscent of Sidney’s own veiled disclosures of her name, Rich invented code-names 
for herself and her supporters so that they “could exchange letters without arousing 
suspicion.”240 As Nadine Akkerman reminds us, early modern efforts to produce 
clandestine communications were often as much about community building and 
participation in an elite social practice as they were about disguising content.241 But Rich 
turned her epistolary talents, too, to more intimate exchanges. On one occasion, Daybell 
shows, Rich altered the text of a letter from her husband to the Earl of Essex so that 
Robert Rich’s polite refusal of Essex’s offer of a French secretary would read as a 
                                                
240 Grace Ioppolo, “‘I desire to be helde in your memory’: Reading Penelope Rich through Her 
Letters,” in The Impact of Feminism in English Renaissance Studies, ed. Dympna Callaghan 
(Houndmills, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 302. 
241 Nadine Akkerman, “Aesthetics of Enigma” (paper presented at “Clandestine 
Communications” conference, London, UK, March 3, 2015). 
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confession that he had the “french desease”!242 A postscript in Rich’s own “voice” – one 
which, crucially, “highjacked” the deferential space left by her husband – remarks that 
Robert Rich has no need for “a langusist secretary exsept he hath gotten a mistris in 
France.”243 Rich’s rather mean-spirited interventions nonetheless reveals epistolary 
virtuosity in the service of a private joke with her brother. 
 Evidence that Rich was thought of, however, as a skillful poetic correspondent is 
suggested in the form of two “feigned” letter-poems, composed after Rich’s death in 
1607 and recorded in a manuscript verse miscellany, which imagine a poetic exchange 
between Sidney and Rich on the occasion of Rich’s marriage.244 In the poems, as 
Josephine Roberts has shown, Sidney reproaches Rich for her unfaithfulness, while Rich 
explains herself and asks forgiveness.245 Yet, intriguing though they are as evidence of a 
contemporary perception that “Astrophil and Stella” was code for “Sidney and Rich,” 
these verses seem less invested in the potential creativity of the “real” Rich than in 
skillful emulation of the style of Drayton’s Englands Heroicall Epistles (1597), right 
down to the author’s composition of a prose argument and explanatory notes in the 
manner of Drayton’s collection.246 A similar interpretation could be made of William 
Byrd’s inclusion of the Ovidian song “Constant Penelope,” a female-voiced complaint for 
the absent Ulysses, in his Psalmes, Sonets, & songs of sadnes and pietie (1588), a 
collection of songs which also includes an early copy of Sidney’s Song 6 (“O you that 
                                                
242 James Daybell, Women Letter Writers in Tudor England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2006), 187. 
243 Ibid., 187-8. 
244 Josephine A. Roberts, “The Imaginary Epistles of Sir Philip Sidney and Lady Penelope Rich,” 
English Literary Renaissance 15.1 (Winter 1985): 61. The manuscript is Bodleian Library Eng. 
poet f. 9, pp. 224-36. 
245 Ibid., 59. 
246 Ibid., 60. 
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heare this voice”) and two funeral songs explicitly lamenting Sidney’s 1586 death.247 
Though this song recalls the mythological Penelope’s role as a letter-writer in the 
Heroides, I would argue that it is primarily as the mournful lover of the lost Sidney that 
“Penelope” is subtly imagined here. 
 As evidence of a coherent understanding of Rich’s creative role in early modern 
England, these letters and poems are inconclusive. This is, however, entirely fitting. As I 
have shown, Astrophil and Stella provoked multiple modes of interpretation, some of 
which would have been better suited to skilled “insiders” like Harington and Wroth and 
others of which would have been better suited for less privileged readers of Sidney’s 
printed poems. When Ringler asserts, then, that there is no evidence that Sidney’s poems 
“were ever sent to Stella herself,” his seamless (and perhaps unintentional) aligning of 
Stella with “the lady,” Rich, suspends both methods in a fashion that Sidney and his 
contemporaries would certainly have understood.248  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
247 William Byrd, Psalmes, Sonets, & songs of sadnes and pietie (London: Thomas Este, 1588). I 
am grateful to Thomas Ward for drawing my attention to the Penelope/Sidney connection. 
248 Ringler, Poems, xliv. 
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CHAPTER THREE. JOHN DONNE’S CABINET POEMS 
 
“A less pithy but more accurate rendering . . . of ‘coterie poet,’” proposes Daniel Starza 
Smith in his brilliant study of the transmission of John Donne’s verse, is ‘poet who tried 
to restrict his readership.’ When [Donne] sent poems to one friend, they were designed to 
reach that friend, except on the few known occasions when he asked one individual to 
pass on a poem to another.”249 This is an astonishing statement, for it takes as axiomatic 
the idea that Donne’s manuscript circulation initially looked nothing like a circle at all. 
Smith radically redefines Arthur Marotti’s famous claim, in John Donne, Coterie Poet, 
that Donne intended his poems not “for a wide literary audience but rather for coterie 
readers – for his friends, acquaintances, patrons, patronesses, and the woman he 
married.”250 To be a “coterie poet,” Smith suggests instead, is not only to eschew a “wide 
literary audience” but to write “for” known readers in the very basic sense of making 
these individuals the recipients of poetic mail.  
 We have ample evidence of Donne’s preference for sending poems as or in letters. 
Donne’s correspondence with his close friend Sir Henry Goodere frequently mentions 
poetic enclosures or promises to send rhymes; other surviving letters show Donne posting 
religious and occasional verses, among them “La Corona,” “Obsequies to the Lord 
Harrington,” and “An hymne to the Saints, and to Marquesse Hamylton,” to such 
addressees as Lady Magdalen Herbert, Lucy Harington Russell, Countess of Bedford, and 
Sir Robert Ker of Ancrum. In addition to these paper “gifts,” the forty-odd explicitly 
epistolary poems typically called Donne’s “verse letters” would have been delivered as 
                                                
249 Smith, Conway, 16. 
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mail to the lawyers, students, civil servants, soldiers, and aristocrats whose names appear 
in their headings.251 Finally, there is Donne’s sole autograph poem, already discussed in 
Chapter 1: a verse compliment carefully folded into a tiny, symbolic packet and sent from 
Amiens to the Lady Lettice Carey in England.252 Although we must be cautious of 
generalizing from a single example, it is surely significant that our only poem in Donne’s 
hand survives in the form of correspondence. 
 Why, given the myriad ways in which it was possible to share poetry in early 
modern England, did Donne choose to be a sender of verse? For Smith, Donne’s decision 
to turn his writings into the unique, privately delivered postal artifacts I call letter-poems 
is indicative of the poet’s desire to “limit the circulation of his works.”253 But in a period 
in which mail was frequently read aloud or passed among “trusted circles of family and 
friends” after being perused by its named addressee, the relationship between sending 
poetry and trying to restrict one’s readership could hardly have been straightforward.254 
Donne knew and exploited this fact. By the end of his secular “career,” I will argue, the 
letter-poem had paradoxically become a way for Donne to address the “wide… audience” 
he has often been depicted as shunning. 
 This chapter looks closely at Donne’s verse letters, poems both sent and also 
explicitly addressed, typically in the second person, to friends and patrons.255 Ranging in 
tone from the deeply personal to the manifestly sycophantic (and sometimes both at 
                                                
251 Marotti, Coterie, 17. On letters as gifts, see Daybell, Women, 160. 
252 Bodleian Library MS Eng. poet. d. 197. 
253 Smith, Conway, 1. 
254 Daybell, Material, 192. 
255 I use the term “verse letters” to refer to poems written with a premise of epistolarity. “Letter-
poems” refers to poems that bear traces of sending, regardless of genre. Many of Donne’s verse 
letters were also letter-poems because he actually sent them to his addressees. 
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once), these pieces for men and women span the near-quarter century between Donne’s 
admission to the Inns of Court and his ordination into the Church of England in 1615. 
Donne’s repeated engagement with this form is important. Because Donne tended to use 
the verse letter as an opportunity to meditate on the nature of poetic correspondence 
itself, these poems offer some of the clearest evidence of Donne’s changing attitude 
toward the intended readership of his poetry. 
 I will begin by discussing a few of Donne’s earliest verse letters, poems to male 
friends coming of age during the turbulent 1590s. Like the prose letters Donne called 
“conveyances and deliverers of me to you,” Donne explicitly depicts these loving 
missives as facilitating a deeply intimate form of contact between author and reader.256 
The initial appeal for Donne of mailing his poetry, these verse letters suggest, was that 
the letter-poem made him uniquely present to the absent recipient of his verse in a way 
that poetry transmitted by other means could not. Yet, these carefully posted lines 
embody a contradiction. In slightly later verse letters composed around the turn of the 
seventeenth century, Donne registers an awareness that his ostensibly confidential paper 
exchanges were becoming increasingly public. The poet hints that in spite of the highly 
restricted form of their transmission and the specificity of their address, his letter-poems 
were taking on new material forms after their delivery, becoming copies which might 
then be passed on to further readers in any number of ways.  
 This apparent tension between private address and public circulation culminates 
in two rarely discussed verse letters written near the end of Donne’s poetic career, “To 
Mrs M.H.” (c. 1609), a verse for Donne’s friend Lady Magdalen Herbert, and “Epitaph 
                                                
256 Donne, 1651, 109. 
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on Himself” (c. 1611-14), an unusual epistolary address/mock epitaph sent to his patron 
the Countess of Bedford. Both verse letters describe an occasion of poetic transmission 
which concludes in a household space Donne identifies as the cabinet. Widely depicted 
as the ideal storehouse of private poems and private letters, the Renaissance cabinet had 
assumed connotations of exclusivity and privilege that often superseded its spatial reality. 
But in these two verse letters, Donne transforms the symbolism of the cabinet, arguing 
that the cabinet’s promise of limited accessibility merely disguises a textual sociability 
which will allow his poetry to move beyond his postal recipients. Rather than portraying 
this as a drawback, Donne suggests that the appeal of the cabinet lies in its very 
likelihood to disclose rather than conceal verse.  
 
Things happy are sent 
  
 As my project has argued, John Donne was not unique in enclosing poems inside 
letters or sending them as letters in their own right. More than any other poet, however, 
Donne reflected on this mode of dissemination in many of the poems he sent. In Donne’s 
earliest verse letters to male friends connected with the Inns of Court, the epistolary 
transmission of verse is assigned an importance which exceeds the bare mechanics of 
copying, folding, sealing, sending, and receiving a sheet or half-sheet of fine imported 
paper. In these verses, letter-poems stand in for and emerge from their author’s bodies, 
their exclusiveness as privately exchanged textual objects signaling Donne’s desire for 
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sustained intimacy with his friends.257 Downplaying the role of the bearer who would 
have ensured his verse’s delivery, Donne describes the transmission and reception of 
poetic mail as a form of unmediated contact between sender and addressee.   
 A poem to Donne’s Lincoln’s Inn companion Rowland Woodward written in the 
wake of the failed “Islands Expedition” exemplifies Donne’s interest in letter-poems’ 
ability to make their author present from a distance. It was a commonplace of 
Renaissance epistolarity that the sending of letters resembled a conversation between 
absent friends.258 Less typical, however, is Donne’s claim that his letter-poem itself 
resembles him:  
 Never did Morpheus nor his brother weare  
 Shapes soe like those Shapes, whom they would appeare,  
 As this my letter is like me, for it  
 Hath my name, words, hand, feet, heart, minde and wit (3-6).259  
 
The intended effect of Donne’s poem – which he calls “this my letter” – is one of 
immediacy. Donne exploits the authorial embodiment presumed to occur even in 
mundane epistolary exchanges, depicting his rhyming missive as possessing his mind, 
wit, words, and, naturally, “feet” (his iambs, dactyls, and so forth). Donne’s allusion to 
his “name” is a reference, of course, to his signature. In prose letters, Donne typically 
concluded this essential epistolary feature with a special flourish resembling an 
                                                
257 Michelle O’Callaghan writes of these poems, “The importuning voice . . . uneasily admits 
vulnerability, desire, and self-interest into the bonds of friendship . . . Donne was fashioning a 
poetic language of friendship that recognised need, affective impulses and self-interest, and 
therefore placed intense pressure on the language of civility.” Michelle O’Callaghan, The English 
Wits: Literature and Sociability in Early Modern England (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007), 20. 
258 Erasmus, De conscribendis epistolis formula, in Literary and Educational Writings, ed. Craig 
R. Thompson (Buffalo and Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1978), 19; see also Targoff, 
Body, 28. 
259 John Donne, “To Mr R.W.”, Satires, ed. Milgate. All future quotations from Donne’s verse 
letters will be taken from Milgate’s edition. 
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ampersand or an hourglass; his letter-poem to Woodward would have literally worn this 
“Shape” just as Morpheus is described as wearing the guise of mortal men in dreams.260 
In addition to his “name,” however, Donne’s letter-poem also features the poet’s “hand” 
or handwriting, thus giving Woodward the kind of access to his composing body which 
would be impossible to achieve in a scribal letter.261 To send such a poem, Donne 
suggests, is to imagine oneself being held by one’s addressee. It requires only the barest 
of exaggerations for Donne to confess, as he does to Woodward, “That I rejoice, that unto 
where thou art, / Though I stay here, I can thus send my heart” (11-12). 
 Donne reflects at length on his letter-poem’s status as a likeness of or surrogate 
for its sender in a moving verse letter to Rowland’s younger brother Thomas Woodward, 
then a student at Cambridge University. As in many of the English sonnets whose 
publication coincided with and influenced Donne’s own early compositions, the poet’s 
absence from the object of his affection becomes both the verse letter’s immediate cause 
and its central theme. An important difference, of course, is that while the highly charged 
exchanges of elite manuscripts imagined in printed sequences like Amoretti or Delia 
rarely corresponded with real acts of transmission, Donne’s poignant contrast between 
the static poet and his more mobile paper is more than a conceit.262 The poem is worth 
quoting in full: 
 At once, from hence, my lines and I depart, 
 I to my soft still walks, they to my Heart;  
                                                
260 See, for example, British Library Cotton MS Cleopatra F. VII; British Library Add. MS 
29598, f. 13r. 
261 Donne writes elsewhere of the letter’s ability to suggest bodily presence: in a letter to the 
Countess of Montgomery enclosing one of his sermons, he notes, “[T]hat that your Ladiship 
heard in a hoarse voyce then, you read in a course hand now.” Donne, 1651, 26. On the 
importance of writing letters in one’s own hand, see Schneider, Culture, 121. 
262 On private manuscript exchange as a trope for the broader concerns of the Renaissance 
sonneteer, see Wall, Imprint, 41-54. 
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 I to the Nurse, they to the child of Art; 
 
 Yet as a firme house, though the Carpenter 
 Perish, doth stand: as an Embassadour 
 Lyes safe, how e’r his king be in danger: 
  
 So, though I languish, prest with Melancholy, 
 My verse, the strict Map of my misery, 
 Shall live to see that, for whose want I dye. 
 
 Therefore I envie them, and doe repent, 
 That from unhappy mee, things happy’are sent; 
 Yet as a Picture, or bare Sacrament, 
 Accept these lines, and if in them there be 
 Merit of love, bestow that love on me. (“To Mr T.W.”, 1-14) 
 
Several features of this poem are immediately arresting: Donne’s choice of the sonnet 
form, which locates him in a landscape of unfulfilled longing; his effective use of parallel 
syntax, which represents the opposite trajectories taken by the (dying) poet and his 
(happy) “lines” (1); and Donne’s sudden turn, in his closing couplet, toward the teenager 
who (the poet implies) has been holding the verse in his hands all along. But Donne’s 
abrupt narrowing of address to Thomas Woodward also reminds his reader that his lines 
are a fitting “Embassadour” or “Map” (5, 8) (embodiment) of his feelings precisely 
because they are not printed words or rhymes which have been passed around by friends, 
but are instead “things” “sent” from the poet’s hands to those of his addressee (11). As 
Schneider observes, in an age of postal precarity, even mail that said little was implicitly 
understood to function as “material testimony of love, duty, alliance, and affection.”263 
Unique but unpretentious in form, Donne’s letter-poem offers both a “Picture” of its 
sender and a “bare Sacrament” (12) or “unadorned pledge” of his love.264 For Woodward 
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merely to “Accept these lines” is therefore to signal his willingness to “bestow . . . love” 
on Donne himself in return (13-14). 
 Though almost nothing is known about Donne’s real-life relationship with the 
younger Woodward brother, it was Donne’s first verse exchange with Thomas 
Woodward which supplied what would become one of Donne’s most effective symbols 
for the intimate and exclusive contact letter-poems might enable. In his first verse letter 
to his young friend, Donne had made a flattering bid for “A Poem in thy praise, and writ 
by thee” (24) suggesting that it was not just his correspondent’s mind which was well-
endowed: “For, but thy selfe, no subject can be found/ Worthy thy quill,” Donne puns 
naughtily, lamenting that “men may not . . . their own good parts / Extoll” (19-22) (“To 
Mr. T.W.”).265 But in Thomas Woodward’s (miraculously surviving) response – a poem 
which begins by acknowledging that “Thou sendst me prose & rimes” (1) – Woodward 
displaces this homoerotic energy onto his and Donne’s female muses (“To Mr J.D.”).266 
Confessing that his own “sinfull Muse” has been “rub’d & tickled with thine” (11, 12), 
Woodward likens his reception of Donne’s verse to the sex act he calls “mistique 
tribadree” (14) – a reference to the Classical “tribade” who pleasured other women with 
her enlarged clitoris.267 In one of the few discussions of this extraordinary poem, Valerie 
Traub calls it “one of the ironies of lesbian history that the first recorded instance of a 
variant for tribade in English occurs . . . in a letter from one man to another, and that 
tribadism in this case figures a creative encounter between men.”268  
                                                
265 This is the verse letter beginning “All haile sweete Poet, more full of more strong fire.” 
266 See Milgate, Satires, 60 for a transcription of this poem, which survives in several manuscript 
miscellanies. 
267 Valerie Traub, The Renaissance of Lesbianism in Early Modern England (Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 17. 
268 Ibid., 24. 
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 What may be ironic for lesbian history is, however, startlingly appropriate for the 
private exchanges of verse in which Donne participated, for tribadism was famed for its 
unintelligibility to the outside world. In Donne’s own “Sapho to Philaenis,” Sapho 
seduces her lover with the promise of sex which leaves no trace of either semen or 
pregnancy: “Men leave behind them that which their sin shows, / . . . / But of our 
dalliance no more signs there are, / Than fishes leave in streams, or birds in air” (39, 41-
2).269 It is therefore unusual, Woodward acknowledges, that the “strange & holy 
Lecheree” (15) between Donne’s and Woodward’s muses has, after all, produced “fruit” 
(19) in the form of the letter-poem Woodward has written. Yet, it is the male Woodward 
who bears it: “Thy Muse . . . / Beeing a Mayd still, gott this Song on mee” (19-20). The 
sending of verse thus becomes an act that is both clandestine and generative, producing 
poetic offspring whose “delivery” by the male poet conceals the means of its conception. 
 Donne appropriates this paradox in further poems to the Woodward brothers, 
deploying images of lusty muses and male fathers as a way to affirm these passionate and 
productive epistolary unions. In one verse letter to Rowland Woodward, Donne urges his 
close friend to “joyne . . . thy Muse with myne / For myne is barren thus devorc’d from 
thyne” (13-14) (“To Mr R.W.”); in another, it is Donne’s own “emptines” which is 
“fulfill[ed]” (10, 9) when Rowland Woodward’s “Song”  “begett[s] this sound” (1, 11) 
(impregnates Donne with a poem) (“To Mr R.W.”).270 But it is in one of Donne’s many 
poems to the younger Woodward brother – a poem that was routinely censored – that we 
find what is perhaps Donne’s most interesting engagement with these conceits: 
Hast thee harsh verse, as fast as thy lame measure 
                                                
269 Ibid., 339; John Donne, 1633, 167. 
270 These are the verse letters beginning, respectively, “Zealously my Muse doth salute all thee” 
and “Kindly’I envy thy songs perfection.” 
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 Will give thee leave, to him, my pain and pleasure. 
 I’have given thee, and yet thou art too weake, 
 Feete, and a reasoning soule and tongue to speake. 
 Plead for me,’and so by thine and my labour,  
 I’am thy Creator, thou my Saviour (1-6). 
 
Later manuscript and print compilers would excise Donne’s religious metaphor as a 
blasphemy unbecoming to one who would go on to become an ordained minister.271 In 
the context of Donne’s previous exchanges, however, it is clear that Donne is also 
imagining himself as a “Creator” (6) in the sense of a pregnant father, one whose 
“labour” (5) produces a “weake” (3) poetic child with “Feete,” a “reasoning soule” and a 
“tongue to speake” (4). More transgressively still, Donne emphasizes the fact that his 
newborn poem has two daddies. Donne’s opening terms “harsh verse” and “lame 
measure” (1) deliberately recall Woodward’s characterization of his own lines to Donne 
as “lame & harsh” (3). Like Donne’s verse letter to Rowland Woodward “Which as a 
lame Eccho of thyne doth rebound” (12), Donne’s poem resembles its other father (“To 
Mr R.W.”).272  
 Donne’s early verse letters to the Woodward brothers idealize the poet’s 
preference for transmitting his verse by mail, representing these compositions as texts 
generated for and within a deeply private textual and affective economy. Donne conflates 
the “pain and pleasure” of his passionate friendships with the epistolary transmission 
which could, as Donne and his contemporaries frequently attested in their prose letters, 
be no less painful or pleasurable in its opportunities for loss, deferral, and, of course, 
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272 In the verse letter beginning “Kindly’I envy thy songs perfection.” This was not Donne’s only 
“labour”: in another poem to Thomas Woodward, Donne depicts his anxious desire for a verse 
letter from his friend by referring to himself as “Pregnant again with th’old twins, Hope and Fear” 
(“To Mr T.W.”, 1). 
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fulfillment. But in slightly later poems written for Rowland Woodward and Sir Henry 
Wotton (another Lincoln’s Inn companion), it is possible to detect a change in the poet’s 
attitude toward the exclusive nature of this mode of poetic transmission. Particularly 
noteworthy is Donne’s admission of other presences into formerly confidential epistolary 
transactions. These presences, crucially, are imagined as potential readers who disrupt the 
one-to-one contact Donne so powerfully represents. 
 At the opening of what was likely his first verse letter to Wotton, Donne had 
equated the exchange of poetic mail with the conveyance of his essence or innermost 
being: “Sir, more than kisses, letters mingle Soules” (1) (“To Sir Henry Wotton”). As 
Ramie Targoff observes, Donne drew on the “ancient understanding that the soul resides 
in the breath, so that a kiss between two people would naturally involve an exchange of 
the two parties’ souls.”273 The letter-poem, which is not, as Targoff suggests, 
“disembodied” but rather, as we have seen, deeply embodied, enacts this “mingling” by 
performing an embrace even at a distance.274 Yet, in “H.W. in Hiber. Belligeranti,” a 
verse letter written in 1599 during Wotton’s service in Ireland under the command of the 
second Earl of Essex, Donne suggests that these paper conveyers of souls are uniquely 
vulnerable. Reminding his friend of his duty to sustain their friendship through regular 
correspondence, Donne writes,  
 I aske not labor’d letters which should weare 
 Long papers out: nor letters which should feare 
 Dishonest carriage: or a seers Art:  
 Nor such as from the brayne come, but the hart. (17-20) 
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Donne does not want his friend’s reciprocation of his own loving missives to become a 
burdensome duty. But by explicitly requesting lines from “the hart” (20) rather than 
classified information, Donne invokes the threat of interception, a real concern for 
correspondents during a time of state-sanctioned espionage and no envelopes. Milgate 
reads “seer” (19) not only as a joke on “visionary” but as an allusion to “the common 
practice of reading someone else’s correspondence before re-sealing it and sending on the 
messenger.”275 Unusually, then, Donne offers a fleeting glimpse of the postal 
intermediary whose trustworthiness he had taken for granted and whose presence he had 
erased in earlier verses like “Hast thee harsh verse” and “At once from hence.” He 
reminds Wotton that his and Wotton’s words have the potential to move beyond the 
limited sphere of their “mingled soules.” 
 Yet, in a verse letter “To Mr Rowland Woodward” traditionally interpreted as a 
“refusal” to send a requested verse, Donne implies that the real threat to his closed textual 
economy is not, in fact, “dishonest carriage” but what happens after delivery.276 In former 
days, Donne suggests, his muse had dallied happily with that of his friend; now,   
 Like one who’in her third widdowhood doth professe 
 Her selfe a Nunne, ty’d to retirednesse, 
 So’affects my muse now, a chast fallownesse; 
 
 Since shee to few, yet to too many’hath showne 
 How love-song weeds, and Satyrique thornes are growne. (1-5) 
 
Donne’s opening lines amount to a joke at his own expense. Though he has allowed his 
(potentially subversive) elegies and satires to reach only a “few” readers, they have 
nonetheless been seen by “too many” (4).277 Donne’s point is that, like a thrice-married 
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woman’s decision to take the veil, the “chast fallownesse” (3) which he attributes to his 
“muse” (3) in response to Woodward’s request for verse is a little belated: her secret 
“tribadree” was not as hidden as he had thought.278 Put in textual terms, Donne makes a 
distinction between the unique letter-poems he has sent to select recipients and the 
manuscript copies these letter-poems have spawned. It is a concern Donne repeats in a 
rather testy remark to his friend Sir Henry Goodere: “some of my Pacquets have had 
more honour then I wished them: which is to be delivered into the hands of greater 
personages, then I addressed them unto.”279 What Donne ostensibly portrays as a failure 
on the part of the bearer is, of course, a failure of discretion on the part of Donne’s most 
frequent letter-poem recipient.  
 It may be too simplistic, however, to depict Donne simply as the victim of his 
friends’ textual licentiousness. Donne repeatedly chose to mail new writings to Sir Henry 
Goodere (whose “study” was evidently more likely to contain Donne’s work than his 
own), despite his keen awareness that his friend was “circulating his lines” for his own 
advantage in various patronage relationships and using excerpts from Donne’s poems in 
his own writings.280 More remarkably still, Smith has discovered that Donne sent a 
former companion at Lincoln’s Inn, William Stanley, Sixth Earl of Derby, a packet of 
five verse letters which had originally been addressed to Thomas Woodward, Rowland 
Woodward, and his friend Christopher Brooke, including the poignant “At once from 
hence.” Smith hypothesizes that this was a “nostalgic gesture designed to recall their 
                                                
278 Francis Davison’s much-cited inclusion of “satyres, elegies, epigrams &c. by John don.” in a 
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student days.”281 Yet, for all the personalization of this epistolary transaction, Donne’s 
transmission to Stanley of verse letters originally intended for other readers challenges 
the intimate economy of love and texts these poems call for. 
 It would be another ten years before Donne would once again use verse letters as 
a space in which to theorize the problems – or rather, I will argue, opportunities – which 
resulted from the poet’s inability to control access to his verse following its delivery to 
his nominal addressees. Around 1610, Donne sent two verse letters whose consistent 
attention to their own status as posted objects causes them to stand out from the 
encomiastic poems to well-born women Donne specialized in around this time. Yet, these 
poems, “To Mrs M.H.” and “Epitaph on Himself,” diverge noticeably, too, from the 
pattern established in Donne’s homosocial verse letters over a decade before. 
Specifically, they supplement familiar portrayals of poetic transmission and reception 
with descriptions of their own preservation in what was, by the early seventeenth 
century, a familiar domestic space: the cabinet.   
In what follows, I will suggest that these verse letters subtly reveal what Donne’s 
earliest poems to male friends sought to disguise: the poet’s desire to “address” a range of 
readers beyond the named addressees of his posted verses. In “To Mrs M.H.” and 
“Epitaph on Himself,” the cabinet becomes a conceit which allows Donne to turn from 
the material “bodies” of his letter-poems to their “afterlives.” And as we will see, these 
are surprisingly crowded cabinets – for it is only in the company of other papers, and by 
extension, other readers, that Donne’s poetry can live forever.  
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What is kept in Cabinets 
 
 Like many of Donne’s first verse letters, “To Mrs M.H.” is, at its most basic level, 
a poem about the anxieties of sending heartfelt lines to a person he admires. Surviving 
letters from Donne to Lady Magdalen Herbert, a published sermon on her death, and his 
choice of Herbert as the recipient of his subtle religious sonnet sequence “La Corona” 
suggest that Donne held Herbert in the highest esteem as both a friend and a reader.282 It 
seems appropriate, then, that Donne should begin his verse letter to Herbert with a playful 
variation on the theme of the departing paper; namely, a fear of rejection so crippling as 
to nearly prevent the poem’s release: 
 Mad paper stay, and grudge not here to burne 
 With all those sonnes whom my braine did create 
 At lest lye hid with mee, till thou returne 
 To rags againe, which is thy native state (1-4). 
 
Revealing that this verse letter represents only the most recent of numerous “sonnes” or 
failed attempts, Donne is initially reluctant to do more than commute the “Mad paper”’s 
harsh sentence of burning to one of life imprisonment. But for the paper to be denied 
transmission is to face decomposition. Like its author, enjoined to remember each Ash 
Wednesday that “dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return” (Genesis 3:19), Donne’s 
paper is warned that it will decay into the “rags” from which it was originally constituted 
if left undisturbed in the poet’s writing desk. 
                                                
282 For the letters, see Izaak Walton, The lives of Dr. John Donne . . . (London: Thomas 
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 Why does Donne begin this poem to a friend with such a startling image? Is it to 
suggest, self-deprecatingly, that he values his poems little more than he does the rotted 
rags on which they are inscribed? Partly, yes. Donne observes sarcastically that his “Mad 
paper” possesses “enough unworthinesse / To come unto great place as others doe, / 
That’s much; emboldens, pulls, thrusts I confesse,” likening his verse to a pragmatic 
Jacobean courtier whose quest for exalted office is likely to succeed precisely because of 
his flaws (5-7). Donne will consent to let his poem “Goe” only because Herbert’s is a 
“court” immune to vice: she “lacks but faults to be a Prince, for shee / Truth, whom they 
dare not pardon, dares preferre” (10-12). But Donne’s allusion to what we might call the 
body of his paper is more than a modesty topos. Rather, it points to an aspect of posted 
verse which Donne had glossed over in earlier poems to friends: its ephemerality. To put 
it in simple material terms, a single sheet or bifolium – even what Donne called a 
“pacquet” with several bifolia – is vulnerable to damage, destruction, and loss. Indeed, 
Donne’s preference for enclosing poems inside letters or sending them as letters in their 
own right may help explain why we have so few surviving poems in the author’s hand. 
 In verse letters to the Woodwards, Donne had hyperbolically equated his receipt 
of a letter-poem from his friend with his own resurrection: “Oh, I was dead: but since thy 
song new life did give, / I recreated, even by thy creature, live” (13-14), he writes to 
Rowland (“To Mr R.W.”).283 But in “To Mrs M.H.,” transmission and delivery to Herbert 
cannot bring the paper immortality. Donne’s poem narrowly escapes the confines of its 
prison only to face death twice more. First, the paper reaches Herbert’s “perplexing eye / 
Which equally claims love and reverence” (13-14), where it is suddenly transformed 
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from a bold courtier to a stricken messenger who cannot help but “die” (15). Milgate 
glosses “perplexing” as “challenging”; like her namesake who, Donne claimed, “once 
knew, more than the Church did know” (4), Herbert possesses a penetrating insight (“To 
Magdalen Herbert, of Saint Mary Magdalene”).284 She also possesses a Christ-like power 
to revive the dead or “saples leafe”: the touch of her “warme redeeming hand” (her 
unfolding of the posted paper) gives it new life as “Her creature; glorify’d more then 
before” (17-20). Yet, the paper’s resurrection is a temporary one. Admitted to a private 
“Audience” in which to conduct “discourse” with Herbert, “thou diest againe,” since 
“From speech of ill, and her, thou must abstaine, / And is there any good which is not 
shee?” (24-8).   
 The paper’s only chance of a more permanent salvation, Donne suggests, is to 
gain access to a secure space which had been curiously absent from his earlier verse 
letters. I am referring, of course, to Herbert’s cabinet. Sometimes termed a “closet” or 
“study” when it was a room, a “box,” “case,” or “cask” when a furnishing, the cabinet 
had become increasingly common in English homes during the late sixteenth and early 
seventeenth centuries.285 Although the more expansive versions of the cabinet provided 
room for a variety of activities, including, as Alan Stewart has shown, collaborative labor 
between Renaissance lords and their secretaries, its primary function was to store 
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valuables.286 Queen Elizabeth kept prized miniatures of her courtiers in a cabinet; others 
used cabinets for securing jewels, books, or documents.287 During Sir Walter Ralegh’s 
arraignment in 1603, it emerged that Sir Robert Cecil had intercepted libels against the 
late Queen and the new King and placed them in his cabinet for safekeeping.288  
 The cabinet, then, would seem to offer a commonplace, if important, service for 
those with possessions worth protecting. Nonetheless, one would be hard pressed to think 
of a household space which exerted a greater hold on the early modern literary 
imagination. A decade or so before the composition of Donne’s “To Mrs M.H.,” the 
courtier poet Sir John Harington wrote a wildly popular epigram entitled “Of a Lady that 
left open her Cabinet”: 
 A vertuous Lady sitting in a Muse, 
 as many times fayre vertuous ladies vse, 
 leaned her elbow on one knee full hard 
 the other distant from yt half a yard, 
 Her knight to taunt her by a privy token, 
 sayd wife awake your Cabbinet stands open, 
 She rose and blusht and smyl’d, and softly sayes, 
 then locke it if you list you keepe the kayes (1-8).289 
 
Harington’s naughty joke about the pleasures of the marriage bed as a safeguard against 
unruly female sexuality is not, of course, strictly concerned with the real cabinets 
beginning to appear in Rebuilt homes. Nonetheless, the restricted access afforded by the 
cabinet’s locks, hidden compartments, and physical removal from the more public parts 
of the house makes it an effective symbol for wifely virtue (the lady’s husband “keepe[s] 
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the kayes”). Elsewhere, the cabinet translated easily into a kind of literary shorthand for 
intimacy and impenetrability. In her poem “To Mrs Mary Awbrey,” Katherine Philips 
assures her closest friend of her suitability as a confidant by declaring, “Thy heart locks 
up my Secrets richly set / And my Breast is thy private Cabinet” (9-10).290 Printed 
sermons and religious tracts elide the cabinet with the untouchable faith of the perfect 
Christian: “lay [the word of God] not vp in the Porters lodge, the outward eare, but in the 
Cabinet, and most inward closure of thy heart,” a preacher incites his readers.291 
 Interestingly, as English poetry began to be printed in unprecedented quantity, the 
cabinet became a means to invoke, too, an alternative, idealized, and quite literally closed 
manuscript economy. To describe a poem as the purview of the cabinet was to signal its 
exclusivity – and therefore, its desirability. The elitism of this formula provoked ire from 
some: “Verses are wholly deduc’t to Chambers, and nothing esteem’d in this lunatique 
age, but what is kept in Cabinets, and must only passe by Transcription,” Michael 
Drayton complains in his preface to Poly-Olbion (1612).292 But others exploited the 
cabinet’s association with privileged texts. In the opening sonnet of Aurora (1604), 
William Alexander, Earl of Stirling suggests that, if not for the encouragement of friends, 
“My cabinet should still these scroles containe” (10).293 Alexander is, of course, 
addressing a purchasing audience, but by inviting these readers to imagine his sonnets as 
a set of “scroles” shut up in a “cabinet,” he offers access to rhymes intended, he implies, 
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for a select few. The reader of Lady Mary Wroth’s controversial romance The Countess 
of Montgomeries Urania (1621) is assigned a similar role when she is allowed to read the 
sequence “Pamphilia to Amphilanthus” at the end of the volume, since Pamphilia’s 
passionate verses to her beloved Amphilanthus have been depicted, up to this point, as 
compositions fit to be created and shared only in the privileged space of Pamphilia’s 
cabinet.294 
 But by the early seventeenth century, the cabinet had become firmly associated 
not only with exclusive rhymes but with a type of text which was, perhaps not entirely 
coincidentally, an important vehicle for verse’s transmission: the letter. If early moderns 
did not invariably write, receive, and store letters in the privacy of cabinets, 
contemporary literature nonetheless portrayed the cabinet as the natural home for mail 
whose contents were deemed too delicate for public view.295 In Webster’s play The White 
Devil (1612), a suspicious lover demands to see his mistress’s “Cabinet,” assuming it 
functions as “Your treasurie of loue-letters.”296 Similarly, when Minerva, the heroine of 
the romance Love and valour (1638), receives a letter from a secret admirer, she steps 
“into her cabinet, as well to peruse as to write an answer to her Letter.”297 Echoing her 
mysterious correspondent’s refusal to disclose his name, Minerva turns the cabinet into a 
place of concealment in which she may undertake the activities of “perusing” and 
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composing mail without observation by her household. A breach of the epistolary cabinet 
represented a serious trespass indeed – a fact Charles I’s Parliamentarian enemies 
celebrated when, having seized the king’s personal correspondence at the Battle of 
Naseby, they published these letters under the exultant title The King’s Cabinet Opened 
(1645).298 
 When Donne asks his paper, therefore, “Who knows thy destiny? when thou hast 
done, / Perchance her Cabinet may harbour thee” (33-4), he imagines entrance to a space 
whose uncompromising demarcation of insiders and outsiders should affirm his poem’s 
status as a deeply private text. Yet, Donne qualifies this “destiny” with a couplet which 
immediately undercuts the exclusivity of his and Herbert’s epistolary/poetic transaction: 
“Whither all noble’ambitious wits doe runne, / A nest almost as full of Good as shee” 
(35-6). Instead of a private chamber like the cabinets of Minerva or Pamphilia, Donne’s 
paper finds itself in a room so crowded with “all” the “noble’ambitious wits” of Herbert’s 
acquaintance that it may fairly be called as “full” of goodness as Herbert is “full” (in less 
literal terms) of virtue. 
 Donne’s vision of the cabinet as a busy room rather than an exclusive chamber 
recalls the inventories, wills, and floorplans, identified by Lena Cowen Orlin, which 
reveal Renaissance closets or cabinets serving “conversational groups as parlors might 
do” and even being “fitted out like bedchambers” (presumably to cope with 
overcrowding).299 In her analysis of early modern England’s changing domestic 
architecture, Orlin rejects the hypothesis that such rooms or furnishings were inevitably 
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created “with solitude in mind.”300 The realities of everyday domestic life, she argues, 
made real privacy not only difficult but even undesirable; a much more accurate 
descriptor of the interior spaces of early modern homes than “public and private” is the 
“public and the shared.”301 Lady Magdalen Herbert’s cabinet, I would suggest, is just 
such a “shared” space. Neither fully “public” in the sense that it is accessible to everyone 
nor truly “private” in the sense of being restricted solely to its owner, her cabinet is 
instead a site in which select occupants may be found side by side.  
 In fact, it is this “sharedness,” Donne suggests, which drew him to the cabinet of 
Magdalen Herbert in the first place. “When thou art there,” Donne directs his paper, 
          if any, whom wee know, 
 Were sav’d before, and did that heaven partake, 
 When she revolves his papers, marke what show  
 Of favour, she alone, to them doth make.  
  
 Marke, if to get them, she o’r skip the rest, 
 Marke, if shee read them twice, or kisse the name; 
 Marke, if she doe the same that they protest, 
 Marke, if she marke whether her woman came. (37-44) 
 
In these lines, the metonymic relationship we have been cued to expect between Donne 
and his paper is displaced onto another correspondent and the letters Herbert “revolves” 
(39) in her hands. As Donne’s paper “Marke[s]” (41) or looks on, Herbert betrays her 
feelings for these letters’ sender, skipping over her other mail in her eagerness to read his 
missives “twice” and to kiss each letter’s “name” (42) (signature). But the sanctioned and 
unnoticed entrance of Herbert’s maid suggests that this is a curiously public form of 
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intimacy. Herbert, Donne reminds us, is a “Prince” (11); as such, any “show / Of favour” 
(39-40) to one subject derives its meaning precisely from its visibility to others. More 
importantly, Herbert is a divinity at the center of a “heaven” which is filled with those her 
friendship has “sav’d” (38). And to find salvation, Donne reminds us, is to be numbered 
among an elect. When Herbert quite literally “saves” the letters of her beloved in her 
cabinet, she preserves them not in a distinct case or chamber but in the proximity of 
correspondence from Donne and from the many other “wits” (35) who seek entrance to 
her cabinet.  
 As Donne’s editors have shown, Herbert’s favored correspondent is her future 
second husband, Sir John Danvers.302 It is this relationship to which Donne alludes when 
he tells his paper, in the poem’s closing stanza, that its task is not to be Donne’s “spie” or 
Herbert’s “familiar” (49-50); rather, Donne insists, “so much I doe love her choyce, that I 
/ Would faine love him that shall be lov’d of her” (51-2). What begins as a poem 
expressing Donne’s admiration for Herbert thus concludes, remarkably, with Donne’s 
wish to establish a friendship with Herbert’s fiancé.  
 Yet, Donne’s turn from Herbert toward Danvers is not limited to the poet’s 
imagination. Certain phrases and remarks in Donne’s correspondence to Sir Henry 
Goodere, often in residence at the Countess of Bedford’s estate of Twickenham Park, 
suggest that Donne expected his letters to Goodere to be read before or passed on to the 
Countess herself.303 In “To Mrs M.H.,” Donne emulates this rhetorical strategy. Donne’s 
claim that he would “faine love him that shall be lov’d of her” is intended not only for his 
immediate addressee, the paper, or for his poem’s actual recipient, Herbert, but for 
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Donne’s epistolary neighbor in the cabinet, Danvers. In his final couplet, then, Donne is 
practicing a subtle form of apostrophe in the Classical sense of relocating his address 
from an initial listener to a new auditor, either present or absent.304 And by depicting 
Danvers so vividly in paper form, Donne makes it clear that the new auditor (or reader) is 
very much present. Representing himself and Danvers as twin occupants of Herbert’s 
cabinet, Donne anticipates that Herbert will recite or copy out his poem for Danvers, 
already “marke[d]” out as her cabinet’s chief inhabitant. 
 The afterlife, “To Mrs M.H.” claims, thus begins in a cabinet crammed with mail. 
Donne’s fragile letter-poem no longer faces death or destruction, in part because it has 
been preserved or “sav’d” (38) in a secure container, but chiefly because, in defiance of 
the cabinet’s conventional symbolism, it is precisely in Magdalen Herbert’s cabinet that 
the poem is most likely to be divulged to a new reader. But it is in the cabinet of another 
female recipient, the powerful court favorite the Countess of Bedford, that Donne’s 
poetic afterlife is most vividly imagined. For Bedford’s cabinet, Donne will suggest, 
hosts not only invited guests but a vast range of occupants – correspondents whose 
papers’ proximity to Donne’s epistolary verse symbolizes the potential for Donne to 
reach a greater readership than he had yet imagined. 
 
Your Cabinet my tombe 
 
 Donne’s relationship with his most prominent female patron – a frequent 
dedicatee of Renaissance literature and a poet in her own right – is fairly well 
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documented.305 Nonetheless, little is known about the circumstances in which Donne 
composed “Epitaph on Himself,” a poem whose unusual hybridization of poetic genres 
gives it an uneasy status among the more traditional verse letters and other occasional 
poems Donne wrote for Bedford. Several surviving copies of the poem begin with a brief, 
curious epistolary address headed “To the Countess of Bedford”: 
 Madame, 
 That I might make your Cabinet my tombe, 
 And for my fame, which I love next my soule, 
 Next to my soule provide the happiest roome, 
 Admit to that place this last funeral Scrowle. 
 Others by Testament give Legacies, but I  
 Dying of you do beg a Legacie. (1-6) 
 
The “funeral Scrowle” (4) referred to by Donne is, in fact, the poem’s second part, a 
sixteen-line mock epitaph on himself typically titled “Omnibus,” or “To Everyone.” With 
characteristic perversity, Donne opens this epitaph with an explicit rejection of a 
traditional epitaph: “My fortune and my choice this custom break, / When we are 
speechless grown to make stones speak” (7-8). But although “no stone tell thee what I 
was” (9), Donne’s “grave’s inside” (10), miraculously shows the reader, like a backwards 
memento mori, “what thou art now” (10); namely, an accumulation of sins whose living 
soul resembles the “worm-eaten carcases” (16) of the dead.306 Indeed, death becomes 
something to aspire to in this poem.“[T]hou’rt not yet so good” (11) as Donne’s putrid 
corpse, the poet informs his reader smugly, for unlike the “stubborn clay” (12) of the 
living, the deceased Donne is “enabled here to scale / Heaven” (19-20) during the 
promised resurrection of the body on Judgment Day.  
 “Hear this, and mend thyself,” Donne concludes, 
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    and thou mend'st me, 
 By making me, being dead, do good for thee; 
 And think me well composed, that I could now 
 A last sick hour to syllables allow (21-4). 
 
Donne imagines dead poet and living reader in symbiosis, each spiritually assisting the 
other with the help of Donne’s “syllables.” In “To Mrs M.H.” Donne’s poem risked 
decomposition and a “returne” to “rags . . . thy Native state” (3-4); in “Epitaph on 
Himself,” it is Donne who is both “well composed”(23) and decomposing – although the 
word “composed,” too, invites the reader to admire the skill of the mock epitaph or 
“funeral Scrowle” itself.  
 “Epitaph on Himself” is a deeply perplexing poem, made more so by our 
uncertainty about the form in which it was originally transmitted to Bedford (the title 
“Epitaph on Himself,” the subheading “To the Countess of Bedford” and the further 
subtitle “Omnibus” represent best guesses based on widely varying manuscript copies).307 
Both epistle and epitaph may have filled the first page of a typical four-page bifolium as 
was conventional for letters; alternatively, they could have occupied both sides of a single 
half-sheet like Donne’s surviving autograph poem to Lady Carey.308 I raise these 
possibilities chiefly because they have bearing on what Cedric Brown calls Donne’s 
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“spectacular . . . play with expectations of address” in this strange verse.309 In what sense, 
for example, should we interpret the “Omnibus” portion of the poem as really being “to” 
Donne’s stated recipient, the Countess of Bedford? Interestingly, Donne shifts from a 
formal and respectful “you” and “your” in the opening epistolary portion to Bedford to a 
more familiar “thou,” “thy,” and “thee” in the “funerall Scrowle,” which suggests that the 
latter part of the poem addresses an audience distinct from the Countess herself. If the 
epistolary lines and the “Omnibus” shared a two-sided half-sheet or, as I think more 
likely, a single page of a bifolium in their posted form, then Donne seems to be saying 
something quite startling: to (literally) address a poem to the Countess of Bedford is in 
fact to address “everyone.” 
 Donne’s desire to make Bedford’s cabinet his “tomb” cannot be understood 
without acknowledging the possibility of this remarkable dual address. One of the chief 
functions of the tomb was and is to facilitate a dead person’s “fame” by displaying an 
inscription about its occupant (indeed, the tombs of Donne’s day were changing shape in 
order to accommodate longer and longer memorial inscriptions).310 Being a fixed 
monument, however, the tomb relies on a steady stream of passers-by in order to fulfill 
this purpose. Bedford’s “cabinet” makes for the perfect tomb not, as one critic has 
suggested, because it is where Donne’s hopes of advancement have gone to die, but 
because its real counterpart is continually crowded with visitors in the form of mail.311 As 
Julie Crawford’s recent work reminds us, Bedford’s cabinet would have been a place 
through which requests for patronage and employment were redirected to other powerful 
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courtiers.312 On an even greater scale than the cabinet of Magdalen Herbert, then, 
Bedford’s cabinet was where the powerful and the upwardly mobile mingled. Donne’s 
“fame” or reputation depended on his ability to place texts in Bedford’s cabinet, since 
anything sent there could potentially be seen by a host of other readers.  
 In this context, it is easy to see why Donne prefers a “Scrowle” to a carved 
epitaph. Yet, for all of Donne’s suggestions of scaling “heaven” (20), Bedford’s cabinet 
would have been a decidedly earthly place. In her work on the “real presence” of the 
Countess of Bedford in Donne’s verse letters, Margaret Maurer describes Donne and 
Bedford as “bound in a relationship of mutual interest”; his poems to her make most 
sense, she argues, “when we assume that they would share a concern for one another’s 
behavior.”313 As the poet himself observes in the verse letter to Bedford beginning 
“Madame / Reason is our Soules left hand, faith her right” (1), Donne was keenly aware 
of “all the good which you can do me here” (38) (“To the Countesse of Bedford”). 
Consequently, we find in the “Epitaph on Himself” and in Donne’s other verse letters to 
Bedford a sense of “obligation” – both in terms of what he owes Bedford and what is 
owed to him in return – that is notably lacking in Donne’s verse and prose 
correspondence with Magdalen Herbert.314 This transactional quality even bleeds into the 
“Omnibus,” whose conclusion in particular has a note of “tit for tat”: you read this text 
and take my sage advice, and we’ll both be rewarded for it. 
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 Nonetheless, Donne calls Bedford’s cabinet a storehouse for his “soule,” and it is 
worth considering how this earthly heaven of Bedford’s cabinet represents, for Donne, 
the possibility of an afterlife. The answer lies in the interchangeability, in Donne’s 
vocabulary, of souls and letters. In “To Mrs M.H.,” we might recall, the god-like Herbert 
has “sav’d” her correspondents by preserving their prose and poetic mail; elsewhere, 
Donne compares his correspondence to his daily provision for his “souls last convoy.”315 
Most importantly for the purposes of his nominal addressee, Donne describes mail in a 
letter to the Countess of Bedford as the means “by which we deliver over our affections, 
and assurances of friendship, and the best faculties of our souls.”316 For Donne, crucially, 
letters resemble souls not only because they offer intimate access their senders, but 
because they “endure beyond the immediate moment.”317 Donne goes on to promise 
Bedford that he will make this letter “so like my soul, that as that affection, of which it is 
the messenger, begun in me without my knowing when, any more then I know when my 
soul began; so it shall continue as long as that.”318 What Donne is effectively claiming is 
that his letters to Bedford exist in a realm “exempt . . . from straitnesse of hours, or any 
measure of times.”319 Instead of being ephemeral, occasional, and bound by a human 
system of dates, his letters will live as long as Donne’s (implicitly eternal) affection for 
Bedford – an affection which, according to Donne’s rather circular logic, cannot be 
expressed and sustained other than by the act of correspondence itself. 
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 That Donne imagines making room for his “fame” (the “funeral Scrowle”) next to 
his “soule” (his correspondence) in the space of this cabinet thus suggests a certain faith 
not only in what Bedford and her cabinet network can do for his reputation during the 
fixed period between his birth and his death, but in what this cabinet can do for him after 
he is gone. And I would argue that it is Donne’s concern for his fame as a poet in 
particular which drives his paradoxical request for a “Legacie” (6) at the end of the 
epistolary portion of his verse. Donne, is, of course, punning on the numerous 
Renaissance meanings of “legacy,” the most obvious of which is the posthumous gift.320 
We cannot discount the possibility that Donne is asking Bedford for money, as he would 
in the covering letter for his 1614 funeral verse on Bedford’s brother John Harington.321 
Alternatively, he may be seeking a legacy in terms of a “reply” from a silent Bedford.322 
Yet if, as I have argued Donne invites us to do, we read at least part of “Epitaph on 
Himself” as written for a diffuse audience of Donne’s and Bedford’s contemporaries, 
then it becomes hard not to read the first, epistolary part of this strange verse letter as a 
meditation on Bedford’s ability to facilitate his poetic legacy. Donne’s spiritual 
immortality is assured by his epistolary presence in Bedford’s cabinet, but his “fame” or 
poetic immortality relies on her cabinet, too – specifically, on its high rate of occupancy 
which gives even the most private transaction the status of a public address. What John 
Donne seems to be asking the Countess of Bedford is that she circulate his verse. 
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 As Donne’s modern readers have noted, Donne had plenty of good reasons to 
resist the kind of poetic fame this verse letter seems to demand. On the one hand, for 
Donne to narrow his audience was to make his poetry more personal. In a letter to 
Goodere promising to send his “Litanie,” for example, Donne contrasts the two poetic 
litanies incorporated into the Catholic service with his own poem, claiming that “mine is 
for lesser Chappels, which are my friends.”323 More urgently, narrowing his audience 
ensured a “sympathetic” interpretation.324 Writing again to Goodere, Donne seeks a 
promise from his friend that “no coppy shal bee taken” of the poems he has received from 
Donne, particularly his satires and elegies, to which he attached “feare and . . . perhaps, 
shame” (“I am desirous to hide them”).325 As Donne hints, some of these poems were 
politically and theologically dangerous; others display a sexual amorality which might 
not have served Donne well in his career had they become widely known and which 
would later cast a shadow on his ecclesiastical career. In this letter to Goodere and other 
letters, Donne reveals a persistent and justifiable “fear of being misunderstood” – one 
which made the presumed “confidentiality” of private transmission all the more 
necessary.326  
 Donne was undoubtedly cautious about making certain of his poems widely 
available. Yet, to characterize Donne on the basis of this evidence as “a poet who tried to 
restrict his readership” is to miss the ways in which, at many points in Donne’s poetic 
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career, apparently private acts of transmission were in fact intended to exceed the 
personnel of sender and recipient. A powerful example of this, ironically, is the 1619 
letter from Donne to Sir Robert Ker which opens John Donne: Coterie Poet, the book in 
which Marotti influentially argued for Donne’s verses as a series of narrow “social 
transactions.”327 Donne’s letter to Ker enclosed poems and a manuscript of his treatise on 
suicide, Biathanatos, and instructs Ker that if he should die on his diplomatic mission to 
the continent, “I only forbid [Biathanatos] the Presse, and the Fire: publish it not, but yet 
burn it not; and between those, do what you will with it.”328 Marotti interprets these 
directions as evidence of Donne’s desire, in all of his textual transactions, for a “limited 
manuscript circulation somewhere between the extremes of book publication for a 
general audience and the destruction of the text itself.”329 But the gulf between burning 
and publishing is wider than Marotti admits. As Peter Beal’s invaluable Catalogue of 
English Literary Manuscripts has shown, a preference for manuscript transmission did 
not inevitably equate to “limited . . . circulation” in early modern England.330 Just as 
significant, I believe, as Donne’s famous directive to Ker to avoid the press or the fire is 
Donne’s explicit granting of Ker permission to share the writings he has received from 
Donne in the form of mail. If this surviving letter to Ker tells us anything about Donne’s 
poetic practice, it is that to send verses in the mail to a friend or patron was effectively to 
allow this recipient to “do what you will” with them. 
 Writing of his letters to Sir Henry Goodere, Donne reminded his correspondent 
that “they are permanent; for in them I may speak to you in your chamber a year hence 
                                                
327 Marotti, Coterie, 19. 
328 Ibid., ix; Donne, 1651, 22. 
329 Marotti, Coterie, ix. 
330 Peter Beal, CELM, https://celm2.dighum.kcl.ac.uk. 
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before I know not whom.”331 In Donne’s late verse letters, this chamber becomes a 
cabinet – a space both real and imagined, an epistolary destination and a symbol, for 
Donne, of the future destinations (or “destinies” of his poems). My scrutiny of Donne’s 
“To Mrs M.H.” and “Epitaph on Himself” has sought to show that Donne understood his 
letter-poems, too, as “permanent,” and that this permanence was inextricably bound up 
with these poems’ ability to reach not only the postal recipients of his verse but also their 
friends, relatives, patrons, clients, and acquaintances. Like the cabinet itself, which hides 
its contents in plain sight, Donne’s verse letters to Magdalen Herbert and Lucy, Countess 
of Bedford both conceal and disclose a desire for greater textual diffusion. Ultimately, 
they suggest that Donne is less a coterie poet than a cabinet poet, a sender of verses who 
nonetheless sought afterlives for his poems extending far beyond those of the leaves he 
posted, as he wrote to Rowland Woodward, “to few.” 
 
Postscript: Cabinet Secrets 
  
 While undergoing a preliminary survey of early modern manuscript witnesses of 
Donne’s poems, the editors of The Variorum Edition of the Poetry of John Donne (1995-) 
arrived at an astonishing conclusion: almost 4,200 handwritten copies of Donne’s verses 
survive, the majority in manuscript verse miscellanies (personal notebooks of poems) 
dating from the 1620s, 30s, and 40s. Even before Donne’s poems (minus a few of the 
racier elegies) were printed posthumously in 1633 and again in 1635, Donne was “the 
most transcribed writer of his age,” his verses available to readers known neither to 
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Donne nor to the privileged individuals who had initially received these poems as mail.332 
If, like Donne, we imagine the early occasions of Donne’s poetic diffusion as transactions 
in cabinets, then these were surely some of the most expansive cabinets ever to be found 
in Renaissance England.  
 Donne’s verse letters, little read today, make up an impressive sixth of these 
copies.333 The popularity of verses addressed to others can be explained in part by 
readers’ interest in creating Donne-centric manuscript volumes: a large number of 
surviving verse “miscellanies” are in fact collections of as many poems by Donne as 
compilers could get their hands on, perhaps supplemented with a few poems thought to 
be Donne’s or thought suitable to pair with Donne’s. Other readers may have may have 
been attracted specifically to the glamour of some of Donne’s addressees, attaching a 
certain aura to verses Donne sent to well-to-do patrons. That this was part of their appeal 
is suggested by John Donne Jr’s decision, in his 1651 edition of his father’s prose letters, 
to change the addressees of some of Donne’s correspondence in order to make it look like 
Donne moved in even more exalted circles than he did.334 Still others, however, seem to 
have interpreted Donne’s verse letters less as records of exclusive exchanges than as 
highly flexible templates for a variety of poetic situations and addressees. It is to this 
tendency that I wish to turn by looking briefly at a few surprising manuscript “after-
afterlives” of “To Mrs M.H.” and “Epitaph on Himself” – versions of these poems which 
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suggest an understanding of Donne’s cabinet very different from the one I have argued 
for in this chapter.  
 Scholars of Renaissance manuscript culture have been quick to point out the ways 
in which the process of verse compilation could potentially change the shape or meaning 
of even the most now-canonical poems. Manuscript verses joined what Arthur Marotti 
has termed an “ongoing social discourse,” continually evolving in response to textual 
emendation (the addition of a couplet to Dyer’s “He that his mirth hath lost), retitling 
(Shakespeare’s Sonnet 2 assigned the heading “To one that would die a maid”), a change 
of attribution (John Donne’s verses ascribed to the Oxford student John Deane), or 
relocation among new neighbors (“On the Bible a Pindarique Ode” positioned next to 
“Seigneir Dildoe”).335 Recently, Joshua Eckhardt has shown that copies of Donne’s 
poems, particularly his elegies, were often juxtaposed with more overtly political or 
libelous verses on the most important figures of the 1620s, 30s, and 40s, with the result 
that lines largely composed by Donne during the 1590s and early 1600s were read as 
timely commentaries on court scandals or international politics decades later.336   
 But if a number of Donne’s poems became embedded in particular socio-political 
discourses of Jacobean and Caroline England, others were adapted to suit new literary 
trends, their particularity as social transactions suppressed in favor of a poetic idiom that 
began to dominate manuscript verse culture. Ironically, as Donne’s “cabinets” widened to 
include readers Donne had never met, miscellany compilers began to attribute to Donne a 
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verse which not only associated epistolarity with intimacy, but which reduced the cabinet, 
too, to a space so narrow as to contain only a single correspondent. Recorded under 
various titles including “To his letter,” “To his paper,” and in one case, “Instructions to a 
Letter, that was to goe to his Mris,” its most frequent heading is nonetheless “J.D. to his 
paper.”337  
 What follows is a transcription from a manuscript miscellany once belonging to 
George Morley, Bishop of Winchester (1598-1684): 
 J.D. to his paper 
 
 Fly paper kiss those Hands 
  Whence I am barrd of late 
 She quickly will vnloose thy bands 
  O wish mee then thy state 
 
 Appeare vnto her eyes 
  Though they do turne to fumes 
 For Happy is that sacrifice 
  that heauenly fire Consumes 
 
 Yet euen in this depart 
  with a soft dying Breath 
 Whisper these truths vnto her hart 
  And take them on her Death. 
 
 Tell her thou canst not now 
  New oths to giue or take 
 Or to repeat the former vow 
  Wee did t’each other make 
 
 Say thou camst to Complayne 
  yet not of loue nor her, 
 But on my fortune, being fayne 
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  Thus absent to Confeer. 
 
 When thou hast offerd this 
  perhapps that for thy payne 
 Shee will preserue thee with a kiss 
  To hear it ore againe. 
 
 Perhapps when for my sake 
  Her lipps haue made the blesst 
 And soe embalmd thee shee will make 
  Thy graue within her Brest. 
 
 O neuer then desire 
  To rise from such a Roome 
 Who would not leaue his life t’aspire 
  In Death to such a tombe. 
 
 And in these joyes excesse 
  Melt, languish faynt & dye 
 Soe might I haue so good access 
  To her, euen so should I (1-36).338 
 
To a contemporary reader, this poem’s attribution to “J.D.” – initials consistently used 
throughout the first half of the seventeenth century as an abbreviation for John Donne, 
including on the title page of his posthumously published verse, Poems, by J.D. – might 
seem jarring, even comical. Composed in a meter Donne never employed, the poem lacks 
the subtlety and self-conscious wit we now associate with Donne’s poetry at its best. 
Nonetheless, the poem bears a number of striking similarities to Donne’s verse letters to 
Magdalen Herbert and Lucy, Countess of Bedford. Like “To Mrs M.H.,” the poem 
consists of a detailed set of instructions to a paper which has been designed for posting to 
a distant lady. Like both “To Mrs. M.H.” and “Epitaph on Himself,” it is concerned with 
this mail’s treatment by its female recipient, speculating optimistically about the nature of 
this reception and preservation (“Perhaps,” a key word in “To Mrs M.H., is repeated 
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here). Most strikingly, like “Epitaph on Himself,” “J.D. to his paper” invokes a clear 
relationship between its ultimate epistolary destination and a “tombe.”  
 “J.D. to his paper” represents a pastiche of these two canonical verse letters, one 
which responded to the more overt “licentiousness” of manuscript poetry of the 1620s 
and 30s, and, more specifically, to the interest of the poets in the generation after Donne 
in the way in which the materiality of mail could function as an elaborate conceit for 
male-female erotic encounters.339 Poets like Thomas Carew and William Strode – both 
enormously popular in manuscript collections – turned not only to the mechanics of 
contemporary epistolary practice but to Classical depictions of postal transmission for 
inspiration (“Soon you will feel her delicate hand reaching out to touch you,” Leander 
informs his “fortunate” letter to Hero in Ovid’s Heroides: “She may, if you are lucky, 
have your seal / broken by her pretty teeth and rosebud lips”).340 The result is typically a 
richly described moment of handling mail which becomes an opportunity for frank, 
masturbatory fantasy on the part of the sender who doubles as lover.  
 Carew’s widely compiled “My mistress commanding me to return her letters” – a 
poem which, incidentally, at least one reader attributed to John Donne – epitomizes the 
way in which the tactility of the ekphrastically described letter often concludes in the 
orgasmic “death” of the absent male correspondent. Carew’s speaker or writer directly 
addresses the letters which his lover has demanded in the aftermath of their break-up: 
 Goe then blest papers which shall kisse those hands 
 That gaue you freedome yet kept me in bands 
 which with a touch did giue you life, but I 
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 because I must not touch those hands, must dye (7-10).341 
 
The author of “J.D. to his paper” extends this analogy, picking up on Carew’s pun on 
“bands” (2) by causing his mistress’s untying of the literal “bands” (silk or paper ties) of 
his letter to stand in for lovers’ fumbled untying of laces on clothing (“She quickly will 
vnloose thy bands”). Carew contrasts the letters’ past and future contact with his 
mistress’s “hands” (1) with his own lack of contact which causes his “death”; the poet of 
“J.D. to his paper,” meanwhile, imagines an even more intimately erotic form of contact 
on the part of his letter – one in which the paper itself can “Melt, languish faynt & dye” 
(34) just like his owner wishes to do. 
 Particularly noteworthy about this poem, however, is the way in which it 
reinvents the epistolary preservation so central to “To Mrs M.H.” and “Epitaph on 
Himself.” In the earlier Donnean models for “J.D. to his paper,” the guiding conceit is 
that of a capacious space, accessible not only to the poet but to other correspondents as 
well. In fact, “J.D. to his paper” contains the word “access” (35) in its final stanza, but its 
rhyme word, “excesse” (33), tells us that this “access” is restricted solely to the poet or 
sender, overwhelmed by sexual desire. And as this access is reduced, so, too, the 
“Roome” (30) in which “J.D. to his paper”’s recipient will place her letter shrinks to a 
chamber as narrow as the space between her breasts. Although the bosom was the 
traditional location for preserving love letters, likely because of its proximity to the 
recipient’s heart, the author of “J.D. to his paper” is less interested in the heart than in the 
erotic potential of the female reader’s placement of the paper surrogate “within her 
Brest.” 
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 “J.D. to his paper” suggests that the highly restricted cabinet, completely 
reimagined by Donne in his verse letters to Herbert and Bedford as a site of disclosure, 
has been reinvented once again as a space that is not only exclusive but explicitly 
transgressive as well. This is reinforced by a unique manuscript poem likely composed 
around the same time as or just after “J.D. to his paper,” “A Louer to his Mistresse.”342 In 
a passage of this “to his paper” poem reminiscent of Donne’s comparison, in “To Mrs 
M.H.,” of his paper to a pushy courtier, the lover’s letter is directed to be “the dayly 
object of her eye / Thronge & gett vppermost where ere thou lye” (11-2). Once noticed, 
however, the poem in “A Louer to his Mistress” must “fould vpp & Cabine in her brest” 
(25) a space the poet also describes as a “fayre Chamber” (14). Startlingly, the noun 
“cabinet” is transformed into the verb “Cabine,” where it signifies an act of “shut[ting] up 
or confin[ing]” that carries overtones of an intimate, extra-marital sexual encounter.343  
 Arguably the most startling reinterpretation of both the cabinet and of Donne’s 
verse letters, however, is a version of the six-line epistolary portion of “Epitaph on 
Himself” recorded in a miscellany dating from the 1630s: 
 Epitaph 
 
 That I might make your bed my closing tombe,  
 And for my fame, which next my soule I loue,  
 Next to my soule prouide the happiest roome  
 Admit to that place this last funerall frowne.  
  Mens testaments giues Legacies, but I  
  Dying, of you (Deere) begs a Legacie (1-6).344  
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The extent of the variants in this (admittedly somewhat nonsensical) version make it 
extremely unlikely that this “copy” represents a mistranscription. Impossible as an 
address to a patron, the poem has been completely re-adapted for a poetic mode in which 
sending a letter is always a sexual invitation, and in which a cabinet may be replaced by a 
bed precisely because it is where the poet goes to “die.”  
 During the second half of the seventeenth century, the early modern cabinet 
would reverse its role, paradoxically becoming a space for displaying objects such as 
artworks and curiosities. But although Donne’s vision of the cabinet would win out in 
domestic practice, the poetic cabinet long remained a secretive site of sexual intimacy. In 
2011, mainstream newspapers reported the discovery, by the Oxford scholar Claudine 
van Hensbergen, of a series of unattributed pornographic poems hidden at the back of the 
eighteenth-century bestseller The Works of the Earls of Rochester and Roscommon.345 
The heading assigned to these verses – unadvertised on the title page but undoubtedly the 
cause of the volume’s success – was “The Cabinet of Love.” 
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CHAPTER FOUR. CHANGING ADDRESS 
 
Describing the elaborate “prefaces and forewords, epigraphs, footnotes, and postscripts” 
of eighteenth-century printed letter-narratives, Elizabeth Heckendorn Cook argues that 
this  
 frame, directing our attention to the publication history of the letters,  
 to their transformation from private documents into public, published  
 narratives, holds in suspension the double form under which these texts  
 are constantly to exist for us: as precious scraps of handwritten paper  
 intended for a single reader, still bearing their broken seals, scrawled  
 directions, and postmarks – and, at the same time, as neatly printed  
 pages bound up in duodecimo volumes, circulating in multiple copies  
 and marketed to an avid reading public.346 
 
The “precious scraps of handwritten paper” Cook refers to are, of course, imaginary, an 
“[i]ndispensable” fiction of these letter-narratives which results, ironically, from the 
mediating effects of print.347 But Cook could just as easily be describing the complex 
relationship between the printed surfaces of Renaissance verse collections and another 
kind of “private documents . . . intended for a single reader” – letter-poems – which I 
have catalogued throughout this dissertation. Over a century before the publication of 
Clarissa or any of the other letter-narratives Cook describes, English readers were 
presented with printed volumes that offered contradictory visions of their contents, 
confusingly termed both “Epistles” and “Letters.” This chapter is about the ways in 
which print-publishing poets negotiated the at-times conflicting impulses of letter-poems 
and of the verses they offered to a reading public that extended far beyond their network 
of correspondents. 
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 Beginning in the mid-sixteenth century, an increasing number of English 
epistolary poems appeared in print. Some of these, as I will show, were translations of 
Classical epistles of various degrees of fictiveness. Others may be categorized as 
responses to these ancient models. Studies of the Renaissance “verse epistle” typically 
chart a trajectory of influence from Ovid and his Heroides, a series of poems purporting 
to be the letters of mythical heroines to the lovers who abandoned them, to Thomas 
Heywood, who inserts a pair of epistles between Helen and Paris into his verse narrative 
Troia Britanica (1609), and to Michael Drayton, whose Englands heroicall epistles 
(1597) relocates Ovid’s heroines (and their male lovers) to medieval England, presenting 
readers with rhymed correspondence between Henry II and Rosamond Clifford or Queen 
Isabell and Mortimer.348 At the same time, Horace’s famous Epistles to Roman 
contemporaries including friends, patrons, and employees have been shown to offer 
templates for Donne and Jonson, particularly in their ability to provide a “framework of 
civilised friendship, or ‘amicitia,’ for which frank free speech and judgment, in ethical 
and aesthetic matters alike, is essential” – a trait not only valued in Horace’s society but 
in Renaissance England, when language was equally “subject to corruption.”349 Given the 
popularity, moreover, of imitations of Ovid and Horace as school exercises, it is easy to 
see why so many early modern authors turned to the two authors as sources of inspiration 
for their own verse.350 
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 But although this chapter will necessarily take up a number of these reworkings of 
Ovid and Horace, its focus will be the changing significance of the terms “epistle” and 
“letter.” What did these words signal to purchasing readers in addition to gesturing 
toward or away from Classical models? Charting a number of early instances of printed 
“epistles” and “letters” in verse, I will suggest that “epistle” and “letter” indicated more 
than a particular theme or subject position (stoic friend, abandoned lover, faithful wife, 
etc). They invoked, too, the absence or presence of a private manuscript text underlying 
the published verse, thus placing the reader either in the position of an invited “recipient” 
or that of a voyeur whose contact with these poems is accidental, transgressive, or the 
result of a transaction beyond the author’s control. Sometimes, as in Cook’s letter-
narratives, a collection seems to change address before our eyes, shuttling between a 
correspondent and a public readership as if unable to fix on one or the other. 
 As I observed in the Introduction to “Unfolding Verse,” the contemporary terms 
“verse letter” and “verse epistle” are largely unhelpful for describing the forms in which 
early modern readers encountered epistolary verse. For instance, Donne writes in an 
inarguably Horatian style in many of his poems to male friends, yet when his poems were 
posthumously published for the second time in 1635, his verses addressed to 
contemporaries were not called “Epistles” after Horace’s poems but were rather assigned 
the title of “Letters to Severall Personages.”351 This heading materially aligns them with 
the nine prose “Letters” appended, in a very “early instance of the recognition of letters 
as adjuncts to a writer's literary fame,” to the back of 1633 edition of Donne’s poems.352 
We might note, too, that when John Donne, Jr. published a more extensive collection of 
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Donne’s prose letters in 1651, his title, Letters to severall persons of honour, recalled the 
heading employed for Donne’s epistolary verses in 1635. Though I will not discuss 
Donne’s printed poetic “Letters” in this chapter, I would suggest here that the editors of 
Donne’s 1635 Poems were trying to tell readers something about the material history of 
Donne’s verse. The fact that Donne had been known for the previous two decades (and, 
to his intimates, for another two decades before that) chiefly as a poet who transmitted 
poems in manuscript, often by mail, likely influenced their decision to call these poems 
Letters as opposed to Epistles, a word which came to have a more explicitly literary 
connotation. 
 Even this, however, is a broad generalization. I will show that in the early years of 
vernacular epistolary poems, an intimate address to an absent friend, patron, or lover 
could be both a Letter and an Epistle. And when a distinction does emerge, most notably 
in the printed poetry of Jonson and Samuel Daniel, it does so in part because the word 
“Epistle” offered a way to suppress the co-existence of letter-poems, social and 
occasional documents which might be seen to threaten poets’ literary ambitions. Though 
poets continued to send poems well into the eighteenth century (and beyond), their 
perception of the relationship between letter-poems and the epistolary poems they printed 
changed radically over time, with important consequences not only for the history of 
verse but for the history of prose letters as well. 
 
Innocent papers, guilty readers 
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 1567 was an important year for epistolary poetry in England. By strange 
coincidence, it saw the first publication in English of both Horace’s Epistles and Ovid’s 
Heroides, translated by Thomas Drant and George Turberville, respectively.353 Both 
epistolary collections had, of course, been accessible to classically-trained readers for 
some years. Now, these texts were made widely available to readers “In Englishe Uerse,” 
to quote the title page of Turberville’s translation of the poems he called Ovid’s 
Heroycall Epistles.  
 But this was not all. 1567 witnessed the publication, too, of a homegrown 
epistolary collection: Isabella Whitney’s The copy of a letter, lately written in meeter, by 
a yonge gentilwoman: to her vnconstant louer.354 The copy of a letter is a rhymed 
reproach purporting to have been sent by Whitney to the fiancé who scorned her – a 
poem which, in fact, alludes at several points to some of the seduced and wronged 
heroines (Medea, Helen) given voice (or rather, pen) in the Heroides. In a touch which 
recalls some of Ovid’s paired epistles (ex. between Helen and Paris), the printer, Richard 
Jones, augments Whitney’s poem with a male epistolary complaint, a Loueletter sent by a 
Bacheler, (a most faithfull Louer) to an vnconstant and faithles Mayden. But although 
this offers the reader a dual and arguably competing perspective about the faithlessness of 
men and women, the “yonge gentilwoman” and “Bacheler” do not actually address one 
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another directly.355 Rather, these poems are both presented as versions of actually sent 
documents to two further, undisclosed correspondents, one explicitly and the other 
implicitly a “copy” acquired, perhaps, from the scorned lovers themselves. Jones thus 
doubly “exploits the reader’s desire to eavesdrop on a ‘real’ courtship.”356  
 In spite of its Ovidian allusions, The copy of a letter is a fundamentally different 
kind of text from either of the Classical translations published that same year. Crucially, 
the governing conceit of The copy is that Whitney’s verse (and the “bacheler’s” poem, 
whose authorship is not certain) record the contents of ephemeral documents which were 
produced within a particular set of social transactions rather than within a literary context. 
Their chief attraction, then, is voyeuristic. These poems are desirable precisely because 
they are not directed to the readership who encounters them. For although both the 
lovers’ letters “in meeter” are supplemented by more broadly addressed verse 
admonitions, Whitney’s “to all yong Gentilwomen: and to al other Maids being in Loue,” 
the “bacheler”’s “for all Yongmen to beware the fained Fidelytie of vnconstant 
Maydens,” these rhetorical turns toward a general (if gendered) readership are completely 
distinct from the “letters” themselves. If the volume’s readers are interpellated as 
“Gentilwomen” or “Yongmen,” they are simultaneously excluded by the “letters”’ 
declared status as the products of “trew” relationships, poems which have real-world 
counterparts presumably residing in the hands of undeserving former loves.357 
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 Both Ovid’s Heroides and Horace’s Epistles, by contrast, advertise their literary 
status more overtly. Ovid’s poems are obviously fictional, and though Horace’s poems do 
have historical addressees, the idea that the verses might be copies of actually posted 
texts is less central to their success as a collection than is Horace’s famously “intimate 
style” which would go on to have such a profound influence in the Renaissance.358 That 
Horace “alludes to prior exchange with his correspondents, answers requests or 
complaints, imparts admonitions, expects answers or visits, gives and seeks information, 
and adapts the tone and content of the letter to the personalities and interests of his 
interlocutors” undoubtedly imparts the illusion of a real textual exchange, but these 
gestures toward the act of writing mail are chiefly intended to suggest ease, familiarity, 
and a notable lack of formal obsequiousness within “a circle that includes superiors and 
inferiors as well as equals.”359   
 Looking at Whitney’s The copy of a letter, Drant’s translation of Horace his arte 
of poetrie, pistles, and satyrs Englished, and Turberville’s translation of The heroycall 
epistles of the learned poet Publius Ouidius Naso, in English verse as a trio, it is tempting 
to make a broad claim about the distinction between the rhyming Epistles and Letters that 
began to permeate sixteenth century England in print. If these mid-century publications 
offer any kind of pattern for succeeding verse, then the term Epistle should indicate a 
Classically-inflected poem for a wide audience which is nonetheless written in the guise 
of a familiar or intimate address to an absent reader. “Letter,” meanwhile, would indicate 
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the disclosure to a broad audience of what I have been calling a letter-poem – a singular 
textual object transmitted to a real-world correspondent.   
 This claim would initially appear to be supported by the publication, in the 
following year, of William Fulwood’s popular epistolary manual The enimie of idlenesse 
teaching the maner and stile how to endite, compose and write all sorts of epistles and 
letters (1568). In the section containing models for love letters, Fulwood departs from his 
French source, Le stile et manière de composer, dicter, et escrire toute sorte d’estres, our 
lettres missiues . . . (1555) by including “Letters . . . as well in Verse as in Prose” among 
his models for writing to a lover.360 Although Fulwood’s rhymes – which may well be of 
his own composition – are not, of course, “real” letters, they are nonetheless presented as 
templates for revealing one’s feelings to an absent beloved which are equally as valid as 
the prose letters he borrows from Le stile et manière.361 It is entirely appropriate, 
Fulwood suggests, to send an amorous letter in verse. 
 Yet, the output of English authors in the three decades which followed the 
publication of these four collections complicates the neat distinction I have just proposed. 
In fact, as English writers adapted classical models for vernacular poetry in print, they 
used both Epistle and Letter, supplementing the performance of familiarity or intimacy so 
central to Horace’s Epistles and Ovid’s Heroides with a specifically material emphasis on 
“sendedness.” In other words, it was not only Horace’s and Ovid’s stylistic innovations 
that appealed to poets, but the suggestion of readerly voyeurism which, while 
undoubtedly present in the Classical texts, could be made much more overt in a 
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publication like The copy of a letter with its nod toward the contemporary practice of 
sending verse to a single recipient in the form of mail. 
 Whitney’s other known work, A sweet nosgay, or pleasant posye (1573), a 
collection of 110 sententious quatrains or “Phylosophical Flowers” in her preferred ballad 
meter, exemplifies this conflation. Feminist scholars in particular have been intrigued by 
the mock “Wyll” (Will) that concludes this volume, in which Whitney bequeaths her 
possessions “to London: and to all those in it.”362 Less attention has been paid, however, 
to the “Certain familier Epistles and friendly Letters by the Auctor: with Replies” 
sandwiched between the rhymed platitudes and the Wyll itself.363 In fact, this neglect 
may result directly from the immediate confusion produced by the juxtaposition of  the 
terms “Epistles” and “Letters.” Are these words synonymous, as they appear to be in the 
title of Fulwood’s letter-writing manual? Or is the reader supposed to interpret some of 
the poems, which explicitly address Whitney’s brothers, sisters, cousin, and friends, as 
performances of epistolarity, and others as copies of genuine mail? If so, which? 
 I would argue that the volume actually seeks to conflate both modes. By calling 
her poems Epistles, Whitney (or her printer) draws attention to the author’s Horatian 
status as a dispenser of advice in poems such as “An order prescribed, by Is. W. to two of 
her yonger Sisters seruing in London” and “To my Friend Master T. L. whose good 
nature: I sée abusde.”364 That Whitney returned to the Heroides for inspiration, too, is 
clear form the presence of “A careful complaynt by the vnfortunate Auctor,” a poem 
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addressed to the Ovidian heroine Dido, who is urged by Whitney to “stint thy teares” (1) 
because “greater cause of griefe / compells mee to complayne” (17-18).365 The print 
reader can’t help but note, however, that this poem is immediately supplemented by an 
“answer,” not from Dido herself, but from a correspondent, “T.B.,” who continues the 
explicit competition of cares, seeking to “comfort her” (that is, Whitney) “by shewyng 
his haps to be the harder.”366 Whitney’s adoption of a self-consciously literary and 
specifically Ovidian mode of address to an unreal reader is thus situated, paradoxically, 
within an implicitly genuine exchange of both texts and griefs. Viewed in this fashion, 
the poem becomes, as the heading suggests, both Epistle and Letter. 
  Another noteworthy feature of Whitney’s (and her correspondents’) verse is its 
visible adoption of prose epistolary conventions. Several of Whitney’s poems conclude 
not with initials, as was customary for printed collections of verse, but with subscriptions 
and abbreviated signatures: “Your Welwiller. IS. W.,” “Your louing Sister. IS. W.,” 
“Your poore Kinsewoman. IS. W.”367 Similarly, one of the replies to her verse, “Another 
Letter sent to IS. VV by one: to whom shée had written her infortunate state,” begins by 
emulating the phatic openings of more mundane early modern letters: 
 Your Letter (Cosin) scarcley scene,  
 I catcht into my hand:  
 In hope therby some happy newes, 
 from you to vnderstand (1-4). 368 
 
Touches such as these further enhance the sense that the “familier Epistles and friendly 
Letters” are, indeed, trying to have it both ways – appropriating Classical models for the 
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expression, for instance, of comfort and grief, while also appealing to print readers as 
products of a confidential correspondence.   
 In this respect, A sweet nosgay actually anticipates the “cabinet opened” tradition 
described by Alan Stewart, who argues that “the anxiety around the “unlocked female 
closet” can be charted in rise of mid-seventeenth century printed miscellanies whose titles 
reject flowers in favor of “closets” “cabinets” or “studies” – “collections of information 
hitherto unavailable and secret but now ‘discovered’ and ‘disclosed’ to the reader.”369 
Though Whitney’s A sweet nosgay, undoubtedly one of the botanical collections to which 
Stewart refers, does not suggest that there is anything particularly shocking about its 
publication of Whitney’s alternately didactic and morose poems to relatives and friends, 
it nonetheless places the reader in an uncertain role. Literary and “letterary” merge as this 
collection of Epistles and Letters invites its reader in, only to push her away as an 
outsider to Whitney’s sympathetic community of recipients. 
 An equally complex superimposition of literary Epistle and corporeal Letter 
occurs in Sir Philip Sidney’s The Countesse of Pembrokes Arcadia, first published in 
1590 after nearly a decade of manuscript circulation among well-heeled readers. In Book 
Three of the romance, Prince Musidorus, disguised as the humble shepherd Dorus, has 
been forbidden from communicating with his beloved Pamela. His solution is to compose 
a poem for her – a text he expressly calls an “Epistle”: 
 Vnto a caitife wretch, whom long affliction holdeth, 
  and now fully beleeues helpe to be quite perished; 
 Grant yet, grant yet a looke, to the last monument of his anguish, 
  O you (alas so I find) cause of his onely ruine. 
 Dread not a whit (O goodly cruell) that pittie may enter 
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  into thy hart by the sight of this Epistle I send (1-6).370 
 
If Dorus’s desire to style himself as an explicitly “Epistolary” author in the Classical 
sense is evident from his choice of vocabulary, it is equally clear from his choice of 
meter. In a moment which recalls Sidney’s description, in An Apologie for Poetrie, of 
“the lamenting Elegiack” as the denomination of poetry “which in a kinde hart would 
mooue rather pitty then blame, who bewailes  . . . the weakenes of man-kind, and the 
wretchednes of the world,” Dorus is depicted as deliberately selecting “the Elegiac as 
fittest for mourning.”371 But it is not just its use in Classical funerary verse which makes 
the Elegiac, with its alternating hexameter and pentameter lines, particularly suitable for 
Dorus’s mournful complaint. As Sidney and many of his readers were well aware, Ovid 
composed the Heroides in elegiac couplets. By adopting this metrical form for his love 
poem to Pamela, Dorus can thus be understood as taking on yet another “disguise,” this 
time as an Ovidian “hero.” 
 This Epistolary disguise, however, is not quite as effective as Dorus might have 
hoped. Having “folded it vp,” Dorus leaves the poem in Pamela’s standish (a container 
for writing materials, symbolizing, perhaps, Dorus’s desire a reply), then places the 
standish at the head of her bed where it will be more noticeable. Pamela’s reaction upon 
finding the addition to her misplaced standish is worth quoting in full: 
 But when she saw the letter, her hart gaue her from whence it came. And  
therefore clapping it to againe, she went away from it, as if it had bin a  
contagious garment of an infected person: and yet was not long away,  
but that she wished she had read it, though she were loth to reade it. Shall  
I (said she) second his boldnesse so farre, as to reade his presumptuous  
letters? And yet (said she) he sees me not to growe the bolder thereby: And  
how can I tell, whether they be presumptuous? The paper came from him,  
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and therefore not worthie to be receyued; and yet the paper (she thought)  
was not guiltie. At last, she concluded, it were not much amisse to looke it  
ouer, that she might out of his wordes picke some further quarrell against  
him. Then she opened it, and threwe it away, and tooke it vp againe, till  
(ere she were aware) her eyes woulde needes reade it372 
 
Several elements of this humorous scene stand out. First, Dorus’s efforts, described by 
Sidney, to “counterfaite his hand” are completely ineffective: Pamela’s “heart” tells her 
the author as soon as she looks at the paper itself.373 Second, as Pamela’s instant 
identification indicates, this is a scene of interpretation which actually contains very little 
reading. Only at the very end of this paragraph does Sidney use the word “reade” to 
describe what Pamela is actually doing in relation to Dorus’s poem, and even then, this 
reading takes place seemingly without her conscious consent. Finally, and most 
importantly, Pamela’s equivocation stems from the poem’s status as a “letter” – that is, as 
an object. Dorus has written “in vers, hoping, that would draw her on to read the more,” 
but in the end this makes no difference, since it is the folded artifact itself which produces 
such confusion in Pamela’s mind.374 
 This confusion extends, importantly, to the print reader’s experience of this text. 
The poem which Sidney’s purchasing audience finds, set out in italic font on folios 246v-
247v of the 1590 Arcadia (and folios 122r-123r of the 1593 Arcadia) looks, in fact, much 
like the other verses, not only written but sung by Dorus and the others, that pepper the 
volume. The print reader is thus placed in a position of dependence on the narrative itself 
to identify the poetic object she finds. Yet, this dependence leads to conflict, since from 
Dorus’s perspective, the poem is an Epistle, but for Pamela, who encounters the poem as 
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a folded paper situated among her own materials for correspondence, the poem is first 
and foremost a material artifact she thinks of as a “letter.” Indeed, treating the poem as a 
corporeal document actually becomes an important move for Pamela, since it allows her 
to distance the innocent “paper” from its “guiltie” author. Reading, then, over Pamela’s 
shoulder, the print reader is forced to make up her own mind. Is she implicitly a member 
of the poem’s audience (the Epistolary reading)? Or does Sidney give her access to a 
Letter she is not supposed to see? Is she invited reader or voyeur?  
It could be objected, of course, that Pamela’s tactile encounter with the poem as 
Letter is actually inherently Epistolary and Ovidian, since, the Heroides “repeatedly 
remind the reader that they are grounded in certain conditions (the state of the paper and 
legibility of the script), practices (handwriting, dispatch and delivery), and equipment 
(pen, ink and paper).”375 For example, Briseis’s Epistle to Achilles begins with self-
conscious commentary on the inscribed page she is about to post. It reads in Turberville’s 
translation: 
 The dolefull lynes you reade  
 from captiue Briseis came:  
 Whose Troian fist can scarcely yet  
 with Gréekish figures frame (1-4). 376 
 
Briseis’s self-proclaimed clumsiness in the written language of her former captor, 
invoked in visual terms as poorly formed letters, is essential to the meaning of this Epistle 
since it immediately speaks to her distorted sense of identity following her recovery by 
her Trojan countrymen. 
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 Yet, I would argue that Sidney’s location of these material concerns to the frame 
of the poem rather than to the poem itself has the potential to call up images of real, elite 
practices of poetic transmission, particularly in the context of Sidney’s opening letter to 
his sister Mary Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke (described in Chapter 2), which 
portrays the romance in highly corporeal terms as “loose sheetes of paper . . . sent vnto 
you.”377 In fact, Woudhuysen notes that individual verses from the romance also had a 
life outside the narrative, circulating among privileged readers such as Sidney’s sister and 
other family members and friends of both sexes.378 In her discussion of the Arcadia’s 
eclogues and sapphics addressed by the disguised princes to Pamela and her sister 
Philoclea, Julie Crawford recalls that these poems “are simultaneously metanarratively 
addressed by the narrator /Sidney to his coterie of lady readers . . . [t]he poems are 
offered – on both levels of the romance – for women’s interpretation and for their 
pleasure.”379 We should note, too, they are addressed to select women of high birth – a 
quality which may or may not be shared by the reader of Sidney’s printed text. 
 By representing Dorus’s self-proclaimed “Epistle” as a “letter” tucked away in 
Pamela’s standish, Sidney thus gives Dorus a claim to the kind of literary authorship 
assigned to Horace and Ovid while simultaneously undermining this claim by implying 
that the poem we read is, to quote Sidney’s description for his own manuscript texts, both 
a “trifle” and a document which necessarily excludes a majority of readers.380 This 
epistolary-poetic moment in the Arcadia therefore suspends what I have called intimacy 
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and posterity in a fashion which actually helps explain the Arcadia’s astonishing success 
in print. For as I have argued in my discussion of Astrophil and Stella, early modern 
readers seem to have particularly enjoyed their uneasy role as both interceptors and 
audience of epistolary verse. 
 
(Un)certain epistles 
 
 By the mid 1590s, the distinction between Epistle and Letter, apparently so clear 
in 1567, was hopelessly confused. Signs that these modes were beginning to become 
unstuck appear, however, with the 1595 publication of Thomas Lodge’s A fig for Momus, 
whose title page advertises its author’s experiments in Satyres, Eclogues, and Epistles.381 
Lodge hints early on that his epistolary verse should be explicitly perceived as a literary 
exercise rather than a record of a real set of exchanges: his opening address to his 
dedicatee, William, Earl of Derby, alludes explicitly to Maecenas, the famous patron (and 
addressee) of Horace.382 Lodge’s aims are even more plain, however, in his prefatory 
address “To the Gentlemen Readers whatsoever” – a heading which interpellates an 
audience that is not only multiple but masculine. The Epistles’ distance from the covert 
transactions to and from women invoked in A sweet nosgay and the Arcadia is already 
being set out before the book is even opened. 
 “For my Epistles,” Lodge writes, “they are in that kind, wherein no Englishman of 
our time hath publiquely written, which if they please, may draw on more.”383 What I 
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take Lodge to mean by “publiquely written” is that the Epistles’ designations for 
particular readers are an obvious, if pleasing, pretense. Their novelty resides precisely in 
the fact that they are not “copies of letters” nor translations of Classical verses but rather 
familiar poems situated firmly within the world of late sixteenth-century England. In this 
context, Lodge’s allusions to the act of correspondence merely gesture toward the 
occasion – letter-writing to a friend – which might produce frank or informal written 
discourse. When, for instance, Lodge opens his sole epistle to a woman, “To his Mistress 
A.L.,” by mentioning that “on Saturday, the twelft of March . . . Your seruant brought a 
letter seal’d with starch,” this is nothing more than a stylistic convention enabling Lodge 
to launch into a meditative and humorous 108-line discourse on “fatnes” or obesity (the 
supposed topic of his mistress’s former letter) (3-4, 17).384 Not only is the discourse, 
which cites Galen and Plato, unlikely in an actual letter (in prose or verse) to a real 
mistress, its length reinforces its implausibility as an actual postal artifact. Lodge’s 
Epistles are written for and within a culture of print. 
 Though it has not fared particularly well over the centuries, A fig for Momus 
nonetheless makes an important statement in the history of English epistolary verse by 
declaring that vernacular Epistles nominally addressed to contemporaries – “To Master 
W. Bolton,” “To Master Michael Drayton,” etc. – could stand alongside those of Horace 
to Maecenas or Torquatus. Epistles, Lodge shows, are both a public and publishable 
genre, needing no context to explain their presence other than that of the printed volume 
itself.385 His faith seems to have been justified. For alongside the its presence in the titles 
of Ovidian collections like Drayton’s Englands heroicall epistles, the term “Epistle” 
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increasingly becomes used within high-status, single-author collections as a way to 
designate a type of poem whose narrow heading – “To X” – merely focuses an implicitly 
broader address to a literary readership.  
 Yet, A fig for Momus also represents a false start. For if the absence of a postal 
counterpart for his verses is central to Lodge’s project, the printing of public Epistles 
became more complicated, even problematic, when their authors were poets who 
regularly published in both manuscript and print. For Samuel Daniel and Ben Jonson, 
undoubtedly the two most celebrated writers of printed epistles in the first decades of the 
seventeenth century, being a published author required the disavowal of letter-poems, 
particularly in the case of poems addressed to social superiors – a class of verses which 
(as I have shown) had a thriving postal tradition in Renaissance England. 
 When, in 1603, Samuel Daniel published (alongside the “Panegyrike 
Congratulatorie” he had presented to King James for his accession) six meditative, even 
didactic poems addressed to English elites, his decision to call these verses Certaine 
epistles was no accident. As with Lodge, the term nodded to the influence of Horace. 
Some copies of the octavo edition of the epistles (which also includes Daniel’s Defence 
of Ryme) even contain a title page proclaiming that thee Epistles are “after the manner of 
Horace.”386 Just as important to Daniel’s choice of the term epistles, however, is a wish to 
set these verses apart from anything remotely resembling posted documents. This 
fastidiousness even extended, I would suggest, to the imagined (if ostensibly historical) 
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“Letter” Daniel had published four years earlier, A Letter sent from Octavia to her 
husband Marcus Antonius into Egypt (1599). In the Letter, as Daniel explains in his 
dedication to his patron Margaret Clifford, Countess of Cumberland, the poet had aimed 
to make “this great afflicted Lady show / Out of my feelings, what shee might have pend” 
(7-8) to her erstwhile husband.387 By referring to his later poems as epistles, Daniel 
suggests that the voyeuristic quality of his earlier Letter is actually antithetical to his 
current project. 
 Daniel and his publishers emphasized the distinction between Epistles and sent 
poems, too, through the ostentatious “bookishness” of the two 1603 epistles volumes, 
particularly the version lacking Daniel’s Defence, entitled A Panegyrike Congratulatorie 
to the Kings Maiestie. Also certaine epistles.388 Importantly, this was a folio edition – a 
format “traditionally . . . reserved for the period’s most serious and important 
publications.”389 Moreover, as John Pitcher has shown, the edition was expressly 
designed to “complement” and be bound into Daniel’s 1601 bold Works volume, also 
printed by Valentine Simmes.390 The title page of Daniel’s Congratulatorie is nearly 
identical that of his Works and features “two carved columns supporting a portico of the 
crown, crest and motto, and the heraldic royal beasts of Queen Elizabeth herself” in a 
fashion clearly intended to highlight Daniel’s poetic authority.391 Each of the epistles, 
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moreover, is situated within an elaborate woodblock border, titled in Roman typeface, 
and given a woodcut initial in a fashion that recalls contemporary sonnet printers’ equally 
authorizing attempts to “create the effect of a closed and complete poetic unit, finished 
without the reader's collaborative aid.”392 Finally, in a touch absent from a surprising 
number of contemporary collections of verse, Samuel Daniel’s name appears prominently 
on the title page (again, in Roman typeface). All of these carefully selected features – 
features which the poet may even have had a hand in – give the impression of a powerful 
attempt on Daniel’s part to distance himself from the kinds of confidential manuscript 
exchanges invoked, for instance, by Sidney or Whitney a decade or two earlier.393  
 Yet, there is a dishonesty to these efforts. Writing of Daniel’s poems to Sir 
Thomas Egerton, Lord Henry Howard, Lady Margaret Clifford, Lady Lucy Russell, Lady 
Anne Clifford, and Henry Wriothesly in the 1603 volume, Margaret Maurer observes that 
they seem “less inspired by the person to whom they are addressed than written as 
discursive poems and then assigned to recipients.”394 This claim becomes particularly 
interesting in the context of Arthur Freeman’s 1970 discovery of a scribal copy of 
Daniel’s much-lauded epistle “To the Lady Margaret Countesse of Cumberland,” a poem 
which advises Stoical inwardness as a strategy for escaping the region of Cumberland’s 
private earthly cares. Crucially, the manuscript’s title, “to the right honorable the Ladie 
Margaret Countesse of Cumberland,” has been scored out and replaced by a new one: 
“[M]y La: El: H. seate and prospect on the Isle of Purbecke.”395 Freeman shows that “La: 
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El: Ha:” is Elizabeth Hatton, a notorious adulterer whose secret second marriage to 
Edward Coke he describes as “ill-starred.”396 Nonetheless, it seems that Daniel saw fit to 
supervise minor emendations which tailor the poem for this alternate addressee. For 
instance, the poem’s final line, “then all the gold of leaden myndes can frame,” a pun on 
the Countess of Cumberland’s practical investments in the mining of lead, has been rather 
cynically altered to allude to Hatton’s home, reading “then any stone of Purbecke Ile can 
frame.”397 
 The discovery of this manuscript, “perhaps scrapped, perhaps never delivered, but 
certainly at least once contemplated by the poet,” would initially seem to shore up 
Maurer’s assertion that Daniels epistles have little  resemblance to real correspondence of 
the period.398 If in De Conscribendis Epistolis Erasmus advises that “A letter's style will 
not only conform to the topic, but, as befits any good go-between (for a letter performs 
the function of a messenger), it will take account of times and persons,” the evident ease 
with which Daniel’s poem could be made, to quote Freeman’s title, “An Epistle for Two” 
appears in blatant contradiction of this advice.399 Yet, the materiality of the Hatton 
manuscript itself complicates this reading. A facsimile included in Freeman’s article 
shows that Daniel’s poem was copied onto a bifolium, with its sixteen stanzas divided 
equally among the four resulting pages. This suggests that Daniel was highly conscious 
of the way that his poem would look in the material form which, I have argued, was 
typically preferred by contemporaries for their letter-poems. Daniel’s implication, 
                                                
396 Freeman, “Epistle,” 228. 
397 Richard T. Spence, Lady Anne Clifford: Countess of Pembroke, Dorset and Montgomery 
(1590-1676) (Thrupp, Stroud: Sutton, 1997), 8; Freeman, “Epistle,” 236. 
398 Freeman, “Epistle,” 228. 
399 Erasmus, De conscribendis epistolis, 19. 
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following on from Lodge, that his Epistles are chiefly directed to a wide print readership 
is therefore undermined by the existence of this text. It shows that Daniel contemplated 
sending at least one of his epistles to its stated addressee – whoever that was – even if he 
also planned to publish it in a volume containing several other verse addresses to 
prominent figures. 
 The threat of a more socially motivated and less reputable document emerges, too, 
with the publication of Ben Jonson’s “Epistle. To Elizabeth Countesse of Rutland,” 
which first appeared in The Forrest, a collection of verses (largely connected with the 
Sidney family) situated within Jonson’s 1616 Workes folio.400 One of only two poems 
explicitly called “Epistle” in this volume, Jonson’s poem to Rutland is a compliment 
which also advertises Jonson’s ability as poet to offer eternal life. Jonson promises a 
lasting verse memorial for the Countess, “a rich, and golden pyramede” (83) which will 
“show, how, to the life, my soule presents/ Your forme imprest there” (86-7).401 
Crucially, his punning phrase “formes imprest” can be seen as reinforcing the connection 
between immortality, perhaps not only for Rutland but for himself, and the poem’s 
printed medium – a connection particularly appropriate given Jonson’s unusual 
involvement at all stages of the print production of his Workes.402 
 As a published “monument” to Rutland, however, Jonson’s “Epistle. To Elizabeth 
Countesse of Rutland” is puzzlingly unsound. The poem actually breaks off halfway 
through a line so that its ending reads, 
 Moodes, which the god-like SYDNEY oft did prove, 
                                                
400 Ben Jonson, The workes of Beniamin Ionson (London: Will Stansby, 1616). On the 
Horatianism of Jonson’s epistles and epigrams, see Moul, Jonson, Ch. 2. 
401 Ben Jonson, Vol. 8, eds. Herford and Simpson. All future verse quotations taken from this 
volume. 
402 On the self-affirming function of Jonson’s Epistles, see Levine, “Status,” 675. 
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 And your brave friend, and mine so well did love. 
 Who wheresoere he be…….. 
     The rest is lost.  (91-3) 
 
As Donne’s editors point out, the cause of this “loss” is easily explained by the poem’s 
survival in a more finished state in two manuscript miscellanies, one of which predates 
the 1616 folio.403 The “recovered” ending reads,  
 who where so ere he be, on what deare coast, 
 now thincking on you though to England lost 
 For that firme grace he holdes in yor regard 
 I that am gratefull for him haue prepard, 
 This hastie sacrifice wherein I reare 
 A vow, as new and ominous as the yeare 
 before his swift and circled race be run 
 my best of wishes; may you beare a sonne 404 
 
Jonson’s wish to Rutland, ““May you bear a sonne,” would prove impossible, for the 
Countess’ husband, Roger Manners, was impotent, likely a result of syphilis contracted 
during his European ventures. “[I]n effect her husband wanted the half of his. in his 
travells,” William Drummond reports Jonson as saying (the censoring full stop after “his” 
becoming another pretended “loss,” likely attributable to Drummond’s manuscript’s 
Restoration transcriber).405 Though both the Countess and her husband had died by the 
time the poem appeared in print (the poem dates from 1600), Jonson may have thought 
that retaining the unfulfilled “vowe” of a child would be in poor taste. 
 Yet, Jonson’s decision not to feign completeness by revising the ending of his 
poem but instead so obviously “let[ting] the scar show” with the phrase “the rest is lost” 
                                                
403 See Antony Miller, “Ben Jonson’s ‘Epistle to Elizabeth Countesse of Rutland’: A Recovered 
MS Reading and Its Critical Implications,” Philological Quarterly 62.4 (1983): 525-530. Miller 
refers to the Bodleian MS as Rawl. Poet. 32, but the poem is in Rawl. Poet. 31. 
404 British Library Harley MS 4064, f. 245v. 
405 Ben Jonson, Vol. 1, ed. C.H. Herford and Percy Simpson (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1925), 138, 130. 
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resists such an easy explanation.406 In his work on the collaboration required of early 
modern readers by the print authors of “incomplete” texts, Stephen Dobranski argues that 
this unusual Epistle registers Jonson’s “ambivalence” about his own print ambitions, 
since to be a literary author in the way his Workes folio repeatedly declares – right down 
to the volume’s typeface emulating that of contemporary “editions of the Latin and Greek 
classics” – also entails being a professional, or someone who writes for money.407 “By 
announcing that part of the poem has been lost,” Dobranski proposes, “Jonson seems to 
privilege the original manuscript over the folio edition: he would rather have an 
incomplete poem printed than repair or restore the missing text.” The poem’s abrupt 
termination should therefore be treated as a “staged gesture” which “helps to identify 
Jonson as a court poet circulating his works in manuscript rather than a ‘verser’ writing 
for money.”408 
 On one level, Dobranski is right to point to Jonson’s interest in manuscript 
circulation as well as print. Jonson was unusually committed to both media – a 
commitment that emerges in poems like Epigram XCVI in Jonson’s Workes, “To John 
Donne,” where Jonson imagines that by “send[ing] my Epigrammes to thee” (2) he will 
(in Garth Bond’s words) “secure his claim to the title of poet.”409 Jonson suggests here 
and elsewhere that a manuscript text could be just as authorizing as print when its 
recipient is discerning, or as he puts it in the line from which Bond takes his article’s title, 
“Rare poems”  – that is, poems that are not only skillful but hard to get one’s hands on – 
                                                
406 Jonathan Z. Kamholtz, “Ben Jonson’s Green World: Structure and Imaginative Unity in ‘The 
Forrest’,” Studies in Philology 78.2 (1981): 188. 
407 Dobranski, Readers, 101; Moul, Jonson, 5. 
408 Dobranski, Readers, 105-6. 
409 Garth Bond, “‘Rare poems aske rare friends’: Ben Jonson, Coterie Poet,” Studies in Philology 
107.3 (Feb. 2010), 384. 
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“aske rare friends” (6) (“To Lucy, Countesse of Bedford, With Mr. Donnes Satyres,” 
6).410 Moreover, manuscript and print could abet one another, particularly when a poem 
in one medium alluded to the other. Reading a title like “To Lucy, Countesse of Bedford, 
With Mr. Donnes Satyres” in Jonson’s Workes, readers would have been reminded of 
Jonson’s role as a circulator and sender of verse to prominent courtiers like Bedford, 
noting with envy or intimidation his “access to the coteries he depicts.”411 In fact, Jonson 
could be said to perform a similar move in his epistle to Rutland when he declares that he 
who has no “gold” to send the Countess will “send you verse” (19). 
 I strongly disagree, however, with Dobranski’s idealization of the supposedly 
“lost” manuscript version of Jonson’s epistle to Rutland as an inherently “personal 
document” which, through its ability to call up a more gentile mode of poetic 
transmission print, allows Jonson to “distance himself from the commercial implications 
of the printing trade.”412 For the notion that manuscript verse circulation is somehow 
removed from a monetary economy privileges circulation among friends or equals while 
ignoring the fact that Jonson and many of his contemporaries expected payment or gifts 
in return for their manuscript poems to social superiors.413 A manuscript compiled by the 
secretary of Jonson’s late-career patron and friend William Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle 
offers frank testimony of Jonson’s dependence on cash presents in exchange for poems: 
copies of verses he sent to Newcastle are juxtaposed with transcriptions of letters in 
                                                
410 Ibid., 389. 
411 Ibid., 382. 
412 Dobranski, Readers, 106. 
413 We might recall Donne’s complaint that his “Obsequies” on Bedford’s brother produced a 
measly £30. See Brown, “Presence,” 80. 
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which Jonson thanks Newcastle for a timely donation or proclaims “I send no borrowing 
Epistle” – even as he asks for more money.414 
 Rather than offering a nostalgic glimpse of a less ethically fraught system of 
poetic disclosure, then, “The rest is lost” helps Jonson assert that his “Epistle. To the 
Countesse of Rutland” is not a “borrowing Epistle” – that is, not a poem written chiefly 
with the intention of financial gain. For in addition to getting the poet off the hook for his 
failed prophecy of a “sonne,” Jonson’s foregrounding of textual loss actually disavows 
the importance of the document he sent to Rutland, probably as a New Year’s gift in 
1600.415 Not only that document but the entire transaction, in whatever form it took, is 
“lost” and irrecoverable, Jonson suggests. As a result, Jonson needs only his “laureate 
status” to complete the poem, not his (literally) profitable social connections – a status 
emphasized within the poem itself when Jonson writes that his “Orpheus”-like power 
(77) will move others to “thronging come, and boast the happy place / They hold in my 
strange poems, which as yet, / Had not their forme touch’d by an English wit” (80-2).416 
It seems worth noting here that this passage is highly reminiscent of Lodge’s claim to 
write poems “in that kind, wherein no Englishman of our time hath publiquely written.” 
In fact, Helgerson suggests that Jonson is alluding here to the “panegyric epigrams” 
which precede The Forrest in Jonson’s Workes and which function in a very similar 
fashion to his “Epistles” (albeit in a shorter, sharper vein).417 
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 What Jonson and Daniel’s poems tell us, then, is that the early seventeenth-
century English print epistle was fundamentally bound up with a pretense of loss – loss, 
that is, meaning the suppression or glossing over of more ephemeral, and in some cases, 
more embarrassing manuscript versions of the poems publicly displayed to purchasing 
readers. If Lodge could claim to write directly for print, other, more skillful Epistle-
writing contemporaries, embedded by choice in two complementary systems of poetic 
production, had to work harder to distinguish “literature” from the more socially-inflected 
products of a patronage system (a system that continued to favor manuscript texts).418 
The stakes were nothing less than these poets’ recognition as Authors. 
 I would like to propose, however, that this “loss” was not quite as total as we 
might presume (and not simply because letter-poems and copies of letter-poems did, in 
fact, survive). For if, in their aim to “persuade [their] recipient[s] – and, through [them], 
[their] public readers – of the wisdom in a certain attitude or course of action,” the 
Epistles of Daniel and Jonson effectively require a general, essay-like mode of address, 
they also enable a certain encodedness.419 Paradoxically, these public Epistles become a 
vehicle for private messages to Daniel’s and Jonson’s stated addressees, exploiting key 
phrases and even formal choices that would have had special resonance for these 
individuals. Daniel’s epistle “To the Ladie Lucie Countesse of Bedford,” for instance, is 
written in terza rima, a form he uses nowhere else despite his well-documented 
involvement in several Italianate projects. In addition to appealing directly to the 
Countess’s learning, praised overtly in the epistle itself, Daniel’s choice of this form 
                                                
418 For more evidence of Daniel’s role as a gifter of manuscripts, see John Pitcher, Samuel 
Daniel: The Brotherton Manuscript. A Study In Authorship (Leeds: Leeds Studies in English, 
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would have placed the poet directly in conversation with another learned female patron 
and poet, the Countess of Pembroke, whose translation of Petrarch’s Triumph of Death, 
possibly gifted by John Harington, he knew to be in Bedford’s possession.420 Daniel’s 
Epistle is thus deeply social and intertextual in a way only Bedford would have 
recognized. So when Daniel refers to Virtue’s greater effectiveness when she has “An 
eminent, and spacious dwelling,” he not only admires Bedford’s fortunate birth and 
special place in the new court of Queen Anne but claims for his metrical form itself the 
status of a spacious “bespoke room” in which Bedford can exercise her much-lauded 
intellectual, social, and sexual emancipation (12).421  
 On the other hand, this emancipation may come at the cost of the Countess’s 
domestic life. Pointing to Bedford’s repeated miscarriages and to the early death of an 
infant (“I hope some- body else hath had the ill luck to tell you first, that the young 
Bedford is dead,” Donne writes to Goodere in 1602), John Pitcher argues that Daniel’s 
depiction of confined Virtue’s thoughts as inevitably “abortiue from the wombe” would 
have resonated with the Countess, perhaps painfully (9).422 In Florio’s 1598 Italian 
dictionary, Pitcher notes, vertù is defined as “honesty, strength, grace, puissance, power, 
perfection, authority, valiantness, manliness, manhood, prowess,” some of which 
characteristics are (at least on the surface) antithetical to the peculiarly feminine duty 
expected of Renaissance peers like Bedford.423 Even as Daniel praises Bedford in his 
Epistle, his language suggests at a more hushed or confidential level that her perfection 
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remains to be completed, and that her fame – Daniel’s term for a noble and unstained 
reputation – may actually be compromised by the very freedoms her position allows her 
to enjoy. In this respect, I would argue, the seventeenth-century Epistle, for all its unease 
about the letter-poem with which it must inevitably compete, nonetheless retains 
something of the quality of the “presumptuous letter” Pamela so fears and desires in 
Sidney’s depiction of illicit posted verse. 
 
Conclusion: To the Letter 
 
 I would like to end where this chapter began: in the early eighteenth century. In 
her poem “To Mr. Pope,” a commendatory verse attached to Alexander Pope’s 1717 
Works, Anne, Lady Winchelsea allows herself to express unease about the role her friend 
had asked her to play. “The muse,” she writes, 
   of ev’ry heav’nly gift allow’d 
 To be the chief, is publick, tho’ not proud. 
 Widely extensive is the Poet’s aim, 
 And, in each verse, he draws a bill on fame. 
 For none have writ (whatever they pretend) 
 Singly to raise a Patron or a Friend; 
 But whatsoe’er the theme or object be, 
 Some commendations to themselves foresee (1-8).424 
 
Suggesting that “the poet’s aim is always in some way public,” Winchelsea shows the 
project of “raising” another author in verse to be inherently self-centered.425 Inevitably, 
she argues, the verse “commender” advertises his or his own prowess as much as he does 
that of his “Patron” or “Friend” (6). Rather than pretend, therefore, she encourages Pope 
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to fill the beginning of his gutsy Works volume with further applauding verses so as to 
allow his friends the opportunity to achieve publicity, too, “by sympathy of parts” (16).  
 Winchelsea is writing specifically about a type of verse which only emerged with 
the institution of the authorial printed collection. Yet, her assessment of “The muse” (1) 
as “publick” (2) and cognizant of “fame” (4) offers a useful way to understand how the 
much longer tradition of epistolary poetry had shifted in the minds of poets and readers in 
the century between Jonson’s Workes and the Works of Pope. By the early eighteenth 
century, the relationship between printed epistolary verse and the letter-poems that 
continued to be sent by poets of all abilities had effectively been severed. Both Letter and 
Epistle were employed almost indiscriminately to signal a mode in which the profession 
of intimacy was simply of a bid for “fame.”426 If eighteenth-century verse letters are 
defensive, it is not because they strive to set themselves apart from posted manuscripts 
but because the realm of print had increasingly become the venue for debate, particularly 
debate in verse. 
 Pope’s poetic practice exemplifies this shift. In 1715 or 1716, Pope had sent a 
satirical verse portrait of a figure he called “Atticus,” a successful poet “too fond to rule 
alone,” to the poem’s target, the author Joseph Addison. The poem functioned as revenge 
for Addison’s supposed double-crossing of Pope. In what must have looked like an effort 
to “marginalize Pope’s project,” Addison had helped his protegé Thomas Tickell obtain a 
contract for an English verse translation of Homer’s Iliad within two months of Pope 
                                                
426 Bill Overton notes that the publication of eighteenth-century epistolary verse does not bear out 
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signing his own contract for an Iliad translation with another publisher.427 Pope almost 
certainly shared the witty satire, too, with other readers, for a copy of the widely-
circulated verse was printed without his permission several years later. When Pope 
finally decided to publish the biting poem himself, however, he did not address it to 
Addison. Instead, Pope inserted the poem within An Epistle from Mr. Pope, To Dr 
Arbuthnot (1735) – perhaps the most famous of Pope’s many celebrated epistolary poems 
addressed to close friends or supporters.428 The verse thus became part of a larger attempt 
to defend Pope’s character and his writing, one only tangentially related to his specific 
dispute with Addison (who had, in any case, been dead for over fifteen years). 
 Despite Pope’s choice of Arbuthnot as a sympathetic sounding-board, however, 
the Epistle can be thought of as a poem “to” Arbuthnot only in the weakest sense. In the 
first edition of To Dr Arbuthnot, Pope frames the Epistle as a pre-existing “Bill of 
complaint” whose publication was finally instigated by the printing of Verses to the 
Imitator of Horace (1733), “a cruel, vigorous, and entertaining attack on Pope” thought to 
be written by Lord John Hervey and Pope’s former intimate Lady Mary Wortley 
Montagu.429 Pope hits back at new detractors through the pretense of writing to 
Arbuthnot – an addressee who was, in fact, only belatedly added to the title of the 
poem.430 Particularly noteworthy, therefore, is the way in which Pope’s Epistle becomes 
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a public response to an equally public aggression in verse. As noted above, Pope could 
and did communicate with friends and enemies by sending them poems, as did Montagu, 
whose manuscript letter-poem to Hervey was not printed until the following century 
(when it appeared, fittingly, among her letters).431 Yet, it was the printed Epistle To Dr 
Arbuthnot which Pope chose as the appropriate staging ground for one of his most 
personal, painful quarrels. The poet had no need to disguise an earlier manuscript 
exchange with Montague, Hervey, or Arbuthnot himself, not only because such an 
exchange did not exist but because it would have been largely irrelevant even if it had.  
 The age of Pope coincided, James McLaverty claims, with “a turning point in the 
history of authorship: a point at which the author’s person, personality, and responsibility 
were becoming matters of public interest as never before.”432 Perhaps we should not be 
surprised, then, that the real intrigue in this era attached not to the relationship between 
printed epistolary verse and letter-poems but to the publication of prose letters by living 
writers like Pope. Beginning in the seventeenth century, of course, posthumous letters of 
well-known English writers (Donne, Herbert, Milton, Rochester) had become important 
sources of literary fame. Yet, the idea that a literary author would publish his own letters 
during his lifetime was unthinkable.433 The skullduggery practiced by Pope in an effort to 
get his prose letters to the press (a process that involved tricking the stationer Edmund 
Curll into publishing letters he had himself supplied, thus allowing him to produce his 
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own authorized collection) shows that even in Pope’s day it was not yet appropriate for 
the author himself to supervise his own “public interest.”434  
 Nonetheless, I would like to speculatively propose that the increasing popularity 
and legitimization of printed Letters and Epistles in verse helped pave the way for the 
widespread publication of collections of correspondence like Pope’s, which would 
gradually grow less and less clandestine. Might not the tension that inhered between 
Epistles and letter-poems in the early seventeenth century be seen to resurface in the early 
eighteenth? And might not the ubiquity of printed poems hailing friends, relatives, rivals, 
lovers, and statesmen offer a model for authors to proclaim that their prose mail, too, was 
something worth the notice of an audience beyond its recipients, something never truly 
private, something, in a word, literary?  
 Recent events suggest that mail may, in fact, be moving in the other direction. In 
July 2016, the organization WikiLeaks released to the general public 19,252 emails sent 
by leading members of the Democratic National Committee, exposing illegal efforts to 
undermine one of the presidential candidates during the primary race.435 The rise of email 
hacking (including by the state) is once again placing readers in the position of voyeurs 
or peepers into the secrets of the open cabinet. For even if the texts disclosed as a result 
of these breaches do not contain “broken seals, scrawled directions, and postmarks,” they 
nonetheless call to mind early collections like The copy of a letter. “Fame? wherfore dyd 
I terme it so? / I should haue cald it shame,” writes Whitney, ostensibly of Jason and 
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Aeneas’s unfaithfulness, but perhaps reminding the reader, too, that some texts simply 
weren’t meant to be shared.    
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